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In contrast to earlier research of learning to read and write, the present
study of eleven pre-school children's early attempts to learn to read and
write is presented in a socio-interactionistic perspective where reading
and writing are considered to be language activities based on the dynamic
linguistic sign.
It is found that the children's conception of reading and writing varies
considerably over time, but where later forms have their origin in earlier
existing more rudimentary forms. The main developmental phases are
described as a U-curve trend with respect to the following four aspects (>
which appears before"):
II

• practice
• effective reading
and/or writing
(non-grammatical
or restricted)
• solitarywork
• complex texts

>
> theory
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writing>
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>
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effective reading
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solitary work
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It is furthermore shown that reading and writing difficulties may arise
as a consequence of the sole use of what here has been defined as traditionai reading and writing programs, because required pre-knowledge in order to be able to participate in such programs cancerns aspects that the
programs are supposed to teach. It is argued that children like those in the
study are favoured by these programs, since they are acquainted with
several of these aspects already when they start school. The learning of
written language by these children is also shown to be very similar to the
learning of spoken language.
The pedagogical implication of the study is that reading and writing
should be taught within a functional setting based on each and every
child's world of meaning, where languageing is the prime mover and
where a variety of techniques, but primarily the grammatical one, are
used as effective supports when languageing goes wrong.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
The ability to read and write is of decisive importance in most modern
societies. In a world where written language is becoming more and
more preponderant in our ways of communicating, the ability to read
and write divides people into those that share the freedom of written
language and those that have to be dependent on others to take part in
written communication. The possibility to learn to read and write is
part of our human rights. But as a consequence of this growing importance of spreading the ability to read and write, there has been an increasing production of methods for teaching reading and writing. The
teacher might very easily run into problems when he makes himself acquainted with the different types of methods and the debate concerning
the teaching of reading and writing. In view of the abundance of methods and arguments in defense of different methods, it is difficult to see
the forest for the trees. The methods and arguments are in many parts
full of contradictions and obscurities.
Ifound myself in this kind of frustrating situation in the mid-seventies, while working with remediai education. When I realized that my
teacher training had not given me knowledge enough to tackle this kind
of choice in a responsible manner, the solution became studies in
linguistics. The choice fell on linguistics, because I was firmly convinced
that learning to read and write is the learning of written language and
linguistics is the study of the structure and function of different types of
languages. One of the outcomes of my studies in linguistics is this thesis.
The aim of the thesis, therefore, is to get a better understanding of
what reading and writing are. First a presentation, a discussion and an
evaluation of earlier research concerning learning to read and write
will be presented in Section Gne. In opposition to the traditional way
of studying reading and writing a cIose examination from different
perspectives of the way pre-school children learn to read and write
both on their own and ,in interaction with their parents will be made.
This description is found in Section Two. In the light of what has been
found within this examination a further discussion of what reading
and writing are will be undertaken in Section Three. Furthermore the
main features of traditional reading and writing methods will be
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evaluated, and their inbuilt hindrances to learning to read and write
will be highlighted. It will also be argued that some children are favoured by these methods. Moreover the reasons why learning spoken
language and learning written language are sirnilar activities will be
examined. Section Three will be finished with suggestions for a language pedagogy arising from the discussions in the earlier chapters.

SECTION ONE.
EARLlER RESEARCH.
The phenomenon of early reading and writing, Le. the first steps towards becoming a full-fledged reader and writer, has been explored
from many different angles within many different scientific disciplines:
pedagogy, psychology, sociology, anthropology, neurology, and linguistics. In studying a certain phenomenon, each branch of science has inherent in its methodology and its base of knowledge both possibilities
and limitations. Each discipline rests on certain presuppositions.
Therefore what is claim,ed to be known about a certain phenomenon is
dependent on the angle of approach and the questions raised.
The review and discussion in this thesis will be primarily concerned
with research into reading and writing as language activities, Le. research that has looked at the phenomenon from a linguistic perspective. The main areas to be penetrated here are research concerned with
meta1inguistic ability and research in the field of early literacy. But in
order to get a more complete picture of the questions and answers
within these fields a brief summary of traditionai pedagogical and
psychological research related to early reading and writing will also be
included. After a short presentation of studies within these areas, the
views of reading and writing and of the act of learning to read and
write present in the works will be discussed. The research will be criticized for its narrow view of reading and writing.
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2. PRESENTATION OF EARLlER

RESEARCH.
TRADmONAL PEDAGOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH.

There are at Ieast four different domains of research related to early
reading and writing that can be considered. The areas and the questions raised in them can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1.
The nlain questions put forward in pedagogical and psychological research.
Readin~ methods 1:

Reading processes2:
Reading strategies3 :
Spelling4:

"How is readin~ best tau~ht?/I
"How does the reader process a text?/I
"What strategies does the reader use?
"What should a weIl formed writing
system look like?"

The first characteristic feature of traditionai pedagogical and psychoIogical research is that the main interest is in reading, while writing is
more or less ignored. More specifically the interest is concentrated on
the process of reading, Le. how reading is performed by the individual.
Secondly, although the questions are given opposed answers, theyare
nevertheless in agreement with each other when considered in relation
to the four domains (see Table 2). But the state of the art today is that a
compromise has dissolved the earlier existing dichotomy in all four
areas.
The answers within the different areas are interrelated. Theyall rest
on, firstly, the idea that reading is equal to a perception process, and
secondly on the Aristotelian view that writing is a representation of
speech. The relationship between speech and writing is, for example,
described as phono-graphic translation by Haas (1970, pp 7-9). The
lFor a presentation of research in this area see e.g. Dallmann et al, 1974; Harris
& Sipay, 1975; Lindell, 1980; Malmquist, 1973.

2For a presentation of research in this area see e.g. Edfeldt, 1982; Ehri & Wilce,
1985; Gibson & Levin, 1975; Lundberg, 1981; Wildman & Kling, 1978/79; Wright,
1980.
3For a presentation of research in this area see e.g. Barron, 1985; Bryant &
Bradley, 1983; Foss & Hakes, 1978; Henderson, 1980; Jorm & Shar, 1983;
Masonheimer et al, 1984.
4 For a presentation of research in this area see e.g. Fishman, 1977; Liberg, 1985.

main incentive for choosing sides within the dichotomy in the discussion of methods, strategies, and spelling is thus the understanding of
the form of the reading process. Under the influence of Chomsky's
theory of language, both sides assume the reading process to be a process of a mental representation of a grammatical description of language. The grammatical description preferred is usually some modified
variant of generative transformationai grammar. The bottom-up, topdown, and interactive models of the reading process differ with regard
to the manner the grammatical model is used, Le. how the grammatical
structure of the text is processed by the reader.
Table 2
Surnmary of answers in pedagogical and psychological research.
Reading method:
Reading process:
Reading strategy:
Spelling:

The dichotomy
phonics
vs
whole-word
bottom-up
vs
top-down
phonological recoding
vs
direct access
phonemic principle
vs
other principles, e.g.
morphemic principle

The compromise
com bination
interaction

flexibility
combination

The bottom-up process is an inductive process. The reader is assumed
to treat the text in aseriaI manner, letter by letter in a strict left to right
direction. The letters are translated within the phonetic component to
sounds, which are brought together in the phonological and morphologicalS components to words. A string of words is the input to the syntactic component. The last instances are the semantic component and in
some models the pragmatic component. By means of these two last
components the meaning of the written text is arrived at.
The top-down process is on the other hand a hypothetical-deductive
process. K. Goodman, who is a proponent of the top-down model, describes reading in the following way:
SThe morphological component is excluded in many models, since the models
follow the generative description of English, which is a language with a very
light morphological burden.
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Reading is a selective process. It involves partiai use of available minimal language cues seleeted from perceptual input on
the basis of the reader expectations. As this partiai information
is processed, tentative decisions are made to. be confirmed, rejected or refined as reading progress. More simply stated, reading is a psycholinguistic guessing game. (Goodman, 1982a, pp
33-34)

The interactive model is a combination of the bottom-up model and
the top-down model. The different grammatical components are assumed to interact with one another. The reader uses the top-down
process when possible in order to reduce the work in the bottom-up
process. He is assumed to be flexible in his reading and able to change
strategy if necessary.

METALINGUlSTIC RESEARCH.

Within the metalinguistic research field are to be found primarily psycholinguists and psychologists. The main purpose of their research in
this area is to flnd a valid and reliable predictor of success in learning
to read. The writing system is assumed by these research workers to be
the content of early learning to read. In the same way as in the pedagogical and the psychological research presented above, the writing
system is supposed to be a representation of speech. The hypothesis put
forward and tested in different experimental designs is the following:
if the child is able to objectify his own language use and exarnine it in
accordance with the phonological component of his internaI grammar
of speech, he is also able to understand the writing system, since this is
a representation of speech. In rnetalinguistic tests, children are asked to
participate in activities in which the most frequent and crucial questions are of the following type:
Which/How many sounds are there in the word 'sun'?
Which sound cornes after /before /i:/ in 'police'?
What does /s-0-n/ 6 become?
Within different types of test designs a high positive correlation is
found between pre-school performance on metalinguistic tests and
6The sounding out of the word 'sun'.

scores on reading and spelling tests carried out when the chUd has
started school. The interpretation given to the results is that children
who are aware of the phonological component of their internai grammar are those who will best manage the metalinguistic tests and, following this, profit most from reading and spelling instruction in school.
These children are said to be phonemically aware. 7
In most of the tests, a quantitative analysing technique is utiIized.
Some research workers, though, have developed a more qualitative
analysing technique of the responses. When the qualitative technique is
used it is found that the responses of pre-school children differ in a systematic way from the respanses given by school children. The former
give more phonetically related responses, while the latter give responses in accordance with conventionai spelling (Ehri, 1984, 1985). An analogous development is the chiId's conception of the unit 'word', which
is found to change during the first year in school. It becomes more and
more in accordance with the conception of the 'word' as highlighted in
the writing system (Valtin, 1984 a, pp 218-226).
The results of the quaIitative analysing technique have led to same
controversies within the metalinguistic research field. The first con troversy concerns the form of the representation of the internal grammar
of spoken language. The alternatives discussed are a phonetic, a phonemic, and a whole-word representation of speech. A solution to the
controversy is, though, that the internal representation changes over
time, in analogy with the child's reading and spelling. The second controversy concerns the direction of the correlation between so-called
phonemic awareness and reading ability. The question here is whether
phonemic awareness is a prerequisite for or a consequence of learning
to read 8 •
Another type of metacognitive factor which is found to correlate
strong ly with obtained reading and writing ability after school is commenced, is the pre-school child's conception of the reading and writing

7See e.g. Ehri, 1984, 1985; Foss & Hakes, 1978; Gleitman & Rozin, 1977; Helfgott,
1976; Leong, 1984; Liberman, 1982; Liberman et al, 1977; Liberman & Shankweiler,
1985; LtUldberg, 1978, 1984a, 1985; Lundberg et al, 1980; Lundberg & Torneus, 1978;
Mattingly, 1972, 1984; Olofsson, 1985; Papandropoulou & Sinclair, 1974; Rozin &
Gleitman, 1977; Ryan & Ledger, 1984; Shankweiler & Liberman, 1976; Sinclair &
Berthoud-Papandropoulou, 1984; Torneus, 1980, 1983.
8For a presentation and a discussion of the arguments used see e.g. Downing &
Valtin, 1984.
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processes, and of the usefulness of reading and writing, the "How?"
and 'Why?" of reading and writing, Le. a so-called "task awareness"
factor. In studies where this factor has been investigated, it is shown
that children who already in their pre-school years are able to answer
these questions more or less in the fashion they would be answered by a
developed reader and writer are also the children who have the best
success in learning to read and write. 9

EARLY LITERACY.

While metalinguistic research is the study of a behaviour believed to
be a decisive factor in learning to read and write and is carried out in
experimental or test situations, research within the field of early literacy involves actual reading and writing behaviour. The studies are
often carried out in "naturalistic" settings, Le. settings in which reading and writing occur in daily life. Research workers from many different disciplines participate in this angle of approach: educationalists,
psychologists, linguists, anthropologists, and sociologists. The interest
in these aspects of learning to read and write has increased considerably during the last years.
A prominent feature in this research is the view that spaken languageing and written languageing occur together and support each
other, Le. the interrelatedness of language activities10 • The development of reading and writing is described as analogous to the development of spoken languagell. Goodman (1983) suggests that the processing of written language is similar to the processing of oral language and puts the question:

Have lve so conjused literacy development with schooling that
we have ignored what children learn about written language
prior to formal instruction? (ibid. p 69).
Two different main purposes are found in the studies. The first one
involves the inquiry into the child's way of "breaking the code", and
inta reading and writing behaviours that precede and follow this step.
The second purpose is to investigate what kind of factors in the child's
condition of life contribute to a successful learning of reading and
writing.
9Dahlgren & Olsson, 1985; Downing, 1984; Francis, 1982; Reid, 1966.
lOFor a discussion of the topic see e.g. Clay, 1980, 1983.
11See e.g. Liberg, 1983, pp 90-104; Söderbergh, 1986 pp 645-658.

Studies concerned with reading and writing development show that
children are able to start their reading and writing career as earlyas in
their second year of life with prephonetic reading and writing, ending
up "breaking the code" in their third, fourth or fifth year 12 . Goodman
(1986) holds that the beginning of reading and writing occurs in individuals when they develop the awareness that written language makes
sense. She describes the roots of literacy as consisting of, first, development of print awareness in situationai contexts, second, development of
print awareness in connected discourse, third, development of the
functions and forms of writing, fourth, the use of oral language to talk
about written language, and fifth, metacognitive and metalinguistic
awareness about written language.
In a retrospective study by Clark (1976, pp 19-56, 101) it is shown that,
as far as performed tests could show, early readers are not more exceptionaI in any special aspect social or cognitive, than any other group of
cornparable children. But Söderbergh (1986, p 659) points to the circumstance that the child's spoken language and sensitivity to structural aspects of language seem to profit from their early acquired reading ability. In the same vein Andersson (1976, pp 5-6; 1981, pp 31-45) recommends early reading as a way of maintaining a bilingual child's two
languages on equal terms. Furthermore Clark (1976, pp 51-52; 1984, P
124) finds in her study that no special method is the prime one, though
impressive results have been obtained with G. Doman's (1986, pp 109140) whole-word approach in other studies. Söderbergh (1976b, 1981,
1985) has for instance shown that deaf and hearing-impaired children
seem to profit considerably from this method.
The main phases recognized and described in the development are
firstly the step from prephonetic reading and writing to phonetic reading and writing, and secondly phonetic reading and writing to elaborated reading and writing. In opposition to traditional pedagogical and
psychological research and to metalinguistic research the phenomenon
of writing is described and discussed in many more studies than is
reading.

12See e.g. Bissex, 1980; Brantberg-Frigyes, 1970; Clark, 1976; Fosby Elsness, 1989;
Hertzberg, 1988; Lass, 1982; Masan, 1980; Söderbergh, 1971, 1976a, 1976b, 1981,
1982, 1985, 1986; see also Andersson, 1981, for a presentation of different cases of
early reading.
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Retelling a well-known children's book, while the child behaves as if
he is actually reading the book, and recognizing emotionally intense
words as whole-words, are described as prephonetic reading 13 . The
transition from prephonetic reading to phonetic reading is described in
detaiI for one chUd by Söderbergh (1971, pp 32-106; 1986, pp 651-654) as
passing from whole-word reading to morphematic reading to syllabic
reading to graphematic reading. The last stage is considered to imply
that the chUd has broken the alphabetic code. When the child has
reached this point, he is able to read words he has never seen before,
although words he already "knows" in his language are more easily
read. The move from phonetic reading to elaborated reading, where
the child is able to read different types of more extensive texts, is for
many of the described children very rapid.
Behaviours classified as prephonetic writing are drawing, doodling
and writing of graphemes more or less similar to letters or numbers. It
is described by Ferreiro (1983) as

.. behaviors ... considered not as a kind of masquerade of an
adult activity, but as indicators of internai activities through
which the organization of the object of knowledge is taking
place. (ibid. p 278)
The object of knowledge is the writing system. Dyson (1981, 1982,
1983, 1984), Britton (1982, 1983), Ferreiro (1983, 1984, 1985), and Ferreiro & Teberosky (1982) who have studied how children discuss and
comment on their prephonetic writings, take as their point of departure
for their description of the child's prephonetic writing Vygotsky's (1974,
1983) theoretical position:

.. that the written signs [early prephonetic writing; author's
notel are entirely first-order symbols ... directly denoting objects
or actions, and the child has yet to reach second-order symbolism, which involves the creation of written signs for the spoken
sYlnbols of the words. For this the child must make abasic discovery - namely that one can draw not only things but also
speech. (1983, pp 288 - 289)
Their conclusions are in accordance with the conclusions of Luria (1983)
and Vygotsky (1983) that writing develops from a form of drawing.

13See e.g. Bissex, 1980, pp 119-120; Söderbergh, 1986, p 647.

This means that

Contrary to popular belief writing may not begin as speech
written down. The differentiation of writing from drawing and
its precise connection with language is not necessarily a step
preceding, but a gradual process occurring during and through
first attempts to represent experience through letter graphics.
(Dyson, 1982, p 379)
The ways in which children combine writing and drawing are severaI
in the early phases. Dyson (1982, pp 365-366) describes the following 14 :
• drawing and writing are intermingled on the page; they
are not related thematically
• drawing and writing contribute (roughly) equally to the
complete product
• writing serves as a label for at least part of the drawn graphics
• writing is part of the drawn graphics
• drawing provides the meaningful context for the writing

(60)

(15)
(14)

(6)
(1)

The functions that the prephonetic writing could fill was studied by
Dyson (1983, pp 11-12). She describes the following 1S :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to produce conventionaI symbols (e.g. the alphabet)
to label or to provide a captian for objects, persons or events
to write
to produce a message
to produce aparticular written product (typically a letter)
without concern for aparticular message
to express or dramatize feelings of self or others
to detail or accurately represent a drawn object
to communicate aparticular message to aparticular audience
to investigate the relationship bet\veen oral and written
language without concern for a particular referent
to organize and record information

(18)
(17)
(14)
(10)

(7)
(6)
(5)
(5)
(3)

(2)

The writing event may, according to Dyson's description (ibid. p 9-16),
consist of either just a mechanical formation or a mechanical formation
combined with one or all of the following components: message
formulation, message encoding, and message decoding.

14The number in parenthesis refer to number of graphic episodes. Total
nurnber of episodes analyzed were 96. The study included 22 child-participants.
lSThe number in parenthesis refer to the number of children who were
engaged in the different types of writing. The stucly inclucled 22 childparticipants.
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Ferreiro & Teberosky (1982, pp 178-204) in their study16 were able to
identify different developmental levels in the child's prephonetic writing. The first level is characterized as the writing of wavy lines or linearly ordered series of graphemes similar to letters or numbers, where
the writing consists of few systematic variations in the number of graphemes used. The variation that occurs depends primarilyan the quantifiable differences among what is referred to, e.g. 'elephant', when contrasted with 'butterfly', may be written with more letters since it is a
bigger animal. The second level is in contrast characterized by the conviction of the child that there must be variation in the written text, Le.
the text must be written with different letters, in order for it to be readable. The next level is when the child starts to write one grapheme for
each syllable. At first the grapheme is chosen arbitrarily, but later on the
grapheme chosen has a phonetic correspondence to the syllable. At this
point the chUd has reached the point of phonetic writing, which at first
is a sort of heaviIy reduced phonetic spelling 17.
The child's phonetic writing consists of very short texts, not uncommonly just a few words. From a textual point of view it is characterized as talk written down 18 , which implies that it lacks features characteristic of so-called decontextualized language.
1/

1/

They [the children; author'snote} discover significant uses for
writing by building bridges from the familiar activities of speaking, drawing, and playing to tite nerv activities that writing
makes possible. Children write to name and organize parts of
their worlds, to capture and savor their experiences, to tell
stories, to try out voices and roles, to fulfill family and school
responsibilities, to communicate messages to readers near and
jar, and to make lists that lvill help them to remember what they
have to do. (Gundlach, 1982, p 145)
Thus, the early writings fill many different functions and many genres
are at work. However, different genres are found to develop differently for different children. It depends on for example the child's interest
(Clay, 1975), the pedagogy at work (Clay, 1983, pp 264-265, 269-271),
16This is also presented in Ferreiro, 1983, pp 286-289.
17See e.g. Kamii & Randazzo, 1985; Liberg, 1983; Paul, 1976; Read, 1971, 1973,
1978, 1983, 1985, 1986.
18See e.g. Goes & Martlew, 1983; Gundlach, 1982; Hildyard & Hidi, 1985; Kamler
& Kilarr, 1983.

the child's proficiency in recounting (e.g. stories) (Britton, 1983, p 20),
and the type of language reguired in certain genres (Collerson, 1983, p
73). Graves (1975) characterizes the early writing process as ".. as
variable and unigue as the individual's personality." (ibid. p 237).
A shared characteristic of all reported cases of early literacy is the stimulating language milieu the child is brought up in, where there are abundant occasions for everyday language interaction. They are milieus
in which the child is given opportunities to discover when, how and
why written Ianguage is used 19 . These observations have encouraged
an intensified attention to the factor of the child's language milieu, this
being the second research line within the field of early literacy. Snow &
Ninio (1986, pp 121-137) have for example shown that already the first
reading sessions the child participates in, in some cases before he even
has become one year old, may help him to understand how to handle a
book, how to understand pietures in picture-books, how to relate what
is read to his own life, and so forth. Jacob (1984), furthermore, has
shown how different play activities give opportunities to practise and
elaborate literacy skilIs e.g., the children /lpretend to construct and use
shopping lists, buy goods with food stamps, and get prescriptions from
a doctor./I (ibid. p 82).
A primeconcern in many studies is to uncover the child's opportunity
to actively take part in situations where so-called "decontextualized"
language is used, since this type of language is considered to be a fundamental trait of written language. Another term used by Scollon &
Sco11on (1981, pp 69-71, 79-80) for this phenomenon is "the fictionalization of the self as author, audience, and character". Features characteristic of "decontextualized" language are: distance between sender
and receiver, fictionaIization of sender and of receiver, expIicitness of
reference, complexity of syntactic structures, permanency of information, autonomous establishment of truth, and high degree of cohesion
(Snow, 1983, p 186).
Situations studied and described, where "decontextualized" language
is used, consist in most cases of parents' or teachers' reading to the
child and conversations around topics arising from the book 20 . For

19C1ark, 1976, pp 39-56; 1984; Goodman, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986; Leichter, 1984;
Masan, 1980
20See e.g. Cochran-Smith, 1984, 1985; Heath & Branscombe, 1986; Snow &
Ninio, 1986; Taylor, 1986; see also Teale, 1984, for a review and discussion of research undertaken in this area.
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example, Flood (1977) concludes her report on parental styles in the
following way:

At this point it seems almost axiomatic to say "the book won't
teach the child to read". Children need to be involved in the
story from beginning to end; they need to interact with the
reader - their parent - to extend ideas, to question their own
understanding, and to relate their ideas to experience. (ibid. P
867)

In some cases conversations, without book-reading, about topies not
eoneerned with the immediate situation, Le. situations whieh demand
the use of "decontextualized" language, have been studied21 . Simons &
Murphy (1986, p 201) also show, among other things, that the ability to
suppress "situation-dependent" language when it is not appropriate is
related to the development of reading skil l. Other aspeets of the
"written language milieu" examined are the child's access to reading
and writing material, exposure to print in environmental settings, frequency of visits to the library, amount of daily activities mediated by
reading and/or writing, parents' attitude toward reading and writing,
and so forth 22 .
Studies looking at social and cultural differences regarding these
factors find in many cases critical divergences. The main results from
these studies are that reading and writing behaviour differ between
different cultures23 . Traits considered to be charaeteristic of a stimulating "written language milieu" are found in different social classes24 ,
but they are in many instances more numerous and more frequently
occurring in higher social classes than in lower2s .
Although a striking unanimity is found between studies describing developmental trends and studies describing the "written language
milieu", a dividing line is found with regard to the researchers' opinion
concerning the adult's role in the learning act. Many of the studies presented above, especialIy those discussing developmental trends or

21See e.g. Heath, 1986; Sulzby, 1986.
22See e.g. McCormick & Mason, 1986; Teale, 1986; Wells, 1985, 1986.
23See e.g. Clay, 1976; Heath, 1983; Scmeffelin & Cochran-Smith, 1984; Scollon &
Scollon, 1981.
24See e.g. Anderson & Stokes, 1984; Goodman, 1986; Miller, Nemoianu &
Dejong, 1986; Teale, 1986.
2SSee e.g. McCormick & Mason, 1986; Simons & Murphy, 1986; Wells, 1985.

specific stages in the development, have only observed the child's
manipulation of the writing system on his own. That is, they have not
at all considered the " adult-factor". But those who have taken this
factor into consideration put more or less emphasis on it, dependent on
their foeus of attention in the study.
Those who make less strong claims hold that written language primarily is learned by the ehild through his interaction with print and his
discovery of a relationship between the written and the spoken code.
Söderbergh (1986, pp 646-658) suggests that grammatical aspects
(phonological, graphematic, morphological, and syntactic structure)
are learned subjectively, by the child's own analyticaC explorative, and
self-directed work, while aspects such as pragmatics and the vocabulary of here-and-now contentives are learned intersubjectively, mediated
in interaction. Goodman & Goodman (1979), who among others use
the term "natural learning", clarify their position in the following way:

... when we use the term natural learning, we do not regard the
process as an unfolding in an environment free of obstructive
instructions. Teaching children to read is not putting them in a
garden of print and leaving tltem unmolested. (ibid. p 139)
Teale (1982) who also makes use of the term "natural" makes a somewhat stronger claim in stating that:

When the child learns to read and write in the course of everyday events, he or she internalizes a coordinated set of actions
which involve using a particular technology in certain settings
to achieve particular goais. The source for this whole process
lies not in the individual as ... certain constructivist-oriented
accounts imply, but in the lnutually constructed interactions of
individual and functioning social world. (ibid. P 566)
A mueh stronger stand is found in Thomas' (1985) retrospective study
of early readers. Thomas holds that terms such as "natural readers"
and "naturalliteracy" tend to distort the ownership of efforts involved.
She states that:

is both an oversimplification and an injustice to the parents
in the study to suggest that reading acquisition lvas the sole and
natural act of the child. Indeed the time, the social interaction,
the clarification of linguistic/literacy factors, and the systematic
.. if
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approach to print engaged in by these parents of early readers
would be called exemplary teaching if done in the classroom by
teachers who turned out such successful beginning readers.
(ibid. p 473)

Inspiration to her study and support for the claims Thomas put forward is among others Snow's study (1983), which is one of the few studies that in a micro-perspective shows the social interaction in literacy
learning. It describes how a boy and his mother interact while trying to
write the boy's name. In this study it is shown how the parent by the use
of the following different types of strategies:
• semantic contingency (adult's continuing topics introduced by the child),
• scaffolding (reduction of uncertainty), and
• accountability (adult's requiring task completion)

helps the child to bring the task to an end.
The study to be presented in this thesis will describe both the interaction the child takes part in and the child's manner of using written
language26 • But before presenting this studya discussion and an evaluation of the scientific framing of the questions put forward and answered in previously presented research will be made.

26S ee

also Liberg, 1988, 1990a and 1990b.

3. DISCUSSION AND
EVALUATlON OF ANSWERS
PUT FORWARD BY EARLlER
RESEARCH.
THE VIEW OF READING AND WRITING INHERENT IN THE STUDIES.

The statistical-experimental paradigm, which dominates traditional
pedagogical and psychological research as weIl as metalinguistic research, assumes that a phenomenon is reducible to its component parts
(Harste et al, 1984, pp 87-88). The phenomenon to be studied is assumed to be fixed and ready outside the description. It consists of a closed
system of entities which work upon each other. As such, it is possible to
uncover. The task is to make hypotheses about what entities are a t
work, and to describe the verified entities and the relationships that
hold between them. It is assumed, furthermore, that each entity can be
studied in isolation in order for the researcher to find out how it really
works. Models and descriptions, built on these assumptions, make
claims to giving an absolute picture of the phenomenon. The models
are, furthermore, assumed to possess an inherent ability to explain the
rise and the fall of state of affairs within the system.
In this way, reading and writing are assumed to consist of different
ability components. The component assumed to be of prime cancern
within this type of reading and writing research is the ability to manipulate the alphabetic writing system. Traditionai pedagogical and
psychological research has primarily investigated hypothesized components of the ability to process the writing system. The stress has been
placed on the outline of the process. Metalinguistic research tries on
the other hand to tap the child's assumed awareness of the structural
equivalents of writing in speech, Le. phonemic awareness. The child's
ability to translate spaken symbols inta written symbols, and vice versa
is investigated.
A problem encountered by such a view of reading and writing is the
fact that different types of experimental methods lead to different descriptions of the assumed cornponents. Furthermore, the research gets
caught up in the many different factors which are supposed to be more
or less clasely related to the studied phenomenon. This often leads to
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intra-scientific controversies concerning the interpretation of the descriptions and supposed relations. The validity of investigations is in
this way questioned. Not seldom, the controversies move the focus of
attention from discussion of the theoretical assumptions made, Le.
"What are we studying?", to intensified work with designing more and
more advanced experiments, Le. "How are we studying?", in order to
prove the beliefs held by the investigator. The research then changes
from being a scientific discussion to becoming a technical discussion or
an ideological discussion. The controversies within the metalinguistic
research field mentioned above are of this kind. Solutions to the problems, given within the paradigm, are either to (hange experimental
technique or to change scientific point of view.
Another cause of the controversies found within metalinguistic research, also inherent in the statistical-experimental methodology, is
the above presented difference in analysing technique. A purely statistical approach, like the one commonly used in the investigations, forces
the investigator to make quantitative judgements of given responses,
and leaves no room for any extended quaiitative judgements. When
confronted with such quaiitative studies, studies based on purely quantitative judgements become less convincing.
In contrast to the statistical-experimental paradigm stand the methodologies most commonly used in the field of early literacy, because according to these the phenomenon is observed as it occurs in daily life.
They are called the observation methodology and the participationobservation methodology. However, the first type of methodology
shares the individual-psychological perspective with the statisticalexperimental paradigm. That is, the individual and his presumed
psychological states are put at the centre of the study. Diametrically
opposite with regard to this aspect, the participation-observation
methodology rests on a theoretical assumption that the phenomenon to
be studied is complex where all aspects of the situation, including the
researcher and his assumptions, are irreducible. It is not possible for
the observer to lift himself by the hair and look at the situation from the
outside. All aspects of the situation are integral parts of the phenomenon that is to be described. (Harste et al, 1984, pp 87-90). This is an
approach increasingly favoured and advocated in the study of language use 27 .
27S ee

e.g. Saville-Troike, 1982, pp 108-115; Warclhaugh, 1986, pp 8-20, 238-249.

The view of reading and writing inherent in the observation methodologyagrees to a large extent with the view found within the statistical-experimental paradigm. A difference, however, is that in the
observationai studies, it is not only the child's manipulation of the
writing system that is of central concern, but also other aspects of
written language. The view of reading and writing inherent in the
participation-observation methodology is, on the other hand, that
language or language use is a social phenomenon, a non-delimitative
and irreducible whole. The unique language moment is impossible to
retain. Reading and writing are assumed to be language events that
are instances of such language use.
But, as will be obvious from the discussion below, studies carried out
within the different methodologies more or less explicitly adhere to the
view of reading and writing inherent in the paradigm. It is possible to
identifya departure from studies, very much influenced by the traditionai perspective dominating the statistical-experimental paradigm, to
studies more true to the perspective displayed in the participationobservation methodology.
The language activity discussed or observed above all in previous
work on early literacy is, as in traditionai reading and writing research
and metalinguistic research, the manipulation of the writing system.
One of the main topics is the child's way of manipulating the writing
system in blending together and in spelling. In later works on early literacy other language aspects have been discussed. But, since it is actual
spelling, reading, and writing situations, which are observed with the
help of audio- or videotaping, or extensive field notes, that are studied,
new aspects of the activities can be considered over and over again.
The data material can, thus, be analysed from newangles of approach,
as far as the observation technique allows. In each analysis a new point
of view can be chosen. The participants can even be used as
i nformants 28 .
The concentration on the writing system in both metalinguistic and
early literacy research is an inheritance from earIier discussions in pedagogical and psychological research. It is also a conseguenee of the
fact that the writing system is the most recognizable aspect of written

28The descriptions of language use are provided with a new and very
informative dimension, when the participant-as-in formant technique is used
(Tannen, 1984, pp 37-40).
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language, since it is the visual aspect of written language. But above all
it is a consequence of the traditional view that writing is the representation of speech. Speech is in this perspective regarded as the
primary language form to which writing is subordinated29 . The specific
trait of reading and writing in comparison with speech is thus the studied object: the writing system. 'Speech' and 'writing' may be called
"pivot concepts" within most of the studies presented above, since they
have been given such a priority. In order to find out in what respect the
concepts 'speech' and 'writing' are meant to be of interest in learning to
read and write, they will in the following be dealt with more fully.
Speech and writing may be and have been analysed and highlighted
from many different angles of approach. Different research fields work
with different 'speech' and 'writing' concepts. Within phonetics speech
has traditionally been looked at as consisting of a linear string of
phones. But within this discipline it can also be looked at from, for
example, a musical point of view 30 . Furthermore, within rhetoric and
speech act theory speech is analysed as action. But traditionally, the
most common study of speech is grammatical study. With grammatical
studYis here meant the studies within phonology, morphology, syntax,
and traditional semantics. It is within grammatical studY that the connection between speech and writing, referred to in presented research,
is found. The most crucial characteristic, pointed out within research
concerned with the child's ability to use the writing system, is the segmental structure of writing, Le. a linear row of weIl distinguished
signs, which is supposed to be also a property of speech in the form of
phones and phonemes within phonological descriptions.
In an historical perspective the grammatical science has developed
from a requirement to create a correct pronunciation of sacred and
other types of writings. For example, Robins (1967) states

That the development and use of writing was the first piece of
linguistic scholarship in Greece is attested by the history of the
word 'grammatik6s' ...; up to and including the time of Plato
and Aristotle the word meant simply one who understood the
use of letters, 'grammata' ... could read and write, and 'techne
grammatike' ... was the skill of reading and writing. (ibid. p 13).

29For presentation and discussion of different assumptions according to this
type of subordination see e.g. Naucler, 1980, pp 18 28.
30Personal communication: prof. S. Öhman.

Since writing has been one of the most preponderant techniques for
studying spoken language before the era of the phonograph and audioand videotaping, it has remained the primary object of study within
linguistic research. It has had an immense importance in the study of
spoken language 31 , even though many prominent linguists such as H.
Paul, O. Jespersen, F de Saussure, L. BIoomfield, and Ch. Hockett felt
that writing should be excluded from linguistic research (Allen, 1965, pp
11-12).
Furthermore, the basis of all kinds of reflections on or studies of
language as weIl as other phenomena, is the ability to create them by
objectification. By the invention of the different writing systems that
exist, Jllanguage" as an object was given a visual form, which created
some ways of looking at it as a static object. This is the "language" that
traditionally has been treated by grammar.
The object of study within grammatical studies has been taken from
either the living written language use or transcriptions of spoken
language in accordance with the principles of writing. Within phonetics
and phonology rules for the pronunciation of writing have been
developed. This grammatical treatment has furthermore had repercussions on spelling. Many grammarians have worked hard at making
more and more of the grammaticaI description visible in writing systems. For example, in Sweden E. Tegner Jr. (1886, pp 31-42) argued
that the morphematic principle should become one of the main principles in Swedish spelling32 . The pronunciation of writing, generated
within grammatical study, has also had repercussions on the use of the
living spoken language. Here the so-called "educated speech or pronunciation" is found.
These circumstances among others have had the result that many of
the properties of the writing system have also been ascribed to speech.
The knowledge of how to read and write, Le. how to use writing, is in
nearly every man's possession in the Western world to a greater or lesser extent. This has influenced his way of thinking of spoken language
as if it contained the properties of grammar. The influence which the
alphabetic writing system has had on our way of thinking of speech is
discussed by A. Lloyd James (1938) in the following way:

31S ee e.g. Linell, 1981, p 22, 1982; Olson, 1977, p 271; Washabaugh, 1980, p 210.
32For a discussion of spelling in a historical perspective see Liberg, 1985.
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Sound and sight, speech and print, eye and ear have nothing in
common. The human brain has done nothing that compares in
complexity with this fusion of ideas involved in linking up the
two forms of language. But the result of the fusion is that once it
is achieved in our early years, we are for ever after unable to
think clearly, independently and surely about any one aspect of
the matter. We cannot think of sounds 'lvithout thinking on letters; we believe letters have sounds. We think that the printed
page is a picture of what we say, and that the mysterious thing
called /lspelling/l is sacred ... The invention of printing broadcast
the printed language and gave to print a degree of authority
that it has never lost. (ibid. P 29)

However, within different phonological schools different solutions
have been suggested to the description of the relationship between
speech and writing. The generative school claims that phonology has
to be incorporated into grammar, Le. becoming non-autonomous, in
order to reach a more economical, efficient, and adequate grammatical
description of speech. These claims are put forward in opposition to
what it is meant to be the main character of the description put forward by the Prague school and other structuralist schoals. In a generative perspective the last mentioned schools are claimed to advocate an
autonomous phonology without any reference to other parts of grammar, and to argue that the analysis of speech should be characterized
by the features of invariance, linearity, and biuniqueness. As a consequence, the requirements of invariance, linearity, and biuniqueness
have been abandoned within the generative school. This implies that
the concrete phonemic representation favoured in the structuralistic
framework has been replaced by an abstract morpheme invariant representation. The degree of abstraction is dependent on how weIl different observed regularities in language are reflected in the rules. The
technique for writing rules has been a very much debated issue within
the generative school and many different solutions have been given.
The differences depend on what kind of data have been considered to
be relevant for the description33 . Within the generative framework
writing has even been described as an optimal representation of

33Fischer-]örgensen, 1975, pp 185-186, 267-272; Linell, 1979, pp 179-204; Robins,
1967, p 232.

speech 34 , astatement which is a logical somersault, since the description of the representation of speech is heavily influenced by the traditional preoccupation of Iinguists with writing. A segmental description
of speech has thus the writing system as its object of study.
However, it has been questioned within the Prosodic school or Firthian school that the segmental description of speech is the only possible
way of analysing speech within a phonological framework. In contrast
with most other phonological treatments, Firth highlights the prosodic
features of speech (Firth, 1957, pp 21-22, 121-138). Firth, however, is
not only in opposition to a phonematic analysis, but he sees such an
analysis onlyas serving the purpose of justifying a broad transcription
or an orthography35.
Thus, an analysis made within a certain framework serves a certain
purpose. A grammatical description belongs to grammar and is only
able to give explanations within this conceptual frame of reference
(Öhman, 1986, pp 160-166). The purpose of a grammatical description
is primarily to describe and prescribe what is supposed to be a correct
grammar within a national language. It is a normative description,
since it ~xcludes many different individual features and local variants.
To account for changes in language use, it is readjusted over and over
again.
In more general terms a grammatical treatment consists of taking a
piece of language out of language use. Therefore, the object of grammatical studies cannot be called language in the usual sense, since
language is by definition situated.

.. language comes to life only when functioning in SOlne environment. We do not experience language in isolation - if we did 'lve
would not recognize if as language. (Halliday, 1978/ p 28)
The object of grammatical studies is the static linguistic sign. Agrammatical treatment is, furthermore, characterized by its treatment of the
language object, the static linguistic sign, as consisting of major units
(text, sentences, phrases, words) which can be analysed inta minor
units (sentences, phrases, words, and letters, respectively) using rules
or conventions. The basic principles of a grammatical treatment and
also of the alphabetic writing system are thus:
34Chomsky, 1970, P 4; Chomsky & Halle, 1968, p 49.
35Fischer-]örgensen, 1975, pp 59-68; Robins, 1967, pp 217-218.
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1. A language object, a static linguistic sign, is created.
2. The static linguistic sign is created as consisting of major units,
which can be analysed inta minor units using different rules or conventians (= the principle of duality of language structure).
3. Analysis and synthesis presupposes one another. This means that
an analysis is made of the whole (word, phrase, utterance), but this
analysis presupposes the synthesis, Le. the analysis of major units inta
minor units presupposes that these minor units can be synthesized to
the major units. The synthesis is inherent in the analysis. On the other
hand the synthesis presupposes the analysis, Le. the synthesis of minor
units inta major units presupposes that these major units can be analysed inta these minor units. The analysis is inherent in the synthesis.
For reasans presented above, I claim that the concepts 'speech' and
'writing/, found within early reading and writing research, are used in
a very narrow sense in the statement I/writing is the representation of
speech/l. This cfaim is also found in research within the field of early
literacy that rests on either the assumption that writing is dependent
on speech, in the same respect as above, but in addition is assumed to
have some characteristics specific to written communication, or the
assumption that spaken and written language are autonomous and
derived from a common abstract representation. Within these categories of research it is meant that there are also other parts of the grammatical description, in addition to phonology, that are relevant in a
comparison between spoken and written language.
In my understanding of the traditional use of the concept 'writing', it
must be interpreted as the transcription of the writing system. The concept 'speech' should be understood as the grammatically correct pronunciation of the writing system. Speech, in this sense, is not superior
to writing, as assumed in the statement "writing is the representation
of speech/l. Pronunciation and transcript are two different physical
appearances of a grammatical form. The grammatical form is a static
linguistic sign, which has an auditory modalitYI pronunciation, and a
visual modality, transcript. In order to understand pronunciation and
to be able to pronounce in a grammatically correct way, the principles
of the writing system have to be understood.
In accordance with Parker's (1983) statement that learning to read
and write is part of a semiotic development, which in turn "... is part of
a still broader social process which involves the creation and trans-

mission of culturaI as weil as individual meanings./I (ibid. p 51), I claim
that the static linguistic sign gives too narrow a picture of what reading and writing are. To read and to write will in this thesis instead be
looked at as being in language. The same goes for speaking and listening, signing, and so forth. Theyare all language activities or different
aspects of language use. Language is a social phenomenon which is
part of asemiotic interaction in which we become human. It is a collective creation and maintaining of culturai and individual meaning. In
accordance with the view of reading and writing inherent in the participation-observation paradigm presented above, I claim, that language use, Le. languageing, is ephemeral and variable.
Here the linguistic sign is dynamic and can be examined from two
different angles. The first is the medium pertaining to the senses in
speech, in writing, in signing, and so forth. The second is the use of the
substances over time, the movement or activity. Language is form, but
may appear in different substances, in different physical shapes, in different media. Thus, the distinction between spoken and written acts
may not be made within a linguistic conceptual frame of reference.
From a linguistic point of view, the distinction between written, spaken, and sign language has no meaning. But, in a physical/medial perspective language may be divided into spaken language, written
language, sign language, and so forth. They are different substances of
the same form.
Thus, two disparate linguistic signs are identified. They are a static
linguistic sign and a dynamic linguistic sign. The linguistic signs may,
furthermore, appear in different media. Accordingly, instead of working with two concepts: 'speech' and 'writing', in the discussion of reading and writing, I propose a distinction between four different concepts: 'pronunciation', 'transcript', 'spaken language', and 'written
language'. The concepts are based on the static linguistic sign and the
dynamie linguistic sign, respectively (see Table 3).
Table 3.
The concepts 'pronunciation', 'transcript', 'spoken language', and
'written language'.

CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEOF
REFERENCE:
PHYSICAL-

MEDIAL

LINGUlSTIC

visual:
auditory:

static:
transcript
pronunciation

dynamic:
written language
spoken language
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The outcome of the actual use of the two types of linguistic signs is
different types of language activities. Language activities based on a
static linguistic sign, Le. grammatical treatments, are the commenting
upon and manipulation of the writing system. The comments and
manipulations concern the units that are focused within the writing
system: letter /letter sound 36, word, sentence, and text. The language
activities based on a static linguistic sign are e.g. blending together,
pronunciation, listening to pronunciation, sounding out, and transcribing.
Language activities based on the dynamic linguistic sign are listening,
talking, reading, and writing. Reading and writing are languageing
within the visual medium. Listening and talking are languageing
within the auditory medium. This is an understanding of reading and
writing which is in accordance with the view pointed out within research which has extended the understanding of reading and writing
to incorporate other aspects than the manipulation of the writing system. Some of these research workers 37 have described languageing as
the creation of worlds.
The two types of language activities based on different linguistic signs
consider two disparate topics. The topic of the activity: "commenting
and manipulation of the writing system", is the static linguistic sign.
The activity considers rules and conventions for the visual and auditory
modality of the static linguistic sign. It is an activity governed by rules.
The static linguistic sign is found within a closed and normative system.
The topic of "languageing within the visual medium" is on the other
hand taken from the "object language". Languageing, the dynamic
linguistic sign, is ephemeral, open, and infinite.
Studies concerned with reading and writing that rest on the statement that writing is the representation of speech, make the mistake of
confusing the actual spoken and written language use with the grammatical description of an ideal language. The distinction between the
two linguistic signs is not recognized. Languageing within the auditory

36In the more abstraet phonologieal deseriptions of speech, in the sense
'pronWlciation', the eoneept 'phoneme' may be equated with letter sound. ef.
the statement made by Chomsky & Halle (1968, p 49) that writing is the optimal
representation of speech.
37See e.g. Smith, 1985, p 197; Seollon & Seollon, 1981, p 14.
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medium and pronunciation on the one hand, and languageing within
the visual medium and transcription on the other hand are used without differentiation. A probable cause of the mistake is the circumstance
that pronunciation and spoken language on the one hand, and transcript and written language on the other hand are carried out in the
same medium, the auditory and the visual medium, respectively. The
mistake has as one consequence that reading and writing have been
looked at as a manipulation of the writing system: pronunciation of the
writing system and transcribing, respectively.
Another conceptual confusion found in the presented research is the
assumption that language, spoken, written, and so forth, has two related characters, one outer and physical character, and one internal
and abstract character. Language is looked at as being mentally represented by an internai gramrnar. This mental hypothesis is found in studies which rest on either the assumption that writing is the representation of speech, or the assumption that speech and writing are autonomous and derived from a common abstract representation. However, research of the first category is often much more explicit about
this point, than research of the second category. This means that it is
mainly found in the field of metalinguistics, and within works on early
literacy from an earlier date. The hypothesis is based on an individualpsychological point of view, which is also a fundamental characteristic
of the statistical-experimental paradigm. The object of study is the behaviour of the individual. The behaviour is furthermore interpreted
and explained in terms of the individual's psychological or mental
states. Behaviour is thus regarded as consisting of two related characters, one outer and physical character, and one internai and abstract
character.
In its application it is a confusion of two incompatible angles of approach, Le. an abstract or a grammatical description of an ideal language and a neurological description of language use. In the same way as
actual language use and a grammatical description are two incompatible angles of approach, so are a grammatical description and a neurological description of language use, A grammatical description, a
neurological description of language usel and actual language use are '
carried out in three logically incompatible conceptual frames of reference. Therefore, on logical grounds, the hypothesis of the mental representation of language stands on a very insecure basis. Furthermore,
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it does so for practical reasons. So far, the internal representation has
only been described in very general terms, primarily in the form of
some sort of simplified generative grammatical description. But this is
not a satisfactory situation within a theory where so many
interpretations are dependent on this description. If the "mental hypothesis" is accepted, the type of representation chosen has to be motivated. The reasons for choosing one of all the possibilities have to be
spelled out38 .
The so-called controversy within metalinguistic research about the
status of the phoneme takes place within this mental perspective. It will
just be the first in a long row, since concepts such as 'phoneme', 'word',
'sentence', and so forth, belong to the grammatical description, which
is logically incompatible with actual language use. The controversy
concerned with the shape of the mental representation is parallei to the
controversy fO\illd within psycholinguistic research concerned with
theories of speech perception and production, which have based their
theories on some sort of grammatical description 39 .
After reviewing many investigations dealing with the status of the
phoneme and the roots of phonological knowledge within the realm of
metalinguistic research, Valtin (1984 b) reaches the conclusion that "..
the exact nature of the roots of phonemic concepts await further investigation" (ibid. p 250). Thus, Valtin calls for further experimental
studies with children within the statistical-experimental paradigm.
One answer to this, in accordance with what has been stated above, is
that there is no need for investigations of this kind to gain a better
understanding of the roots of the phonemic concept, because the concept of the phoneme arises from a grammatical analysis of the static
linguistic sign. Agrammatical concept such as the phoneme can never
be found in a "place" outside the conceptual frame of a grammatical
description.

THE VIEW OF THE ACT OF LEARNING TO READ AND WRITE INHERENT
IN THE STUDIES.

In most works on early literacy, as weIl as in metalinguistic research,
38ef. the difference in analyzing technique between different generative schaals.
39For critique of these thearies see e.g. Beaugrande, 1982, pp 222-228; Hjelmquist & Strömqvist, 1983 pp 47-54; Larsson, 1984, pp 21-33, 73-76; Line!!, 1982, pp
143-162; Stabler, 1983.
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a cognitive view of learning has been dominant. The learner is seen as
actively searching and assimilating knowledge in accordance with a
Piagetian framework. It highlights an individual-psychological perspective on learning. The child is put at the centre of study, while the
teacher is, at best recognized and regarded as one factor among others
working upon the child. The pupil and the teacher are, thus, regarded
as two independent entities. However, later work in the field of early
literacy has highlighted the interaction between the learner and his
environment. This change in view is a refiection of a growing awareness among these research workers of what a holistic approach to
learning involves. As a consequence the focus of attention has increased to incorporate the total learning environment, which includes
among other things many different aspects of language and not only
the learning of the writing system. So far, though, not many studies of
the actual interaction have been carried out in this vein. The most frequent purpose of these studies has been to describe different aspects of
the "written language milieu".
Studies within the individual-psychological and mentalistic paradigm
differ on the one hand with respect to what features or units of the static linguistic sign are given most prominent place in the learning act,
and on the other hand with respect to how this knowledge is assumed
to relate to previously acquired knowledge. But in accordance with the
view that writing is the representation of speech learning to read and
write can be described as an establishment of a new channel, the channel of transcription, to the internal grammatical representation of
speech, which is already formed partly through nature, partly through
nurture. In the words of Piaget, new information is assimilated to an
old schema which accomn10dates to a certain degree. Locale in the internal representation for connection is assumed to be the component of
grammar which handles the basic unit of the processing system.
According to bottom-up modeIs, the basic unit is the letter, according to
top-down modeis, it is primarily the word, and according to interactive
models, it may change when necessary during the process. The connection works in a mechanical way, translating units in the used writing system into corresponding units in the internal representation of
language, and vice versa. Structures to be learned first should be simple from a grammatical perspective, Le. few grammatical rules are
needed for the translation process to occur. Accordingly, simple struc-
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tures do not put a heavy burden on the translation system. When
established, this channel has full access to the internaI representation of
speech. Thus, to learn to read and write is to create a connection and to
"run in" the connection until it works smoothly and automatically. The
conclusion must therefore be that both Iearning to read and write and
to read and write in a developed manner may be said to consist of the
"same" behaviour, the process of connecting the writing system to the
internaI representation of speech. The difference between them is that
in learning to read and write the behaviour is controllerI, while in developed reading and writing it is automatic.
The other main group of studies within the individual-psychological
and mentalistic paradigm is found within the field of early literacy.
Even though many of these studies have had their main focus on the
chiId's manipulation of the writing system, other language aspects
have been consldered. In accordance with the dominating view within
this category of research that spoken and written language are autonomous and derived from a common abstract representation, spoken
language and written language may very weIl be learned in a paraBel
fashion. However, studies that do not take such a stand in this question
are also found in this category. Learning to read and write may be described as a successive increase in the child's ability to participate in
different and more advanced language activities. These acts are identified with respect to both functional and structural aspects of language. But when decisions are made concerning the order of learning,
functional aspects are judged to have more weight than structural
aspects. In this way it is considered that learning to read and write
should start with written expressions (primarily words, but also
phrases and sentences) that are meaningful to the child, Le. expressions
that are part of the child's world and fil l a function in his life,
expressions that are well-known to him and that occur in his immediate settings. Within this subgroup of expressions those with a more
simple structure are given preference to others. However, when the
child takes the lead in a reading or writing session, it is not always
possible to make such a choice. Thus, learning implies that old schemes
are accommodated, but primarily, many new schemes are built. In. contrast with previously discussed research learning to read and write and
reading and writing in a developed manner must be considered as two
qualitatively distinct behaviours.

A sharp divergence between research workers in the two categories
discussed above, is thus concerned with the point of time when the child
is able to begin his career as a reader and writer. In accordance with a
"strong" interpretation of the aspect of developmental stages in
Piaget's theory, research workers within the metalinguistic field suggest that phonological awareness, being part of a more general metacognitive ability, is a new developmental stage emerging around the
age of five to six. Children are supposed not to be able to learn to read
and write, in the sense of this paradigm, before this age, since phonological awareness is considered as a prerequisite for learning to read
and write.
For good reasans, such a view has been strongly opposed by many
research workers within the field of early literacy, since they have
shown that learning to read and write can start at an earlyage, more
or less paralleling the learning of spaken language. Söderbergh (1986)
even proposes that such a view has been one of the causes of the fact
that " .. relatively little attention .. [has been] .. paid by reading researchers to the phenomenon of early reading .." (ibid. P 632). Furthermore
she states: "The impact of Piaget is so strong that research workers
may be reluctant to put their reputation and their chances of promotion
at stake by devoting themselves to this kind of research work." (ibid. p
632).
A third category of studies highlight, on the other hand, the interaction between the learner and his environment as one of the most
prominent factors in learning written language. The individual-psychological perspective is fading away in this category, leaving place for
a sociological perspective. It is as member of a society, in which written
languageing is one way of creating and maintaining meaning, that the
child is supposed to reach a point where he wants to be part of this type
of meaning-creation and meaning-maintaining. The child participates
in a certain critical socializing context where he is given an opportunity
to behave in the same way as members of an oIder generation in the
society4o. The third category thus consists of the idea that learning to
read and write is the learning of a dynamic linguistic sign in interaction
with other readers and writers in order to create and maintain cultural
and individual meaning. It is in this vein that learning of reading and
40Cf. Bernstein, 1974, pp 181-187.
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writing will be looked at in this thesis.
Such a socio-interactionistic perspective is in accordance with the
prime purpose of this thesis, which is to answer the question "How do
we teach reading and writing the best way?". The question concerns a
pedagogical situation, where an already educated person willlead an
uneducated person into the the holy room of the consecrated readers
and writers. The situation described is not an affair of an individual
action but a social interaction. The individual-psychological perspective, thus fails to account for one of the prime characteristics of the
pedagogical situation. Furthermore, the moment reading and writing
in the individual-psychological perspective are converted into a mental
or neuro-physiological act, the teacher has to leave in order to give
way to the neurologist. Thus, the type of answers advanced within the
individual-psychological perspective do not provide any ground for
explanation within the pedagogical situation. Instead of being
operationalized as knowledge of how to read and write consisting of
different individual-psychological states the knowledge will, in this
thesis, be operationalized as being an ability to participate in different
types of languageing within written language.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

In this discussion two dimensions have been of vital importance to the
understanding of differences and similarities between studies. They
have been on the one hand the type of linguistic sign used, and on the
other hand the way of looking at the act of learning to read and write
and reading and writing as such, as individual acts or as social acts. In
Table 4 a summary of these aspects and the view of reading and writing according to the three categories discussed above are displayed.
Different studies with different directions place themselves on a continuum from the first category to the second category, and further on to
the third category of research. Breaks in the continuum are results of
the fact that the different concepts within the two dimensions belong to
different conceptual frames of reference which are not related. That is,
it is not possible to adhere to both concepts within each of the dimensions. Nevertheless, studies are found which do have a lot in common
with a conceptual frame of reference, but which have not taken the step
in fult Le. they are on their way to changing their conceptual frame of
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reference.
Table 4.
A display of the dinlensions between which different studies are spread.

Astatie
linguistic
sign

An individual-psyeho- A soeio-interaetionistie
logieal perspeetive
perspeetive
writing is the
representation of
speech

*
*
writing and speech
are autonomous

*

*
A dynamie
linguistic
sign

*
*
language is form
and may appear in
different media

Thus, different research fields express different understandings of
reading and writing and of how reading and writing are learned. These
understandings are children of their time. The state of the art today is in
favour of a broader understanding of the phenomena reading and wri ting than is possible to find in earlier works. We are now experiencing a
paradigm shift. The paradigm shift cancerns both the design of the study and the understanding of language. This type of paradigm shift is
also found within other types of studies of language use.
In accordance with the broader view is the view advanced in this thesis, that reading and writing are languageing, which is ephemeral and
variable. This point of view implies that it is only possible to create a
picture of the studied phenomenon. The picture is furthermore created
by the observer, his way of reminding himself of the phenomenon,
which is controlled by the perspective the observer is using. In other
words there is no unbiased and universal picture, inherent in the phenomenon, to uncover. Therefore, the created picture shall be considered as
contestable. To answer the question of what reading and writing are is
to take a look inta the ephemeral and variable, Le. the practice of life,
from a certain point of view and try to create same pictures. It is like
collecting. and arranging pictures in an album. Different scientific disci-
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plines eolleet and arrange different albums, Le. different answers are
given.
In order to be applicable and to serve a didactic purpose the different
albums and the pietures in them have to be displayed and evaluated in
relation to each other, and in relation to the purposes of teaching to
read and write demanded by society. Negotiations have to be carried
out in order to decide what will be considered as reading and writing.
Sometimes this work results in a great battle and even a paradigm
shift. A more polished form of behaviour is to accommodate to the existing and traditional view and transmit it to the next generation within research. This is what has been the case to a large extent during the
last hundred years of research concerned with reading and writing.
The aim of the next section is to bring together and arrange same
pictures of reading and writing in a linguistic album. The album will
consist of pictures from same early attempts of pre-school children to
take part in the literate society. Pictures having something in common
with each other will be gathered in groups in order to lay the ground
for same generalizations about these children's first steps in becoming
readers and writers.
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SECTION TWO.
SOME PICTURES OF
LEARNING TO READ
AND WRITE.
The problems with earlier research are on the one hand that it has
seen its pictures as absolute and complete representations, and on the
other hand that in most cases it is merely grammatical pictures that
have been created, Le. the pictures render to what degree the reader
and writer comply with the grammatical norm. The first type of problem can be remedied by reinterpreting the absolute attitude to imply
that the descriptions made can be seen as plausible pictures. The
restricted grammatical perspective is on the contrary impossible to
change or extend; this thesis, therefore, will use some other perspectives in addition to the grammatical one. These perspectives are:
• A physical/medial perspective. (chapter 5)
In this perspective the activities will be differentiated according to used medium, instruments, and number of participants
taking part in the activ i ty.
• A language act perspective. (chapter 6)
This perspective will be used in order to differentiate between
acts with respect to what topic they deal with.
• A genre perspective. (chapter 7)
The texts read and written and the spoken language acts will
in this perspective be analysed as constituting different kinds of
texts.
• A perspective of the pattern of action. (chapter 8)
In this perspective the reading and writing activities will be
defined in terms of the physical/medial perspective, the language act perspective, the genre perspective, and a grammatical
perspective, while the spoken activities will be examined with
a conversationai analysis.
• A time perspective. (chapter 9)
This last perspective will show the development of the child's
ability to take part in the different activities.
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Using these perspectives, answers to the following three questions will
be searched for:
• What kind of language activities are the children participatingin?
• How are the children able to contribute to the activities?
• How does the child's ability to read and write develop?
By using methods for analysis employed in research concerning reading and writing, both early and late developmental phases, and other
types of linguistic research, I will present some new and some already
explored aspects of early reading and writing in order to reach a more
extended knowledge of what pietures are able to benefit an understanding of what could be meant by learning to read and write, partly
as different from, partiyas similar to learning other types of language
activities. But before these perspectives are applied to the observations,
the data base will be presented.
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4. PRESENTATION
OF THE DATA.
COLLECTION PROCEDURES AND TYPES OF DATA.

Twenty parents volunteered to participate in a study of how preschool children go about working with the writing system and reading
and writing activities. The parents were asked to take notes on how
their child worked with reading and writing (even if it did not follow
the adult standard), all the questions, statements, and so forth, the child
made that concerned writing, reading, written material, the writing
system, letters, speech sounds, and so forth, and all the information
that was given by the adult. The parents were also urged to take down
their notes, if possible, in connection with the described activity. The
parental notes were delivered on a monthly basis41 • In the analysis to
appear, nine of these twenty were picked out on the grounds that they
had delivered observations for three months or more and that this had
been done on a regular basis. The author's two children also
participated in the study, which therefore consists of observations of
eleven children42 . The observations cover periods ranging from three
months up to four years and four months (see Table 5). Two of the
children were observed from their third birthday, the rest from four
years of age. None of the children had started school before the end of
the observation period. In Sweden children start school the year they
become seven years of age. There are seven girls and four boys in the
study. The data base consists of 395 observations of the following kind.

41 The

study started in March, 1984.
42The reading and writing behaviour of one of the children (child no 1) was
the starting point of the author's interest in this field of research. Within the
first half of the observation period for this chiid, the main stress was put on the
child's own way of dealing with the writing system, in accordance with other
types of studies in this field (e.g. Bissex, 1980). By that time the importance of the
interactions that surrounded the reading and writing occasions was realized and
gave impetus to the present investigation. Therefore the observations for child
no 1 deviate to a certain degree from the observations of the other children.
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Example 143 • Child: 11 - 3:1 - Girl
C. is playing with small plastic bricks which have letters on
them. C's name is Majsan.
1. C: I want to put Majsan. First cornes a Majsan letter (takes
<M», then an Albin (takes <A> (grandfather's name is
Albin». What cornes next?
2. M: Ij:1 as in Jan (M and C look for this letter together
(uncle's name is Jan».
3. C: Then an Albin letter (takes <A». Now it says Majsan.
(Then the mother and the child go on in the same fashion
and write the names of friends.)
Example 2. Child: 10 - 4:2 - Girl
In the shop:
1. C: What does potato begin with?
2. M: l<p>l.
Example 3. Child: 5 - 6:2 - Boy
The child reads a lot, almost everything that comes in front of
his eyes: signs, newspaper and picture book headings.

In addition to the detailed observations, the nine parents44 were asked
to fill in a survey form, which was sent to them on four different
occasions (after the study had been going for four months, a year, one
and a half year, and two years). As can be seen from Table S, not all of
the parents filled in the form on all occasions. The form contained descriptions of different types of behaviour that were recognized as being
significant in the child's reading and writing development. The order in
which the different types were written on the form was scrambled in
two different ways. The parents were asked to write down at what age
they had recognized that the chiId had behaved in the described way for
the first time. The first time the survey form was sent to the parents
they were also asked to answer some questions about their reading
behaviour together with their children.

431n the examples the children are marked in the following way:
investigation number - age (year:month) - B(oy) I G(irl)
Other notations that are used are as follows:
C = the observed chiid; M = mother of the chiid; F = father of the chiid;
"x" = a word or an expression in Swedish, the English counterpart is given in
italics; 'x' = a word; lxi = the sound of a letter; I <x>1 = the name of a letter;
<x> a graph; <'x'> = a written word; Ix-y- ... I = words sotmded out or blended
together.
The Swedish version of the examples is found in Appendix A.
44The author was excluded from this procedure.
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Table 5.
Observation period for each chi/d.
Child no
-Boy/Girl
1- Girl
2 -Boy
3 • Girl

4 - Girl
5 -Boy

6 - Girl
7-Boy
8 - Girl
9-Boy
10 - Girl
11- Girl

Close observations
Agespan Total
amount
4:1 -7:5
3:5
3:0 -7:4
4:4
0:11
4:4 - 5:2
1:8
4:4 - 5:11
4:1 - 6:8
2:8
4:3 - 5:5
1:3
4:3 - 5:0
0:10
4:2 - 4:7
0:6
4:1 - 4:8
0:8
4:1- 4:3
0:3
3:1 - 3:3
0:3

Survey-observations
Age span Total
amount

3:0 - 5:0
3:0 - 6:0
4:0 - 5:11
3:6 - 6:2
4:0 5:11
3:0 - 4:0
3:0 5:0
3:9 - 4:6
2:0 4:0

2:0
3:0
1:11
2:R
1:11
1:0

2:0
0:9
2:0

PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS FROM THE SURVEY OBSERVATIONS.
According to the parents' answers in the questionnaire45 , all of the

children were read to at least once a day at home. Eight of the ten
parents had started to read to their child around the time the child became one year and same at an even earlier age. The remaining two
started when their children were 1:6 years and 2:6 years respectively.
Ten out of the eleven children attended nurseries or went to chUd minders, where they were also read to once a day. Nine of the ten families
used the public library on a regular basis ranging from once a fortnight
to once a month. The observed children were in other words brought up
in highly literate environments. Two of the children had oIder siblings,
who had already started school at the time of the beginning of the
observation period. One of the children had an older sibling who started
school when the chUd was 5:4 years old. Concerning impairment with
sight, hearing, and motor control, just one of the children was reported
to have a slight hearing loss after repeated colds. As can be derived
from the survey observations, many of the children had set out on the
path of reading and writing before the observation period began by
reading (9 children) and writing (7 children) their own name, doodling
in order to write (8 children), showing interest in letters and

45Includecl in this presentation are also the author's two children.
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asking about their name or sound (9 children), asking a grown-up to
write for the child (6 children), pretend-reading (7 children), writing letters (scrambled), and pretending to be writing (5 children).

PROS AND CONS WITH THE DATA.

The advantage with such material is that situations (playing with
friends, shopping, out walking, going by ear, going to bed, and so forth)
that otherwise would have been very difficult or even impossible for a
research worker to record, are described in avivid way by the parents.
The parents have shared with us a glimpse of their daily life together
with their children. However, a disadvantage with the material is that
it is very uncertain how closely the observations reflect what was said
and done (same of the observations seem to come very cIose to what is
possible for an untrained observer to take down, but others are very
brief). For this reason it is not always justifiable to make any detailed
analysis of the described interactions. In defence of the parents it must
be stated that they have followed their instructions (and met expectations) extremely weIl.
A factor that is impossible to control, when a collection procedure such
as this is employed, is that participating in a studyas this can have stimulated the observed behaviours in the child and led to more frequent
observations. The frequency of notes, on the other hand, does vary for
some children to a very large degree, but for other children to alesser
degree. The question, of whether this is because the child is only performing one type of behaviour, or because the parents are blind to other
types of behaviour that could be of interest, or because the child is performing these other types of behaviour at times when he is not observed, or perhaps because the parents do not have time to take nates, or
because of a combination of these and other factors, must in this study
be left unanswered, since there is no possibility of determining these
factors. In compensation, since several children have been studied the
effects of some of these factors may be neutralized.
Thus, a studyas this can contribute to the research in this area with a
new type of data, but still there are several drawbacks, due to the collection procedure. Therefore, no extended statistical analysis has been
employed.
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5. A PHYSICAL/MEDIAL
PERSPECTIVE.
THE PERSPECTIVE.

The division of the observations will in this perspeetive be based on a
physieal/medial way of deseribing the aets. That is, they will be grouped aeeording to what type of physieal instruments are erueial for the
aeeomplishment of the acts, in what medium they oceur, and also how
many acting participants there are.
Listening and talking are aecomplished in the auditory medium, or the
ear - mouth medium. From the perspective of the individuat listening
implies only the use of the ear, while speaking requires both the mouth
and the ear, the last being an instance of a feed-back controI. Reading
and writing on the other hand concern the visual medium, or the eye hand medium. In addition to the visual and kinestetie senses, these aetivities necessitate instruments such as text, paper, and peneil; the last
two are furthermore interchangeable with chisel and stone or stylus
and eIay or something else as in the example below.
Example 4. Child: 6 - 4:6 - G
Sometimes C. puts letters with branches.
The idea probably comes from Eeyore, the donkey in Winniethe-Pooh. Eeyore knows the letter <A>.

Reading is carried out using only eye and text, while in writing eye,
hand, paper, and peneil are used, the eye being an instanee of feed-baek
control, as the ear in speaking. Reading and writing are either aceomplished in just the visual medium by silent reading and writing or in both
the visual medium and the auditory medium by reading aloud and
writing aloud (cf. Example 3 and 1).
Moreover all the aetivities are carried out either by one person alone
or by two or more persons, working together and most often also talking about what they are doing. The activities when just one person is
speaking will heneeforth be called 'speaking alone' while the aetivities
when two or more persons are speaking and listening to each other will
be ealled 'eonversations'. Furthermore we will have reading and
writing alone either silently or aloud, and reading and writing together
aloud. This leaves us with eight categories into whieh the observations
ean be grouped.
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THE DATA.

In analysing the 395 observations this way 501 different activities are
found (see Table 6 below). The aets of reading and writing, alone and
together, dominate the pieture. But the acts of speaking alone and conversations, Le. aetivities without any written materials, amount to
twenty percent of the activities (see Table 6). This is perhaps a little bit
unexpeeted, since the study concerns the activities reading and writing.
Shared reading is the predominant type of act and it oeeurs nearly
twice as often as shared writing, reading alone, and writing alone, respectively. Nearly two thirds of the activities are thus carried out by the
chUd together with somebody else in interaction. All the acts of shared
reading and writing are furthermore carried out aloud. The same holds
true for nearly all the cases when the ehild is reading alone. The
exceptions being two instances of child no 5's reading whieh are carried
out silently. When the child is writing alone he is explicitly stated to do
this aloud in nearly two third of the cases. In the rest of the cases i t is
impossible to conclude from the parents' notes whether the writing is
done silentlyor not.
Table 6
Total anlount of different types of activities in a physical /nledial perspective.
Child no:

1

2

3

4

5

4

8

3

51

6

7

8

9

10

5

1

2

11 Total

ALONE:

Speaking
Writing aloud
unknown
Reading aloud
silently

4

2

1

18
16

5

6

9

2

6

8
53

1

3

9

3
3
2

1

32

4

78

2

2

TOGETHER:

Conversation
Writing aloud
Reading aloud
Total:
Activities/
month

6

5

15

15

24

26
6
6

9

11

1 103

47

46

21
11

2.5

0.9

4.2

21
16
40

5
15

1
8
3

38 148

33

13

1.9

4.6

5

2.2

1.3

1

93
89

4
1

8

3
6
13

5

12 146

20

23

12

18 501

1

3.3

2.9

4.0

5

6.0

2.5

From Table 6 is also obvious that the children work with different intensity and that they put more effort or interest into certain types of
activities than inta others. Child no 1 seems to spend most of her time
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own 46 .

writing, mainly on her
Children no 3, 4, and 7 share this interest,
but prefer to do it together with somebody else. The other children,
except for child no 2, on the other hand, devote most of their time to
reading, preferably in interaction with somebody else. Child no 2 differs from all the rest in being an extreme interlocutor without any
special desire to read and write. This child has also the lowest mean for
the rate value activities/month.
Many questions arise concerning the activities which cannot be
answered within a physical/medial perspective. Therefore, we will
turn to a language act perspective next, in order to see if it may give
some answers to arising speculatians.
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6. A LANGUAGE ACT
PERSPECTIVE.
THE PERSPECTIVE.

Within a language act perspective the activities will be described on
the one hand with respect to what is languaged about, Le. the topic of
the communicative act, and on the other hand what comments are
given to this topic. The prime reason for choosing this analysis is to
differentiate between activities that are concerned with the static
linguistic sign and those that are not. The topic/comment distinction
was introduced by Mathesius (1975) by use of the terms theme/rheme
as the principle of functional sentence perspective. It is the third of four
different factors that according to Mathesius determines the order of
words in a sentence. The other three are the grammatical principle, the
principle of rhythm, and the principle of emphasis. The principle of
functional sentence perspective is described by Mathesius in the followingway:

.. when observing different utterances we jind that they are
more or less clearly composed of two parts. One part expresses
what is given by the context or what naturally presents itself, in
short what is being commented upon. As we already know, this
part is called the theme of the utterance. The second part contains the new element of the utterance, i.e. what is being stated
about something; this part is called the rheme of the utterance.
The usual position of the theme of an utterance is the beginning
of the sentence, whereas the rheme occupies a later position, i.e.
we proceed from what we already know to what is being made
known. We have called this order objective, since it pays regard
to the hearer. The reversed order, in which the rheme of the
utterance comes first and the thelne jollows, is subjective. In
normal speech this order occurs only in elnotionally coloured
utterances in which the speaker pays no regard to the hearer,
starting lvith what is most important jor himself (ibid. p 156)

46This fact is partly due to the different types of observational method with
which this child has been studied (see note 42).

The functional sentenee perspective has its forerunners in e.g. Plato's
distinction between 'onorna' (name) and 'rhema' (predieate), and in
PauI's (1970, pp 124-127, 282-285) psychoIogically based distinction
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between 'das psychologische Subjekt' and 'das psychologische Prädikat'.
Three types of topic - comment constellations are identified in this
study. The first is something that we most often communicate about,
namely our own and others' lives. This will be called an " object" language topic - comment constellation. Expressions that carry this topic comment are e.g. /ILife is wonderful!/I, "A cat is a mammal.", "Once
upon a time there were two dragons .. /1, and so forth.
The second and third types of topic - comment constellations concern
different aspects of language47 . The basis of all kinds of reflections on
or studies of language as weIl as other phenomena, is the ability to
create them by objectification. One way of objectifying language is as in
the following statement: "I'Il tell you a story about two dragons.". This
is a subject that partly concerns the scholars of rhetoric. We can also
make comment~ about in what medium language is carried out: "I'm
listening to talk/talking/reading/writing about two dragons." or "I'm
listening to the pronunciation of/pronouncing/decoding/transcribing
'dragons'." All these metalanguage acts cancern language use, Le. a
dynamie language object. Corresponding to these metalanguage acts
are the language acts that so to speak perform what have been
exemplified in these comments, Le. the actual storytelling act, the
aetual listening act, the actual act of pronouncing, and so forth.
The topics dealt with in these new types of language aets are for the
first two types an object language topic. The topic created by the performance commented on in the third type of metalanguage aet is, on
the other hand, astatic language object. The statie language objeet may
also be ereated by eomments made from different grammatical
perspeetives e.g. a phonological perspective as in '''Dragon' begins
with a d and then come r, a, g, o, n./I, or a morphological perspective as
in /I'Dragons' is the plural form of 'dragon'.". These language acts are
also metalanguage aets. But in order to differentiate them from the

47The ability to make different types of eomments on language has in the metalinguistie studies been ealled 'metalinguistie awareness'. But in contrast to this
tradition the term 'metalanguage ability' will be used in this study. The reason for
this departure from the traditionaI term is to avoid the mentalistic basis for
explaining the ability found in the metalinguistie studies, since the aim of this
investigation is among other things to propose an alternative to the mental
explanation (ef. Goodman, 1986, p 11). In aeeordanee with this, eomments on
language will be called 'metalanguage comments' or 'metalanguage acts'.
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previously presented they will henceforth be called grammatical metalanguage aets.
A situation which eonsists of one or more language aets will be called
a language activity. The aetivities constituted aeeording to the different
topie - eomment eonstellations will be ealled objeet language aetivities
(heneeforth: OLA), metalanguage aetvities (heneeforth: MLA), and
grammatical metalanguage activities (heneeforth: GMLA). The two
types of language objects ean be ereated in different ways, e.g a genre
act vs a physieal/medial aet and a morphematic objeet vs a
phonologieal objeet, and so forth. The metalanguage aets also have
corresponding GLAs and GMLAs.
Furthermore, aetivities dealing with different topies are logieally disparate, Le. knowing how to carry out one type does not imply that you
know how to carry out another. For example, being able to read and
write does not by neeessity imply that you are able to partieipate in a
eorresponding MLA or a corresponding GMLA, and vice versa. Even
though the activities need not be related they often are in practiee.
Thus, in this perspeetive we will investigate the activities deseribed by
the physical/medial perspective concerning the kind of language aetivities they eonstitute, the topies dealt with, and how these topies are
handled in different ways.

THE DATA.

Language activities and their topics and comments.
In the material six hundred and sixty-six different language aetivities
of the three types discussed above are found (three hundred and two
GLAs, eighty-three MLAs, and two hundred and eighty-one GMLAs
see Table 7). A little more than one fifth of the activities described in the
physieal/medial perspective consists of two or more different language
activities. They are a combination of a MLA and an OLA in twenty
eases, an OLA and a GMLA in fifty-four cases, and a MLA and a
GMLA in twenty-two eases. In twenty-four eases they eonsist of three
or more language activities. The remaining three hundred and eightyone cases eonsist of just one of the above presented language activities
(heneeforth they will be called simple language activities). The twentyfour activities eonsisting of three or more language aetivities can also
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be described as a blend of two or more of the above presented types,
except in one case where two MLAs are combined with another
activity, though in this presentation of the data this exception \-vill be
treated as consisting of just one MLA in combination with another
activity. Described this way they consist of twenty-five simple
language activities and thirty-four combinations of the above presented types. There are thus a total of five hundred and thirty-six simple
language activities and combinations in the data. The distribution
amongst the six types of simple and combined language activities can
be seen in Table 7.
Table 7.
Different kind of language activities distributed over different kinds of
physical/medial activity.
LANGUAGE
ACTIVITIES

OLA
MLA
GMlA
OLA+MLA
OLA+GMLA
MLA+GMLA
Total

PHYSICALIMEDIAL ACfIVITIES

speak

ALONE
write

3

73

4

11
1

1

8

read

60
16
4

85

80

speak

3
3
79

TOGETHER
write read Total

15
3
38
21

1
10

23

61
3
34
9
44
10

96

106

161

6

215
9
182
31
56
43
536

A combination between a MLA and an OLA is when the language
activities deal with different topiesl comments, but the metalanguage
act is a comment on the object language act, e.g. "I'm writing" + the
actual writing. A combination between a MLA and a GMLA is when the
metalanguage act is a comment on the language object which becomes
the topic in the GMLA e.g. "When you write Ann, the 1<a> 1 comes first,
and then ..". Acombination between an OLA and a GMLA is when the
topic or comment in the OLA is converted into a language object in the
GMLA e.g. "There it says Ann. Ann begins with an l<a>I.". In the
presentation of the data all these different types of combinations will be
separated and dealt with under the main type of language activities,
respectively.
The frequency of different types of Ianguage activities, simple or
combined, furthermore, varies according to type of media. In nearly
two thirds of the cases the simple OLAs are performed in the media of
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reading and writing alone, which is caused by the investigation. The
simple GMLAs are on the other hand most often performed together
with somebody else and conversation is the most commonly used of
these collective work types. The MLAs, which except in nine eases are
combined with another activity, are nearly exclusively performed in
shared reading and writing activities, although the last type of activity
predominates. Combinations consisting of an OLA and a GMLA have
on the contrary reading together as the most prominent feature.
Object language activities (OLAs).
OLAs concern topics and comments in the "object world", and in these
data they mainly occur in the form of reading and writing. The most
prevalent topicl comment concerns the letters of the alphabet (see Table
8 below). The most common activities are letter reading, either singles,
or some, or all in a word, and writing lists with letters. Sometimes even
the whole alphabet is worked on by reading it or rattling it off.
Example 5. Child: 7 - 4:3 - Boy

M. is reading a fairy-tale. C. is at the same time looking in the
book.
1. C: Look mummy, my letter (pointing to <H» and this is
Martin's letter (pointing to <M».

Another type is when the chUd pretends to write by putting a lot of
letters together ending up with one or more nonsense words. Sometimes the ehild wants somebody to read his "text" which can be quite a
laborious task and is sometimes even impossible to carry out. Usually
the child does not know himself what he has written or what he had in
mind when writing it. This activity will be called graph-writing to
differentiate it from the writing of letters as such.
Example 6. Child: 3 .. 4:5 .. Girl

C. has written <O CDCA I EFHI I LTO> on her black board.
1. C: Look what I have written on the board. What does it say?
2. M: Ogdacaefhilto
3. C: Is there anything that is named like that?
4. M: Not what I knowof.
5. C: But I know what it means in the pancake language.
I = end of line
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The reading activity in this observation is an example of an activity
that is coded as both an OLA and a GMLA, since it handles the topic
"ogdacaefhilto" both as an object language topic in the mother's reading of it and as a static language object in the child's comment on what
it means.
A very special type of treatment of letters is found in two instances
(child no 8). The child knows a lot of letter names but she does not know
their corresponding shape, and sometimes when she pretends to read
she passes over inta something which will be called graph-reading. As
in the case with graph-writing, graph-reading should be kept apart
from the reading of letters as such.

'places': addresses, names of towns, countries but also names of stores and
other types of official buildings;
'social relations': e.g. greeting cards, messages for controlling the behaviour of others;
'food': labels on food packages, shopping lists;
'conveyances': different types of conveyances and their brand names;
'personal feelings': words and expressions for feelings;
'household utensils': everytlung that you can find in a home which is
not covered by some of the other fields;
,animals': names of animals and stories about animals;
,activities': books, messages, and postcards concerning w hat the child
and/or somebody else have/has done, are/is doing, or are/is going to
do, most often it is same sort of description of daily activities;
'toys/games': names of toys and games

In addition there are two less specified groups called "other" and
lIunspecifiedll. The group called Ilather" covers the reading and writing
of word lists and of same few single words. The word lists usually
contain words from two or more of the other areas (see Example lO),
while the single words are more disparate, e.g. "vad" (what); "il"
(squall), IIhav" (sea), and so forth.

Example 7. Child: 8 - 4:5 - Girl
When C. is "reading" e.g. headings in newspapers they
sometimes becomes full sentences, wruch she makes up
herself, and other times she just says names of different
letters 'which do not correspond to the letters she sees in
the texts. The names of the letters have probably been
learned at nursery school.

The second most frequent topic/comment is persons and, more precisely, the name of persons. The children read and write names, their
own, the names of members of the family and of elose relatives and
friends.
Example 8. Child: 8 - 4:3 - Girl
C. is looking at a page in a newspaper with just text.
1. C: Look here it says Ann if you take away these! (pointing
to the letters /<ÄNN>/ in the written word
<"SPÄNNANDE"> and covering the dots
over the letter / <Ä> /)
2. M: Yes, it does!
C. and M. cut out the new word <ANN> and paste it up.
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thrilling

Example 9. Child: 4 - 4:6 - Girl
At the nursery school: C. and her best friend are writing
down the names of all the children at the nursery school.
They are copying the names from the signs on the children's boxes.

AIso other types of topics and comments dealt with concern fields that
are semantically very elose to the child and in many cases parts of the
child's immediate surrondings. In other words they can be expected to
be very weIl known by the child. They are grouped into the following
fields:

Example 10. Child: 3 - 5:0 .. Girl
C. is occupied by copying and asks afterwards what it says. C.
has written: <"BRIO; LEGO; DE LUXE; AEG; INPUTS">*.
*"BRIO" and "LEGO" are brand names of toys; "DE LUXE"
and "AEG" are brand names found on the stove;
"INPUTS" is found on the amplifier.

The last group which is called "unspecified" covers same instances of
writing scribbles without any explanatian of what is written. These
activities could be compared with the graph-writing presented above,
with regard to a lack of content. Scribble-writing which is said by the
child to deal with same topic is in the analysis coded as belonging to
that topic. That is these texts lIcarry" an individual content since the
child knows what the text says, but from a grammatical point of view
they lack content. Most of the topics and comments coded as unspecified, though, arise from the parents' very short nates about the children's reading of labels, signs, headings, comics, and books, which do
not state what the topics and comments are. It is especially observations from child no 5's reading alone that dorninate this group, e.g. see
Exarnple 11. But as for the groups presented above most of these topies
and comments seem to be weIl kown by the child. It is not seldorn that
children even read text already read to them once or many times.
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ExampJe 11. Child 5 - 6:8 - Boy
.
.
C. is reading a book. It is a weIl known text for rum SInce we
have read it to rum several times. But we are surprised at
his smooth reading style and rus reading speed, approximately 120 word/minute.

Table 8.
Topies and eonrfnents deaIt 'with in sintple GLAs and GLAs in conIbination with MLAs and GMLAs.
TOPIC:
OLA

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY:
OLA +
OLA + Total
GMLA
MLA

50
24
2
55
20
16
15
11
7
6
6
6

170/0
8 0/0
1 0/0
18 0/0
7%

2
2

30
52

10/0
90/0
17%

56

302

100 0/0

letters
graph-writing
graph-reading
persons
places
social relations
food
conveyances
personal feelings
household utensils
animals
activities
toys/games
other
unspecified

19
46

3

8

4

Total

215

31

31
20
2
40
13
11
6
6
6
5
5
3

5
2

14
2

7

8
5
1
7
5

2
4

2
O

%

1
1
1
3

2

5%
5 0/0
4 0/0
2 0/0
2%
2 0/0
2 0/0

Within the simple OLAs the reading of letters is usually performed together with somebody else, while the writing of letters as such as weIl
as the graph-writing and the treatment of the whole alphabet is usually
done alone. The topies 'persons', 'food', and 'personal feelings' are also
most often dealt with in reading together and writing alone. On some
oeeasions this is a result of the fact that something is first written by the
child on his own and then the reading of his text is done together with
somebody else. The reasons for this can be many, for example, that the
child is not able to read his own writing (se Ex 6 and 10 above), that the
text has as its adressee the other person, that the ehild just wants to
show his writing, or that the other person is interested in the child's
writing, either in the form or the eontent or both. This last mentioned
reason can be a eonsequenee of partieipating in this study. The other
topies are on the other hand dealt with by the ehild alone either by
reading or writing about them, the aet of reading alone being most
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frequent for the unspeeified topies.
When the OLA is eombined with either a MLA or a GMLA the aet of
reading together is the most common for all the topies exeept 'persons'.
This topic occurs mainly when the parent and the child are writing together.
Metalanguage activities (MLAs).
Example 12. Child: 7 - 4:11 - Boy
C. is writing rus name on invitation cards to rus birthday
party.
1. C: What luck that I have learned to write my name by myself, otherwise they wouldn't know who it is from!!

The joy that is expressed in this observation is boundless. The child
has for some four months struggled to learn how to write his name.
This is not an easy task when you have a long name filled with many
diffieult and strange letters, as this child once remarked on one of the
letters in his name. But in this observation the ehild does not only
succeed in writing his name, he also makes a comment on the act of
writing. It is thus an observation of a eombination of an OLA with the
topic as the child's own name and a MLA with the topic of writing as
such.
Of the eighty-four MLAs found in the data thirty-one consist of a
eombination as the one above, i.e a combination of an OLA and a MLA.
Fourty-two activities consist of a combination of a MLA and a GMLA
and one consist of the same type of eombination but with two MLAs. In
e.g. Example 1 above child no 11 makes a metalanguage eomment that
she will, as she puts it, 'put' her name. Then she does not just simply
write her name but instead she comments veryelaborately on how this
is done by using letters and telling in what order they will be put. In
some of her work she gets help from her mother. In this work she is
turning her name into astatie language object whieh is analysed with
the help of the alphabetie letters. The girl ends the grammatical work
by reading her own name. Neither the writing nor the reading of the
name is done in a grammatically correct way.
Just nine of the MLAs are simple. These are when the ehildren's reading and writing abilities are eommented on. In the next example the
ehild emphatically changes the topic introdueed by his father for the topie concerning his own ability to participate in sueh a language aetivity.
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Example 13. Child: 9 - 4:4 - Boy
C's name is Erik.
1. F: What letter does Erik begin with?
2. C: I don't know!
3. F: How does it sound when you start to say Erik, then?
4. C; I don't know. I can't read, don't you understand!
5. F: But you can write Erik very elegantly anyway.

This observation could be compared with an observation made one
month earlier, where the boy does not seem to doubt his reading ability,
especially not the one concerning his own name or the names of the
members of his family.
Example 14. Child: 9 - 4:3 - Boy
C. is sorting our post.
1. C; This is John's comic.
2. M: How do you know?
3. C: I'm reading you see! This is for you mummy.
4. M; Does it say mummy?
5. C; Yes ..... No, Åsa. (C. smiles)
C. often pairs things marked with our names, e.g. clothes and
post with the signs over our towel rack. It seems as if he
sees our names as wholes.

The difference in self-reliance between these observations is probably
a result of what states of mood the child is in, which the mother also
notes in the margin after the first of the observations above: "This was
not e's best day!!".
Thus the terms 'reading' and 'writing' can refer to different kinds of
abilities, and to name all of these activities reading and writing, as weIl
as e.g. the scribbling, the graph-writing, and the graph-reading presented above, challenges probably our common sense as to what should
be regarded as proper reading and writing. The discussion of this
subject, however, will be postponed to the chapter dealing with pattern
of actions and the grammatical aspects of the children's reading and
writing. Instead we will look into what types of comments the children
and their parents make about their language use, Le. what dynamic
language object they deal with. The most common comments are 'read'
and 'write' (see Table 9). Other comments used which are
interchangable with 'write' are 'draw', 'put', and 'spell'.
The low amount of MLAs in the acts of reading in camparison with
the acts of writing follows from the fact that the amount of the comment 'read' is less than the amount of the comment 'write'. This is so
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despite the fact that the amount of reading activities exceeds the amount
of writing activities. In the reading activities the most commonly used
comment is not 'read' but instead 'it says' or literally translated from
Swedish 'it stands'.
Example 15. Child: 9 - 4:3 - Boy
1. C: (pointing to the label on a parcel for his grandfather
Gustav) Does it say grandfather there?
2. M: It says Gustav, as grandfather's name.
3. C: Mummy, draw it here in my sketch-block! (M. writes
<GUSTAV» Does it say Gustav there?
4. M: Yes!
C. goes satisfied to his room and puts the sketch-block in his
drawer.

The text is thus the topic and not the language act as such, therefore
the comment does not constitute a metalanguage act. Something similar
is found with the comment 'spell' which is more often used with a text, a
word or a sound as its topic, than it is a comment on what the language
actor does in language. In the reading activities the text as such is thus
more often given as the topic than the actuaI Ianguage act. In the writing activities it is instead the language act that is commented on. A probable interpretation of these circumstances is that in the reading act it is
the text and what it says which is of central concern and not the language actor and what he is doing, while in the writing act the opposite is
true. The text could therefore for good reasans be said to be more bound
up with the writer than with the reader, since the writer is the originator
of the text.
Another type of comment which is used either about a topic that is
talked about in an OLA or a GMLA in the same way as the above is 'say'.
Example 16. Child: 2 - 5:7 -Boy
1. C: "Jag-har-le-go-sa-ker"*. If I say "jag-har-le-go-sa-ker",
then it ends with / rer; /
2. M: Yeah, that's very good!

*I have lego things

The last three types of metalanguage comments to be presented are
most often used together with a static language object. Theyare 'sound
(it (out)'/ 'listen', and 'letter'. 'Letter' is a literai translation of the Swedish verb "bokstavera" derived from the noun "bokstav" (letter). In
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English this verb would eorrespond to something as 'take the letters'.
Examples of these types of eomments will be shown next.
Table 9
Topics dealt with in sinlple MLAs and MLAs in conlbinat ion with O LAs
and GMLAs.
TOPIC:

MLA
w riting
reading
saying
sounding
drawingputting
listening
spelling
" lettering"

3
6

Total

9

-

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY:
Total
0/0
MLA+
GMLA
MLA
37
44%
16
18
18
210/0
3
9
8
9.50/0
2
6
8
9.50/0
1
7
3
40/0
2
1
3
3
40/0
40/0
3
3
2
1
2%
1
2
20/0
2
OLA+

31

44

84

100%

Grammatical metalanguage activities (GMLAs).
All the metalanguage eomments that eombine with either an OLA or a
GMLA eould thus have two meanings, respeetively. In eombination with
an OLA as in e.g. Example 12 above, a language aet is given a metalanguage comment. In eombination with a GMLA a static language
object is given a metalanguage eomment. There is a difference between
on the one hand saying that you are going to write something and then
just performing the writing, and on the other hand saying that you are
going to write something and then telling how you are handling the
writing system, what letters are used, in what order they come, and so
forth, while doing the writing.
A prerequisite for the GMLAs is that astatie language objeet is cteated,
Le. language is objectified. In the eombination of a MLA and a GMLA
this objectification is marked by the metalanguage comment, but in most
activities in the data the objeetification is simply performed without any
sueh eomment. This last type of objectification eonsists in taking an item
from the immediate language usage and making it the topie of a eomment, Le. the objectification performance is inherent in the act, as in the
next example:
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Example 17. Child: 2 - 4:9 - Boy
C. and M. are out walking.
1. C: What kind of ear is that? (C is painting to a Renault)
2. M: It's a Renault*.
3. C: Renault, there is an lo: 1 in that.
4. M: Yes, there is.
5. C: An l<a>I**.
* 'Renault' is pronouneed Ir/tno:1
** probably a eomment that the letter <Å> with the pronuneiation /0:1 resembles the letter <A>.

Fields from which the statie language objeets are taken ean be seen in
Table 10. The fields are nearly the same as those found in the OLAs. New
are 'letter-sounds' and 'date' (the last mentioned eovers names of
months). The group "other" covers the same type of topies as in the
OLAs. The group "unspecified" is, on the other hand, eareful pronuneiation of, the reading of, the writing of, and talking about single words.
The order of the fields with respect to size is also nearly the same as for
the OLAs. The most salient divergences are firstIy the enhancement of
the value for the topic 'faod', and seeondly the inversion of the topies
'letters' and 'persons', the last now being the prime topie. But still these
two last mentioned topics dominate the language activities.
As for the OLAs the work with letters occurs most often in acts of reading and writing together. The distribution of the other topies amongst
different types of physical/medial activity corresponds weil with the
main feature of the distribution of language aetivities amongst
physieal/mediaI activities. Thus, a topic dealt with in a simple GMLA is
usually performed by talking together. Exceptions to this are the topies
'household utensils' and 'conveyanee'. The first is most often dealt with
by reading either alone or together, and the seeond oecurs most frequently in writing together. AGMLA in eombination with an OLA deals
with topies usually in the medium of reading together and in
eombination with a MLA the topies are dealt with in the medium of
writing together.
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Table 10.
Topies dealt with in sinlple GMLAs and GMLAs in eonlbination with
DLAs and MLAs.

TOPIC:
GMLA
persons
letters
graph-writing
letter-sounds
food
places
social relations
conveyances
activities
household utensils
personal feelings
toys/games
animals
dates
other
unspecified
Total

45
24
2
1
19
10
11
5
5
8
7
4
2
2
23
14
182

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY
Total
MLA+
OLA +
GMLA
GMLA
64
6
13
15
52
13
2
4
2
1
4
27
6
2
5
16
1
1
15
3
10
5
1
9
3
9
1
8
1
2
6
4
1
1
3
1
3
8
34
16
2
56

43

281

%

23%
190/0
10/0
10/0
100/0
60/0
5%
40/0
30/0
3%
3%
20/0
10/0
10/0
120/0
6%
1000/0

The static language objects can be looked at from many different angles within the grammatical paradigm. But the most common types of
comments in the data are those concerning basic rules for the writing
system and pronunciation of the writing system, which in grammar
have been described in the phonological part. As stated in chapter 3,
spoken language is in this type of comment seen through the lens of the
writing system. Comments concerning the writing system amount in
the data to eight hundred and ten; other types of grammatical
metalanguage comments made amount to forty-Eive. This last type will
be treated separately and presented after the first type.
The comments made are furthermore more or less explicitly stated. In
commenting on e.g. the spelIing of 'dragon' a more explicit comment
would be: "first comes the letter l<d>I, then comes the letter l<r>I,
...", a less explicit comment would be "d, r, ...". The first type will
henceforth be called 'explicit comment' and the latter will be called
'comment performance'. The explicit comment consists of two acts:
first an explicit statement: "first comes a letter", and second a comment
performance: "d". These two acts are not necessarily related as regards
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the ability to use them. The explicit statement implies that you know
how to say something but it does not necessarily imply that you are able
to perform the comment performance inherent in the explicit comment.
In Example 2 above the child knows that 'potato' begins with
something, but she cannot tell what, so the mother helps her out of this
state of not being able to fulfill or perform the act. The opposite is also
true, Le. being able to make a comment performance does not necessarHy imply that you can tell, explicitly state, what you are doing. In Example 18 below, the child is able to create new syntagmatic combinatians on the analogy of the paradigm for common Swedish surnames,
but she does not give an explicit statement of doing so. The child is just
playing around with the language objects as an acrobat plays around
with his body. It is a sort of game with language.
Example 18. Child: 1 - 7:1 - G
1. C: Larsson and Andersson begin, no, end the same, 'son'.
Johansson, Svensson too. Libson (from Liberg) (C. laughs),
Wiklandson (from Wiklander) can also be said. Blomberg,
Blomson.

In presenting the grammatical perspective in chapter 3 it was stated
that the static language object is created so as to consist of major units
which can be analysed inta minor units through using different rules or
conventions. This is the basic principle of all grammatical treatment
and by the same token the basic principle of the alphabetic writing system, Le. what is known as the principle of duality of structure. This
principle48 states that the articulation of the means of expressian, Le.
the static language object, is regarded as consisting of two leveis. At the
first, higher or primary leve!, language is analysed in terms of combinations of meaningful units. At the other, lower or secondary level, it
is seen as a sequence of segments which lack any meaning in themseIves, but which combine to form units of meaning.
An example of how this principle is explicitly commented upon is
given in Example 17 above, Le. "Renault, there is an 10:/ in that". Expressions judged as explicit comments on this principle are 49 :
48Definitions of the various grammatical features presented here are taken
from Crystal (1985), but in certain cases, these definitions are modified to adjust
to the perspective of writing.
491n the list examples of different types of explicit comment are given. Comments wmch are similar in structure are grouped tagether. On same occasions
the comrnent is a construction of what has been said over two or more turns in
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• Ib:1 as in "bottenvåning"
• I<b>/ is in my name
• in Jan there is no I<r>/
• * you can hear 1<e> 1 first in "indianer"
• I <r> 1 has to be in "är"
• 1<s>1 in Sara
• there are two 1<e> I:s in Elisabeth
• "vatten" has 1<a> 1
• * in "spel"are the letters / <s, p, e, l> /
• * "fe" ('fe' in February) are the letters
• ** a letter is missing

1<f> 1

• ". ''bokstäver''consists of 9 letters
• * in "kossa"there are five letters but just four
sounds
• * "vuxnana", there shouldn't be two,
just one, one /<n>1
• * <"vaför"> it shall be two words and
they are "var för"

(14)
(10)
(7)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(2)
(2)

first floor
indians
is
water
ganle
letters
cow

(1)

grown-up
(2)
(1)

was too

As for the objectification, comment performances on the principle of
duality of structure are inherent not only in the cases of explicit comments on the principle but also in all other types of grammatical acts
that will be discussed below. This is so on both the primary level and the
secondary level. Thus all the following grammatical comments are
considered to have a comment performance on the grammatical features: objectification and duality of structure, inherent in them. These two
types of comment performances will not be coded in this analysis. This
implies, furthermore, that one and the same comment, seen from a
physical point of view, can be analysed as dealing with several different grammatical features.
The units or segments referred to in the principle of duality of structure are words, morphs, letters, and letter-sounds. In this data
material there are just a few comments on morphs and words. The
the dialogue, since many of the comments are the result of a joint work. E.g. in
the following dialogue the mother and her daughter are amongst other things
giving the comment on the duality of structure: "fe" are the letters 1<f> /
1. C: "Februari" (February) begins with fe.
2. M: What letters are there then?
3. C: If:/, /<f>/.
If the examples given are of this type of construction they are marked by an
asterisk (*) at the beginning of the comment. If the topic that is commented
upon is given in the speaker's previous turn this case is marked by putting the
colon l:' after the topic. If the comments in the examples are given by an aduJt
alone they are marked with two asterisks (**). The total number of each group is
given in parentheses after the comment.
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letters and the letter-sounds are on the other hand those segments that
are dealt with most often. They are dealt with, among other things, in
accordance with the second main principle of the writing system, called
the principle of invariance.This principle states that each letter is seen
as having a set of defining phonetic and graphic properties, such that
whenever a letter occurs, the corresponding features can also be
traced.
This is the distinction from Ancient Greek and Latin grammar
between the letter's potestas (power or phonetic value), figura (shape),
and nomen (name) (Robins, 1967, p 24). These three characteristics of
the letter can be placed as the corners in what can be called an
invariance triangle:
nomen
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

" ...

potestas - - - - - - - - - - - - figura
In Ancient Greek the letters were defined as those elements
('stoicheia') that were the primary and indivisible elements of articulated speech (Robins, 1967, p 31-32). The letter was thus seen as the
ultimate and invariant feature with which articulated speech, Le. the
pronunciation of a language object, was analysed. The parallei with
traditional phonology is obvious. In this type of grammatical treatment
the phoneme is defined as the invariant feature, the instrument with
which articulated speech is analysed.
In OLAs children and parents just tell the name or the sound of a letter
shape seen or when writing it, and in GMLAs the letters are dealt with
as parts of words and as having certain characteristics. All these trea tments concern some part of or the whole invariance triangle, therefore
the comments made within both of these types of activities will be presented here. The next example starts out as an OLA, in which the child
recognizes a well-known letter. Then it turns into a GMLA when the
child goes on to find another one of the same sort, Le. the letter is trea ted as astatic object, a form such that it has characteristics in common
with other objects in the world.
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Example 19. Child: 11- 3:2 - Girl
M. and C. are reading advertisments. C. looks at the word
<" ANANASu>.
1. C: Look, an Albin (pointing at the first <A», and there is
another one (pointing to the last <A». What is that one
called? (pointing to the <N»
2. M: It sounds In:/.
3. C: As in Nils .... and there is another Nils .... and there is
another Albin (pointing to the <A> in the middle)

pineapple

Of all the features dicussed, the principle of invariance gets by far the
most explicit comments (one hundred and twenty occurrences) and
comment performances (ninety-seven occurrences). The next observation consists of a simple GMLA, which is preceded by many observations in which the mother and her son have discussed the same letter,
distinguishing it from the number '4':
Example 20. Child: 9 - 4:3 - Boy
On the tTain. C. is looking at a sign in which there is an <A>.
1. C: Mummy, up and down, a line in-between.
2. M: Yeah, what is that letter called, then?
3. C: l<a>l. It's not a number.

Expressions judged as explicit comments on the principle of invariance are:
• * <G> 1 l<g>1 1 Igl is (a 1 the letter) Igl 1
1 <g> 1 1 Gunnar's letter
• * <A> is called 1<a> 1
• * 1si looks like this first up backwards,

(62)
(14)

then down and forwards and then
back: <S>
* <H> it sounds Ih:1
I'm writing the letters: <hr">
* 1<e> 1 you can draw yourself <E>
<letterIike scribbles>: looks like an 1<a> 1
1<a, b> I: you have to read their sounds

(14)
(10)
(9)
(2)
(2)

•
•

•
•

•

Iå:., b™I
• * <SA> I see the letters 1<s, a> 1
• <GUSTAVSBERG> I recognize these letters
/<s, t, a, s, b, e, r>1
• <uACO HandbalsamU> then I know I<h>/
• * <uBAD"> l'm taking the letters / <b, a, d> 1
• * 1<j>/ I'm showing you <J>, like a hook

Example 21. Child: 6 - 4:3 - Girl
We are eating sandwiches with "messmör"* on them. C.
looks at the label on the package: <MESSMÖR>.
1. C: I<m, e, s, s, m, Ö, r>l.
* There is no English equivalent. It is a sort of butter.

Consideration of the principle of invariance can also be marked by
comments about the phonetic value or the graphic shape of a letter-unit
as in the following observation:
Example 22. Child: 11 - 3:1 - Girl
We are looking at a poster with the text u<SJÖHISTORISKA
MUSEET>"*
1. C: That one with dots is nearly as Daddy's.
2. M: Can you point to the one you mean.
3. C: (painting to <Ö» This is nearly as that Oskar-letter
(pointing to <O».
4. M: That one with dots sounds /0:/.
*the MuseUffi of Mariti1lle History

Comments concerning a unit's phonetic value and graphic shape are
not only used within the comments on invariance, but also as ameans
of referring to the unit as such as in the next observation (for graphic
features see e.g. line 1 in Example 22 above). However, it is questionable if these types of comment should be treated as GMLAs, but for the
sake of simplicity they are here.
Example 23. ChiId: 5 - 4:10 - Boy
C. is looking at the sign above our towel rack, where it says
<Elisabeth>.
1. C: There are two / <e> 1s in Elisabeth. There are in Emma too.
2. M: In Elisabeth there are two / <e> / s, but in Emma there is
only one. There are on the other hand two /<m>/s in Emma.
3. C: But they sound just like one.
l

(2)

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
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ACO handlotion
bath

A comment performance is a simple manipulation of the principle as
in the next observation:

All in all, there are twenty-eight explicit comments on a unit's phonetic value and forty-six explicit comments on a unit's graphic shape in
the data. Those of definite interest are the last type of comment that
involves the description of a letter by telling its distinctive features, because of the resemblance of this description to that of the graphologist
(e.g. Allen, 1965, p 80-84). The letters referred to or described in this
wayareS°:
SOThe number of the child or of the childfs mother or father, who gave the
presented comment is given in parentheses, e.g. e3 :::: child no 3, and M9 ::::
mother to child no 9.
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<A>: up and down with a line;
(C3)
up and down, a line in-between
(M9, C9)
<B>: first a long line and then a / <b> / here and a / <b> / there
(C5)
<E>: looks like a rake
(C7)
<H>: looks like two lines with a stick in between
(C7)
<I>: (that's easy) just a straight line
(C7)
<J>: like a hook
(F5)
<K>: first a straight line, then a diagonal to the middle, and
(C7)
then one outwards
(C7)
<N>: straight down, diagonal down, straight down
(F5)
<R>: like a bun at the top and then a diagonal line;
first a straight line, then a small bun, then il ~m,,1I
(C7)
diagonal line;
(C7)
is with a bun
<S>: first up, backwards, then down and forwards, and
then back
(P5)
<V>: has two diagonal lines against each other without a line
in-between
(C5)
(P5)
<Ä>: / <a> / with two dots;
has two dots
(Mll)
<ö>: like a ring with two dots;
(P5)
with dots
(Mll, Cll)

The principle of invariance is also employed within the realm of the
principles of alternation and contrast. The principle of alternation
states that any noticeable variation in a unit (letter-form, letter-sound,
morph or word) that does not affect the unit's functional identity is disregarded. The opposite of this statement involve the properties of the
principle of contrast. In Example 24 below, the child finds a sound (the
sound of a simple word) to be the same as another sound (the sound of
a part ofa complex word), but as the father knows his "abc" he also
knows that these words are spelled differently and therefore cannot be
the same, Le. the correction goes in the direction of the grammatical
norm. However, if the words are looked at from a phonetical perspective, especially in casual speech, the difference in the divergent lettersounds /g/ vs /k/ is slight.
Example 24. Child: 5 - 4:1 - Boy
F. is reading a brand name on C's sweater: <Grants> with a
Swedish pronunciation.
1. C: It is the same as Pelle's last name (which is Blomkrans).
2. F: That is almost right. The first is / <g> /, the second is
/ <k> /. They sound nearly the same.

The child wants to see these words as alternative forms of the same
unit, but is corrected to see them as a contrasting couple, depending on
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the difference in spelling. In the material there are no instances of
comment performances on these principles, but there are thirty-five
explicit comments on the alternation-principle (letter-unit: 26; wordunit: 9) and twenty-three explicit comments on the contrast-principle
(letter-uni t: 11; word-unit: 12). The most prominent alternation explicit
comment is 'the same', while the most prominent contrast explicit
comment is 'nearly' just as in the example above.
Expressions judged as alternation-comments are as follows:
• there are two / <e> / s in Elisabeth. In Elin too (3)
• Lana also begins with / <1> /
(3)
• <ANANAS> : there is another Nils
(3)
• * <H> it sounds /h:/ as in "hej" and as in Hans (1)
• both Maria and Mia begin with the same letter (2)
• <"LÅNGFIL">: begins and ends with
the same letter / <1>/
(2)
• "brevlåda" and "bank" begin with / <b> /,
the same goes with Benny
(2)
• ** it says ocean", but it looks the same as
"och" in the beginning
(1)
• ** <U>: you can draw the same
(1)
• * "papper": begins with the same as "pappa" (1)
• ** Korak begins with the same letter as
(1)
"tack" ends with
• if you hold the book upside down you can
believe that / <a> / is a / <v> / with a line
(l)
• / <s> / looks strange
(2)
.. I use / <q> / instead of / <k> /
(1)
• * mummy's / <a> / looks <A> and daddy's
/ <a> / looks < >
(1)
• ( a letterlike form); is not a real one
(1)
• <'DOMUS, DOMUS, DOMUS, ...'>: there are
so many of the same sort
(1)
• <"LÄSKEDRYCK"> (printed on several
bottles) here it says the same
(1)
• * <"OCH"> you have written that before
(2)
• * <"och"> is somewhere else
(2)
• * Grants is the same as Blomkrans
(1)
• * "tungare" and "tyngre" are the same thing
("tungare" and "tyngre" are two different
forms of the word "tung" in the comparative,
the first being a form of children's hyper
correction and the second being the correct
form)
(1)
• Larsson and Andersson begin, no, end the
same way, -son
(1)
1/

Expressions judged as contrast-comments are:

pineapple
hallo
but ternlilk
post-box, bank
ocean
and

paper, daddy
thanks

soft drink

and
and

heavy
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• <D> is nearly a zero
• * 1<r> 1 looks nearly like a 1<b> 1
• <ö>: is nearly of the same shape as daddy's
• * <e> is not really nine
• * "gå" does not really begin with l<k>I,
but nearly
• ** l<g>1 and l<k>1 sound nearly the same;
is not reaUy right
• "garn" and "gran" are nearly the same
• "de": I<d, e>1 is nearly the same as "te"
• <AML> (should be "gal") is not really right
• *<"FAKTA"> it nearly says "fat"
• * there are three l<m>/:s in "mamma"
because otherwise it will become "mama"

(2)
(4)
(1)
(1)
~ualk

(1)

(2)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(1)

yarl1, fir
they, tea
erow
faet, plate
ntuntmy

(2)

Another way of operationalizing the principle of invariance is by making an inventory of the letters known. This is usually performed as an
OLA. The inventory is either done by writing the letters down, though
not as graph-writing, but as writing of letters as such or saying them or
as in Example 26 singing them:
Example 25. Child: 10 - 4:2 - Girl
C. is often occupied with writing letter paper, as she calls it.
She writes all the letters she kno\vs on small pieces of
paper, which get all covered \vith letters.
Example 26. Child: 6 - 5:5 - Girl
C. is shouting and singing in her room. She is in this way
"reading" the poster with the alphabet at the top of her
voice. She knows nearly all the letters.

In these observations the inventories are just treated by comment
performances (21) but in other observations they are also given an
explicit comment (25). The comments on inventories always coincide
with the comment performances and the explicit comments on the
principle of invariance presented above. Thus the letter-inventory is a
true part of the principle of invariance. In fifteen instances the child
also make inventories of the words he knows, by writing them in what
can be called "What-I-can-read-and-write-lists or -inventories", and
reading these lists or reading other types of word list known by the
child.
The next principle of interest operates with the principles of duality of
structure and invariance as its prerequisites and is the third main principle of the alphabetic writing system. It is called the principle of linearity. This principle states that the lower or secondary level is presented
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as a unidirectional sequence of elements (letters or letter-sounds). If a
letter <A> precedes letter <B>, then the letter-sound of A or the narning of the letter A precedes the letter-sound of B or the naming of the
letter B, and vice versa.
This is an extension of the principle of duality of structure, because it
indicates the location of the units. The principle takes the form of explicit comments in one hundred instances as in the following observation:
Example 27. Child: 4 - 5:0 - Girl
C. and M. are doing a crossword for children:
1. C: "And", first /<a>I, then l<n>1 (C. writes the
letters)
2. M: "And", what will come next?
3. C:

wild duek

/<e>l?

4. M: No, listen I"a-n-d" l!
5. C: /<t>l.
6. M: No, l<d>l.

The observation above shows the usual sequence used when a whole
word is completed (twenty-five occurrences): "first.., then" , next
comes.. aIthough sometimes the last letter or letter-sound is marked
by saying that the word ends with that letter or letter-sound. Another
type of explicit comment on the principle of linearity are the so-called
incompletes (seventy-five occurrences), which treat either the beginning of the word or the end of the word. The beginning of the word is the
part most often discussed. In some comments both the beginning and
the end of the word are attended to and in same just one or two letters
in a word are given their location. Expressions judged as incomplete
explicit comments on the principle of linearity are:
/I,

• Karin begins with / <k> 1
• first comes / <h> /
• "ut" the first letter is 1<u>1
• * you can hear 1<e> 1 first in "indianer"
• <E> that letter begins Elisabeth
• * 'Erik' begins with 1<e> I, the second letter
is /<r>1
• * "ramsa" begins with l<b>1
and then cornes 1<a>1
• * then come 1<g, a> 1
• "pennor" ends with 1<0>1
• Ik:1 is the last
• Otto begins with 1<o> 1 and ends with 1<o> /
• <"LÅNGFIL"> : begins and ends in the
same letter 1<1>1

(37)
(3)
(4)

(2)

out
Indians

(2)

(2)

doggerel
(1)
(4)
(10)
(4)

pencils

(1)

butterndlk
(3)
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• ** <CUSTAVSBERG> the first and
the last letter is 1<g> 1
• ** Korak begins with the same letter as
"tack" ends with

(1)
(1)

thanks

In forty instances a comment performance is given by saying the units
in the right order as in Example 21. Thirty-four of these are complete
linearizations, while six are incompIete. Thus the comment performances are usually used to make complete linearizations, while the explicit
comments are usually used for incomplete ones. An interpretation of
this circumstance is that an incomplete linearization is not the most
natural way of treating the principle of linearity and is therefore
marked by the use of an explicit comment.
The principle of linearity is handled in a few cases by the tools of:
• acrophony (explicit comments: 13; comment performances: 2),
• contracUon,(explicit comments: 2),
• elision (explicit comments: 5; comment performances: 12),
• intrusion (explicit COlnments: 1; comment performances: l), and
• commutation (comment performances: 4).
In the cases with acrophony a word is taken as a representation of the
first letter unit in that word, as in the following observation, where
there are five instances of the explicit comment on the use of this tooI
e.g. Ir:1 as in 'Rickard'".
II

Example 28. Child: 11 .. 3:2" Girl
C. and M. are reading the newspaper. C. looks at the word
"<HÄRLIG>"
glorious
1. C: (pointing to <R» What's its name?
2. M: Ir:l.
3. C: As in Rickard! (pointing to <H» What's its name?
4. M: It is sounded Ih:/, as in "hej"..
hallo
5. C: and as in Hans! (pointing to <Ä» Is that an Albin?
6. M. No, it is sounded lre:/.
7. C: (pointing to <L» What's its name?
8.M:/I:I
9. C: As in Louise! (pointing to <I» That one is in "finger".
finger
10. M: Yes, it is.
11. C; (pointing to <G» Is that one in "och"? ... No!
a I1d
12. M: It is sounded /g:/.
13. C: As in "glass".
ice-cream
The names used in the dialogue are names of relatives and friends.

The contraction tool is used when something is said to be abbreviated:
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Example 29. Child: 1 .. 6:7 .. Girl
C. writes <5 LS> (="5-års lekis")
1. C: I'm abbreviating.

pre-school for 5-year-old children

In the cases of using the tooIs elision, intrusion, and commutation,
these grammatical treatments are most often left without any explicit
comments as in Example 3D, but this occurs on some occasions as in
Example 31.
Example 30. Child 2 .. 5:9 .. Boy
1. C; Korak and Orak* are nearly the same word.
2. M; Yes, what does Korak begin with, which you don't find
in Orak?
3. c; Korak, Korak, '~o", 11ko" it is almost as "koger"
cow, quiver
lIKoger", "ko", /k:/.
4. M: Yes, which letter is it?
5. c; Korak, "ko", 11ko". No, I don't know. You say HI
6. M: 1<k> / is its name.
*Korak is the name of Tarzan's son and Orak is the name of
Korak's twin brother according to the father of child no 2!
Example 31. Child: 5 ... 6:3 ... Boy
C. is reading the word <Ilbuss">.
1. C: If you take away an l<s>1 it becomes '~USIl, and if
you put an / <1>1 there it becomes '~lus".

bus
ntischief
blouse

The principle of linearity is further a prerequisite for the fourth main
principle of the alphabetic writing system, which is called the principle
of biuniqueness. This principle states that any sequence of letters will be
represented by a unique sequence of sounds, Le. a unique articulation,
and vice versa. In other words, there is a one-to-one (or reversible)
correspondence between articulation and sequence of letters.
In the following observation all the four most basic principles of the
alphabetic writing system are at work:
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Example 32. Child: 5 - 4:3 - Boy
1. C: How do you write Jesus?
2. F: First a l<j>l.
3. C: Can you show me!
4. F: (drawing a <J» Like this, like ahook.
5. C: And then?
6. F: What do you think?
7. C: l<e>l.
8. F: Right! You can draw that one by yourselfr (C. draws an
<E» What comes next?
9. C: (soWlds out the word and gets help from F. to find the ssound) What does it look like?
10. F: Like this (F. holds e's hand and they draw the letter together) First up, backwards, then down and forwards and
then backwards.
11. C: Then?
12. F: What do you think? Try to sOWld! (C. analyses the word
and ends up on the last s-sound) Before / <s> / there is a letter, a I<u>/.
13. C: What does it look like?
14. F: Like this! (F. draws an <U» Now you can draw the
same here!
15. C: And then?
16. F: Try to sound again!
17. C: (analyses the word) An l<s>l. Can you help me to write it!
18. F: Try first by yourself!
20. C: It doesn't work. (F. and C. write the letter together)
21. C: What comes next?
22. F: Nothing morer Now it's finished. Now it says
Jesus on the paper. Nice looking, isn't it!

The principle of duality of structure is inherent in the explicit comment
on linearity: "first /<j>/, and then /<e>/, /s/ comes next, then /<u>/,
and then /<s>/, what comes next?: nothing more". The principle of
invariance is present in the explicit comments on the letters' graphic
shape (I <j, s> I), and dealt with in comment performances for the
letters /<e, u, s>/ by going from the letter's name to its written shape.
The principle of biuniqueness is dealt with in the metalanguage
comment "How do you write Jesus?", the complete linearization, and
the comment "Now it says Jesus". In the material the principle of biuniqueness takes the form of comment performances in thirteen observations and explicit comments in thirty-three observations. Expressions
judged as explicit comments are:
• I<s, a, a, b>1 becomes Saab
• * /h:-å:-v:/ it says "hav"
• * Ij:-å:-g:/ is "jag"

(11)
(3)
(1)

(a S'lvedish ear)
sea
I
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• * / <I, a, p> 1 is pronounced lap
• "de" is spelled / <d, e>/
• * "maj" is written with the letters 1<m, a, j> 1
• Vera becomes /<v, r, a>/
• * Majsan, I put / <m, a, j, a> 1

(1)
(5)
(5)
(4)
(3)

(a nonsense word)
they
May

Exceptions to the principles of invariance, linearity, and biuniqueness
are dealt with by different kind of spelling rules, which take the form of
comment performances in seven instances and explicit comments in
twenty-one instances by e.g. the wording Ann' is spelled / <a, n, n>/."
or " /s:1 is spelled / <s, s> l.".
As stated in chapter 3, the grammaticaI treatments involve an analysis, which presupposes a synthesis, because the analysis of major
units (syllable, word, phrase or utterance) into minor units (letter, syllable, word or phrase) presupposes that these minor units can be
synthesized to major units, Le. the synthesis is inherent in the analysis.
This is an operation that puts all the above mentioned main principles,
Le. the principles of duality of structure, invariance, linearity, and biuniqueness, into practice simultaneously. It can be performed by the
child at very early stages as in the following observation:
'If

Example 33. Child: 2 - 3:5 -- 3:8 - Boy
C. takes out books he has been read several times and reads
(retells) them. When doing this he articulates each word
very distinctly and sometimes with a noticeable division
into syllables.

The chUd is simultaneously working on splitting the major units into
smaller units and bringing these smaller units into a whole, although a t
this early age it is not done in terms of the alphabetic writing system, Le
the units used are not letter-sounds. Henceforth this operation will be
called synthesis-in-analysis. In four cases this operation is explicitly
commented on using the phrase "sound (it (out))" (cf. Example 32), but
it takes the form of a comment performance in ninety-five cases within
the data.
The synthesis, on the other hand, presupposes the analysis, Le. the
synthesis of minor units into major units presupposes that these major
units can be analysed to the minor units. The analysis is inherent in the
synthesis. This operation, which in the same way as the operation
synthesis-in-analysis applies all the earlier presented main principles,
will henceforth be called analysis-in-synthesis. It is used in the blending
together of letters given in the auditory or the visual medium. It takes
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the form of explicit comments in eight cases by the wording: "blend together" and comment performances in forty-nine cases.
Example 34. Child: 1 - 6:6 - Girl; Child: 2 - 4:4 - Boy
C2 is pretend-reading from a tool-box where it says: <LUNA>
1. C2: There it says workshop.
2. Cl: No, it says Il-):-n-a/. In j"v-re-r-k-s-t-å:-d" j
workshop
there is an Ir:/, so it cannot say workshop. Olle do you
know how to read if it says j <a, b> 11
3. C2: No.
4. Cl: Then you have to read their sounds lå:, b™I and blend
them together lå:-b™I abu.

In this example the word 'luna' is treated by an analysis-in-synthesis
operation, Le. a blending together of given letters, while the word
"verkstad" (repair shop) is treated by a synthesis-in-analysis operation,
Le. a sounding out of the word given by chUd no 2. The operations are
two different activities and it can not be assumed that knowing one
implies knowing the other. But, on the other hand, they are interrelated
on a logicallevei since the analysis and the synthesis presuppose one
another. Both of them also involve the operation of the four main
principles of the writing system. The operation of analysis-in-synthesis
does so unconditionally, while the operation synthesis-in-analysis does
not necessarily do so. The first is restricted to the blending together of
the units given in the writing system, Le. the letters in the case of the
alphabetic writing system, to produce something that is not always
known beforehand. The second, on the other hand, involves in its more
rudimentary form a splitting up of a known word by using any type of
unit (cf. Example 33), and in its more advanced forms using letter units.
Thus, it is possible to upgrade the level of complexity in the second
which is impossible within the first. The analysis-in-synthesis could
therefore be said to constitute a more complex and demanding task
than the synthesis-in-analysis.
As was stated above the GMLAs can be found nearly exclusively in the
collective media, conversation, writing together, and reading together.
If we look at the grammatical metalanguage comments, in whichever
of the collective medium they can be found most frequently, salient
differences between different grammatical principles, and between
explicit camments and comment perfarmances are found (see Table 11
below).
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The principle of duality of structure, for which just explicit comments
have been coded, is put into practice in the media of reading and talking
together. The most frequent comment being about letters occurring in
words, read or talked about. Explicit comments belonging to the
principle of invariance can be found most often in the medium of
reading together, while the comment performances can be traced in the
medium of writing together. This pattern is faund in all the principles
subordinated the principle of invariance, except in the case of explict
comments on the graphic shape and the phonetic shape, and contrast
comments on units larger than the letter. The graphic shape of letters is
most often commented upon when writing together, while the other
two types of comment can be found most often in the medium of conversation. Thus the principle of invariance is explicitly commented on
when reading, primarily, letters as such or when reading texts, but only
used in writing, except in the case of discussions of the graphic shape of
the letters.
The principle of linearity on the other hand can be traced most often in
conversations. If we look at the principle, and the tools subordinated
the principle, this statement holds true in all cases of comment performances, except for the complete linearizations. These can be found
most often when reading together. In the case of explicit comments the
pattern looks somewhat different. Here it is just the incomplete linearizations which can be found most often in conversations. The complete
linearizations can be traced as often in conversations as in writing
together. Explicit comments on the tools belonging to this main principle are on the other hand most often made when reading together.
This is to a large extent due to an extensive use of the tool acrophony
when reading letters (see Example 28). The main pattern for the principle of linearity is that incomplete linearizations are both discussed
and performed in conversations, while the complete linearizations are
discussed in both conversations and writing together, but just performed in reading together.
The principle of biuniqueness can be found nearly as often in all the
three types of coIlective media, except for the medium of reading together which is not as frequently utilized in the case of comment performances as the other two col1ective media. This principle could thus
be said to have a more universal application area than the other.
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Table 11.
Percentages of explicit conlnlents and comnlent perforl1lances distributed over
different kinds of physical/medial activity.
EXPLICIT
COMMENTS:

duality of structure
invariance*
linearity**
biuniqueness
spelling rules
synthesis-in-analysis
analysis-in-synthesis

PHYSICALIMEDIAL ACfIVITIES:
ALONE

speak write
-

Total
COMMENT
PERFORMANCS:

invariance*
linearity**
biuniqueness
spelling rules
synthesis-in-analysis
analysis-in-synthesis
Total

Total
write read
37.3 17.6 45.1100.0
0.4
17.5 33.3 48.8 100.0
54.5 21.5 24.0 100.0
~p.4 30.3 33.3 100.0
14.3 61.9 23.8 100.0
25.0 75.0 - 100.0
12.5 87.5 100.0
TOGETHER

reads~eak

0.2

29.6 29.8 40.4 100.0

TOG ElHER
Total
write read
26. 37.1 23.7 100.0
49. 16.9 25.4 100.0
4 b.2 30.8 15.4 100.0
100.0 - 100.0
4.2 11.6 9.5
31.c 34.7 8.4 100.0
22.4 ~.O
2.0
73.5 100.0
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hand the operation for writing, Le. the operation for finding the units
of the writing system52 , But this operation is also at work within the
media of conversation and speaking alone. The way these features are
utilized will be discussed more in the genre perspective and the pattern
of action perspective.

Additiol1al features.
In addition to the above presented grammatical features, fifteen features of less importance for the operation of the writing system are
found in the material. They concern correctness, acceptability, different
types of semantic and syntactic aspects and some other more general
aspects of the linguistic study. The explicit comments on and comment
performances on these different grammatical treatments areS 3 :

ALONE

speak write
1.0 5.2 6.2
1.7 1.7 5.1
7.7

1.9 5.6 9.1

reads~eak

28J 28.4 26.3 100.0

*Included in these figures are, in addition to activities that contain invariance
comments, also activities that contain comments conceming phonetic value,
graphic value, alternation, and contrast.
** Included in these figures are, in addition to activities that contain linearity
comments, also activities that contain comments concerning acrophony, contraction, elision, intrusion, and commutation.

The spelling rules and the operation analysis-in-synthesis are strictly
bound up with one medium respectively, both in the case of explicit comments and comment performances. The spelling rules are applied when
writing together, Le. discussing how to spell mainly unknown and not
strictly phonologically spelled words, while analysis-in-synthesis is used
when reading alone and most frequently when reading together.
Analysis-in-synthesis, thus, is the operation for reading, blending the
letters together to reach something meaningful, Le. going fronl the
secondary to the primary levei51 . Synthesis-in-analysis is on the other

51The operation analysis-in-synthesis should not be mixed up with the mental
process called "top-down".

Acceptability (7):
'x'; is anything named 'x' / can (not) be said
see Example 6: "Is there anything that is named like that?"

Analogy (1):
Example 35. Child: 1 - 6:7 - Girl
1. C: "i" is spelled just /<i>/. Just as "ö"
and "å".
2. M: Ves.

in, island
streanl

Appropriateness (1):
Example 36. Child: 1 - 6:7 • Girl
1. M: I think I will get "gansinnig"*.
2. C: You do say "vansinnig".
3. M: Oh.
4. C: Yes. "Gansinnig" is just said by small children and perhaps by mummies and daddies who have small children
who talk like that.
*The correct Swedish word is "vansinnig The
incorrect form was used by Cl when she was yotrnger and
after that it has become a favourite expression in the family
ll

•

nlad

52The operation synthesis -in-analysis should not be mixed up with the mental
process called "bottom-up".
53The total amount of the occurrences of comments in the material of the
various grammatical features are given in parentheses.
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Combination (1):

Presupposition (1):

se Example 18: "Libson" - "Wiklandson" - "Blomson"

Example 41. Child: 1 - 6:2 - Girl
1. Grown-up: Have you stopped sucking your thumb?
2. C: No.... I have never started.

Co-occurrence (1):

Selectional features (3):

see Example 18: "can also be said"

Example 42. Child: 1 - 7:3 - Girl; ChHd: 2 - 5:1 - Boy
1. C2: The water is trying to fool me.
2. Cl: Water is no human being. It can't fool you.

Correctness (8):
'x'; you do (not) say 'x';
see Example 36: "You do say "vansinnig"."

Semantic fields (1):
Example 43. Child: 1 - 6:2 - Girl
1. M: What kind of sandwich do you like most?
2. C: (silence, thinking?) Chocolate biscuits.
3. M: But they are not sandwiches!
4. C: But they are related anyhow.

General grammar (3): ex:
Example 37. Child: 1 - 6:7 - Girl
1. C: His name is perhaps Nothing, just as Hai Shang's boy*.
Nothing as a word, not as a meaning.
*a character from a book

Symmetrical relations (2):
Example 44. Child: 1 - 6:7 - Girl; Child: 2 - 4:5 - Boy
1. C2: If one (A) knows one (B) and he (B) doesn't know that
one (A).
2. el: It can't be like that, one (A) can not know one (B) and
he (B) doesn't know that one (A).
3. M: How is it then?
4. Cl: If that one (A) knows one (B) then that one (B) must
know that one (A).

Mental representation (1):
Example 38. Child: 1 - 7:1 - Girl
1. C: Do you know what a word is?
2. M: No.
3. C: It is meaning.
4. M: Mmm.
5. C: Do you know what meaning is?
6. M: No.
7. C: It is in the head.

And finally there is an observation of how the children deal with the
classic question of the origin of language, whether it is a divine creation
or not.

Plain semantics (12):
'x' means ... i
Example 39. Child: 2 - 5:2 - Boy
1. C: "Rörmokare", 'mokare' what does that mean?

Positional mobility (1):
Example 40. Child: 1 - 6:7 - Girl
In the ear:
1. C: Who was that?
2. M: It was Jan Deborg.
3. C: Why is his name not Borgde?
4. M: WeIl ...
5. C: Probably it is because his name is Deborg. If your name is
Deborg then you can't be named Borgcle. Deborg, Borgcle.
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plunlber

Example 45. Child: 1 - 7:6 - Girl; ChHd: 2 - 5:4 - Boy
1. M: Now you are imitating. (huning to el)
2. Cl: Olle is also imitating.
3. C2: I am imitating and you are imitating. We are all imitating. We are imitating each other's words because those
have been given to us by God.
4. Cl: Oh no, (C. laughs) we have made them ourselves.
5. C2: WeIl, but we are imitating each other.

These additionai grammatical features will not be treated any further
than this presentation of them, since they are considered of no substantial importance for learning how to read and write. Twenty-one of the
original five hundred and one activities consist of just this kind of comment and are therefore left out of the following descriptions.
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SUMMARY.

The children in this study participate in three types of language activity, which have been differentiated according to what topic they deal
with. They are the object language activity (OLA; topic: different object
language aspectsi N=302), the metalanguage activity (MLA; topic: a
dynamie language object; N=84), and the grammatical metalanguage
activity (GMLA; topic: a static language object; N=281). The GLAs
occur in the form of reading and writing. The reading together of
letters, and the writing alone and reading together of names are the
most common tasks performed in these activities. However, the
questionable scribbling, graph-reading, and graph-writing have also
been coded as OLA-reading and -writing. The reasons for this is that
they emerge in the visual medium in a very similar manner to reading
and writing performed by a developed reader and writer.
In his metalanguage comments the child also from time to time calls
this type of activity reading and writing in the same manner as on other
occasions he calls other types of reading and writing. That is, the child's
conception of reading and writing varies over time and situations. In
contrast to the OLAs and the GMLAs, the MLAs are mainly combined
with another type of language activity, Le. an OLA or a GMLA. This
means that the child very seldom discusses his ability to use language
per se, without showing some proof of il.
In the GMLAs the basic principles of the alphabetic writing system
and of grammatical treatments are explicitly discussed and performed
in the form of what in this thesis have been called explicit comments
and comment performances. It is a distinction between the ability to say
and to show. Furthermore, it is shown that these abilities are by
necessity not related. But within the discussions between the parent
and the chUd the abilities are very often connected. The grammatical
treatments are primarily performed in the media of reading and
writing. However, some of them are treated within the medium of
conversation. That is, the treatment of the basic principles of the
alphabetic writing system are not bOlU1d up with reading and writing.
The language objects treated in the GMLAs coincide very much with
the topics of the OLAs. That is, the most predominant language objects
in the GMLAs are 'names' and 'letters'.
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7. A GENRE PERSPECTIVE.
The outer or physical settings for all the activities described in the
preceeding chapter are infinitely varied. It is not possible to establish a
pattern for when or where the ehild's interest in reading, writing, or
discussing grammatical matters is aroused. The ehild puts forward his
questions or statements at any time, in any setting during the day.
Example 46. Child 6 - 5:1 - G
In the morning before anybody else has woken up except
(and by that time F.).
1. C: Eva begins with / <e> /.

c.

2. F: Yes!

Here we will focus on the linguistic texts for the activities. It is away
of dealing with the observations according to the type of texts read,
written, and produced in the activities. Firstly, the kind of texts read
and written will be described. Secondly the spoken texts, Le. texts produced in the activities of speaking alone, speaking together, shared
reading, and shared writing, will be deseribed.

TEXTS USED AND PRODUCED IN WRITTEN LANGUAGEING.

The perspective.
A text eoncerning a certain subject can be described with respeet to the
kind of grammatical unit it embraces. It can be plaeed on a continuum
which reaches from texts that consist of elliptical expressions (words,
phrases, ineomplete sentenees, and elauses), Le. an implicit and fragmentary text, to texts with explicit references, strong eohesion, and
complex syntax. This last type of text is furthermore usually charaeterized by an introduction to the subject to be dealt with and further information about the subject where premises, conelusions, generalizations, and eonnections are explicitly stated54 • In normal daily languageing on equal terms, the first type of text is produced or oceurs in
situations where the participants' knowledge of the subjeet and the
situation is shared, while the second type is produced or oecurs in
54Cf. tldecontextualized" language.
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situations where the participants' knowledge of the subjeet and the
situation is not shared. The first type of text is usually eonneeted with
spaken language while the seeond is eonneeted with written language.
But in aetuallanguageing both these types of text and interjaeent forms
ean oeeur in spaken language as weIl as in written language. These
forms of language use ean thus be deseribed with two independent
variables, on the one hand a medium aspeet, and on the other hand an
aspect of language form. Such a deseription gives rise to four different
main types of language use (see Table 12).
Table 12.
Different types of language use with respect to form
and media aspects.
LANGUAGEFORM
ASPECf
colloquiallanguage
Onterjacent fonns)
fonnallanguage

MEDIA ASPECf
auditory
visuaI

1
/
/
/

2

3

4

/
/
/

1. colloquiallanguage in the auditory medium,
2. colloquiallanguage in the visual medium,
3. formallanguage in the auditory medium,
4. fonnal language in the visual medium.

The texts read and written in the data material will be deseribed aeearding to the kind of text type in the above sense they belong to. Grammatical units that are read or written are seribbles, letters, words,
phrases, clauses, complex sentenees, simple eoherent texts, or complex
eoherent texts. By a simple eoherent text will be meant in this analysis a
text consisting of at least two but not more than three simple or complex sentenees which constitute a eoherent text. A eomplex eoherent text
is a text that goes beyond the limits set for the simple text. These two
last types will be eonsidered as simple respeetively more eomplex types
of formal language, while the other types are treated as eolloquial
language forms. The texts read or written will furthermore be deseribed
with respeet to what kind of text they consitute, e.g. signs, labels, post
eards, books, and so forth.
The data.
In the four hundred oeeurrences of written texts in the data, two
hundred and twenty-six read and one hundred and seventy-four writ-
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ten, the word and the letter are the predominant grammatical units
dealt with (see Table 13). The distribution between the two is almost the
same in reading (letter: 240/0; word: 470/0) as in writing (letter: 200/0;
word: 55%). The act of reading together is the most prominent aetivity
type employed, followed by writing tagether, writing alone, and reading alone in that order. The word and the letter are furthermore not
only read and written in texts as abc-posters and "one-word-signs", but
theyare dealt with in all the different types of texts. It is thus possible,
and actually occurs especially in the children's reading activities, that a
smaller grammatieal unit is pieked out from alarger one and dealt with.
The other way around would seem impossible to aceomplish, a
circumstance which is illustrated for all the different grammatieal units
in Table 13 exeept in some instances. Thus, it is ehallenged in this data by
e.g. the ehildren's graph-writing and the parents' reading out "words"
in this type of writing (ef. Example 6).
Table 13
Total percentages of granlnlatical units read and written in different types
of written texts.
GRAMMATICAL
UNITSREAD
AND WRITTEN
A
sc ribbles
.5
letters
words
phrases
clauses
sentences
simple texts
complex texts
Total

TEXT*:

B
C
D
E
F G H
0.8
0.5
14.3 4.8 1.0
0.8 1.3 0.5
0.3 45.0 1.5 2.8 0.3 0.5
2.0 0.3 3.0 1.5 0.3
0.5
2.5 1.0 0.5
0.3
1.0
1.0 1.5 1.0
2.3 6.0

1.5 14.5 53.0

2.8

9.5

7.3 11.0

0.5

Total
2.8
22.5
50.3
7.0
4.5
1.3
3.5
8.3
100.0

* Type of written texts:
A = scribbles
B =abc-poster, graph-writing, written letters
C =signs, labels, crossword, word lists (name-, shopping-, and so forth;
lists of presents one would like for one's birthday)
D =addresses, dates, posters, advertisements
E = headings, titIes, greeting cards, sentence lists
F =post cards, messages, picture books
G =letters, comics, newspapers, reports, stories, books
H =not a text in a traditional sense, e.g. a tube fonned like the letter <M>
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The other six grammatical units occur to a much lesser extent. The
third most frequently occurring grammatical unit, the complex text, is
most often read alone (in 640/0 of the cases; see Example 3), but never
written alone. The next example is an instance of where a complex text
is written together with somebody else.
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The intermediate units, Le. the phrase, the elause, the sentenee (see
Example 49 below), and the simple text, are more evenly distributed
over the reading and writing activities.
Example 49. Child: 1 - 5:8· Girl
C. has written a message on her own to her mummy and
daddy and then read it to them since they were not able to
do this themselves.

Example 47. Child: 1 - 7:5 - Girl
C. has written a postcard to her friend and has received same
help from her mother.
"<HEJ EV~: JAG HAR f DET BRA. HUR MÅ- I RDU (I)?
IGÅR KOPTE I JAG EN KANIN I GLASS. MEN DEN V A R
E.QR VAIINI~ I I GÅR RE~ADE DE (2) I JAG GLÖMD
(3) MIT (4) KAR- I OLA BAND. HEJDÅ (5) EVA I
HLSNIbLG (6) ANNA>"*

Hallo Eva. I am having I a nice time. HOlO are I you?
Yesterday I bought I a rabbit I ice creant. But there was too
much water in it. Yesterday it rained I I forgot nlY Car- I
ola tape. Bye Eva I Greetings Anna
* Underlined words or parts of words have been discussed
with regard to their spelling. Numbered structures are
wrong from a grammatical perspective. The correct forms
are indicated below.
(how) are you
(1) "MÅ-RDU" --> "mår du"
(2) "DE" --> "det"
il
(3) "GLÖMD" --> "glömde"
forgot
(4) "MIT" --> "mitt"
my
(5) "HEJDA" --> "hej då"
bye
(6) "HLSNING" --> "hälsning"
greetings

I

= end of line

Furthermore, writing scribbles is more frequent than reading thern,
writing alone being the most frequently employed act. The seribbles
have moreover on some occasions the appearance of a real text and
are also treated as such in the reading of them, such as a shopping list
or a song text.
Example 48. Child: 4 - 4:2 - Girl
1. C: Do you know"A lot of hm every day"*?
2. M: No.
3. C: Shall I write it for you? (C. "writes" on a very small
scrap.)
4. M: But I can't read what you have written.
5. C: I can read it. (C. "reads" a long part of it.)
*a self-invented song

<"J M E R R F R I R M M D R M M Å">*
"Jag tycker om er därför att ni är min mamma och pappa."
I like you because you are nlY nlunlnlY and daddy.
"Jag tycker oM ER däRFöR att nI äR Min Mamma DärföR
Min Mamma Å (och)"
*A possible relationship between the written letters and the
words in the child's "reading" of her text (see line 2 and 3) is
indicated by the capital letters in the text in line 5 and 6.

The texts in the material have furthermore been divided into four
different groups accorcling to the kind of topies they deal with55 . The
first group of topics deals with those that are judged to be eonerete and
part of the immediate surroundings for all the participants of the
eommunication. Topies belonging to this group are 'persons', 'food',
'pIaces' (names of stores and other types of official buildings in the
immediate surrounding), 'household utensils', 'conveyances', 'animals',
'toys/games', and 'other'. The second group deals on the other hand
with topics that are judged to be abstract or not part of the immediate
surroundings for all the partieipants in the eommunieation, Le.
mediated topies. This group eonsists of the topies 'social relations',
'pIaees' (addresses, names of towns, countries, Le. plaees whieh are not
a part of the immediate surroundings), 'aetivities', 'personal feelings',
and 'date'. The third group consists of the topie 'letters', whieh has been
given a group of its own since its value aecording to the two above
given criteria varies from situation to situation. The last group consist
of the 'unspecified' topies, whieh also have been given a group of their
own sinee it is not possible to give any of the above diseussed values to
them.
From Table 14 below it is possible to draw some eonclusions. Topies
that are judged to be conerete and imn1ediate are more often dealt with
by smaller grammatieal units than by larger grammatieal units.
Furthermore the reading and writing of grammatieaI units larger than
55Cf.

the topies presented in chapter 6.
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the word deal more often with abstraet topies or mediated topies than
with eonerete and immediate topies. If the unspeeified topies are eonsidered to foHow this tendeney, as they could be presumed to do, notwithstanding the sparse information that is given in the observations,
it will be even more pronouneed.
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following possible alternatives for the three different text types, respectively:
Table 15.
Three types of spoken texts.
A

Table 14.
Total percentages of grantnlatical units read and written concerning different
types of topics.
GRAMMATICAL
UNITS READ
AND WRITTEN
se ribbles
letters
words
phrases
clauses
sentenees
simple texts
eomplex texts

TOPICS:
abstraet
eonerete
or
and
immediate mediated letter unspecified Total
2.3
0.5
2.8
0.3
22.2
22.5
4.2
0.8
50.3
4.9
40.4
4.1
0.3
7.0
2.6
1.3
1.7
1.5
4.5
0.3
1.0
1.3
1.5
0.8
1.2
3.5
0.3
6.3
1.7
8.3

Total

48.3

13.5

23.0

15.4

100.0

The language use in reading and writing could be said to be dominated by an extremely colloquial form, where the topies are to a large degree eonerete and immediate. A majority of this type of written text
are, literally speaking, language labels of the immediate surroundings.
Same of the written texts, though, take the form of formallanguage. In
these instanees the topies ean most often be eharaeterized as being
either abstract or mediated.
TEXTS PRODUCED IN SPOKEN LANGUAGEING.

The perspective.
The spoken texts produeed in the acts of speaking alone, the eonversations, and the aetivities of reading and writing together cannot, on
the other hand, be analysed in a narrow grammatical sense, since the
quaIity of the observations eoncerning this aspect is uneertain. Instead
they will be described according to how many eomments and ,,,,hat type
of comments, comment performances or explicit comments, can be
found in them. A tripartite division will be made of the spoken texts.
The analysis will be founded on a eharacterization eonsisting of the

Text type I

x

Text type II

(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)

(x)
(x)

B

c

1
1

1

(21)
(21)
(21)

>1
1

(x)

Text type III

(x)
(x)

D

>1
>1
(>1)

1
>1

(21)
(21)

A = reading or writing, without any comments
B = amount of different* metalanguage comments
C amount of different* grammatical metalanguage explicit
comments
D =amount of different* grammatical metalanguage comment
perfonnances
Optional elements are put in parenthesis.
* Two or more eomments belonging to the same eategory of
MLA or to the same main grammatieal prineiple, Le. to the
same aspeet of a topie, will be eounted as one oeeurrence.

=

The three text types constituted this way will be called, starting with
the least complex type, intervention-text (I), commentary-text (II), and
story-text (111)56. The texts will also be classified according to what the
main task or topic of the interaction is. They will in this manner be
named according to what kind of OLA, metalanguage comment, or
grammatical metalanguage camment dominates the text.
The data.
The spoken texts, Le. texts produced in acts of speaking alone, in eonversation, and in shared reading and writing activities, amount to
three hundred and fifteen 57 . The most frequently diseussed topic or
performed task in these aetivities is the act of reading something (see
56 ef. Anward, 1983, pp 70-75.
57These are the three hundred and thirty-six activities presented in Table 2.2.
minus the twenty-one activities that cancern features considered to be of no
substantial importance for leanung how to read and write.
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Table 16 below)58. The most comprehensive form of a reading text is the
so-called reading story59. In the next example such a reading story is
shown, where all the four main principles are at work, and in this
observation the child manages to perform them almost by herself with
the help of her mother as a guide and a prompter.
Example 50. Child: 3 - 4:8 - Girl
C. has discovered letters on M's sweater, where it says
<"SALASKOLAN">.
1. C: What does it say there?
2. M: fjust showing the first two letters <liSA"»
What letters do you see?
3. C: l<s>1 and l<a>l.
4. M: How do the letters sound?
5. C: Is:, kl
6. M: Blend them together then!
7. C: 1s:-å: 1 (C. whispers this several times)
8. M: Good! That's right! What did it become then?
9. C: "Sa ll .
10. M: Good! Now you know how to do it! And then?
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Example 51. Child: 1 - 6:7 - Girl
C.looks at the sign on the top of a cab saying: <"TAXI">.
1. C: Murnmy, what does it say? It just looks like /tå:-ks-i:/* to
me**.
2. M: "Taxi".
*The correct pronunciation is with a short 1al.
**A literai translation of this sentence would be liTa me it
just becomes /tå:-ks-i:/", in which the explicit comment on
the principle of biuniqueness 'it becomes' is found.

cab
cab

Sala school
said

said

Then the child and her mother go on and add parts of the word that
make sense and in the end they have put tagether the whole word. In
the margin of the observation paper the mother has written that this is
the first time that the child has been able to blend the letter-sounds together and to read a written word this way. The principle of invariance
is treated by the joint explicit comments "you / I see the letters /<s>/
and /<a>/" and "the letters sound Is:, å:/". Taking the letters in the
right order is a comment performance on the principle of linearity. This
first part of the dialogue ends with the explicit comment on the principle of biuniqueness: "it becomes " sa"". These three principles and the
principle of duality of structure, which is inherent in the three principles, are also manipulated by the process of analysis-in-synthesis in
the explicit comment: "blend them tagether: /s:- å:/".
The act of reading is discussed a little less thoroughly in the commentary-texts. In the following observation the reading is performed by a
comment performance on analysis-in-synthesis, and accompanied by
an explicit comment on the principle of biuniqueness.

58In this analysis the reading of letters as such is excluded from this group and
incorporated into another group, which will be present.ed below: .
59 A reading story is not a story that is read, but a detatled descnption of how to
do reading.

Most often, however, the reading texts take the form of an intervention-text as in the next example:
Example 52. Child: 5 - 5:9 - Boy
C. is looking at a world map. The blending tagether works
fine, but the stress is most often put in the wrong place. He
reads the following words:
<"SOVJET-UNIONEN; SIBIRIEN; KINA ; ISHAVET;
Europa i ATLANTEN; OCEANEN ; INDISKA">
Soviet Union; Siberia ; China; the Arctic Ocean; Europe; the
Atlantic i Ocean ; the Indian

In one third of the reading texts the reading is accompanied by the
comment "it says .." and in some few instances by the metalanguage
comment "I'm reading ..".
Aparallel case to the reading texts are the writing texts. Example 32
is a typical scene from a so-called writing story, Le. a story of how to do
writing. In helping his son to write the name Jesus, the father is the
initiator of all four main grammatical principles and also of the process
of synthesis-in-analysis, in which the four principles are manipulated
simultaneously. The responsibility for finding the right letter-sounds in
the right order, their corresponding graphs and their shapes, and
knowing when to stop, rests with the father. But he is doing what he
can to involve his son in these acts.
The writing texts also take the form of a commentary-text as in the
next example, in which the chUd completes the principle of invariance
all by herself, after the mother has pronounced the sounds of the
letters.
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As in the case of the reading texts the most frequently occurring text
type is the intervention-text. An instance of this kind of text is given in
Example 12, where the boy when writing his own name bursts out in
the happy exclamation: "What luck that I have learned to write my
name by myself, otherwise they wouldn't know who it is from!!/I
In the data material are also found instances of texts that are almost
identical to these types, but they appear within the media of conversations and speaking alone, Le. without the use of any writing equipment.
The texts corresponding to the reading texts in this manner are the socalled texts of biuniqueness, in which the principle of biuniqueness is the
main topic. In the data there are only three instances found of this type
of text, and they all take the form of a sort of riddIe or game. One of
these texts take the form of an intervention-text, while the other two
are commentary-texts as in the following example:
Example 54. Child: 2 ·5:8 - Boy
1. M: What does I"g-å:-t-a"*1 become?
2. C: "Gata".
* the sounding out of the word "gata" may also be done by
saying the letters' sound apart or the letters' name. That is a
sort of upgrading of the level of difficulty.

street

The texts in conversation corresponding to the writing texts are the
so-called texts of synthesis-in-analysis and spelling texts. The main
task in the spelling texts is to accomplish a complete linearization. The
next example shows a spelling story, in which the child is able to complete the principle of invariance which has been triggered by the
mother, but the mother is solely responsible for the adherence to the
linearity-principle, and for expounding explicit comments on the contrast -principle: "trökigt/l does not really begin with /0:/ and the principle of duality of structure:
<ö> / is there". When this scene takes
place, the child has been successful in finding the last sound in words he
has asked about, but less lucky with the first sound.
/I /
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Example 55. Child: 2 • 5:9 • Boy
1. C: "Trökigt", "trökigt"*. Mummy, does "trökigt"

Example 53. Child: 3· 4:7· Girl
C. wrote: <"GRATTIS ANNA OCH HANS-OLOV FRÅN
VERONIKA">*
M. sounded out all the letters and C. knew which they were,
even the 1<h> 1 in 'Hans'. C. also knew that short 1al is
written <A>.
*Congratulations to Anna and Hans-Olov Ironi Veronika.

boring

begin with something?
2. M: Yes, it does! What do you tlunk it begins in?
3. C: l"trQ}:-kIt" l, 10:/, it begins with.
4. M: WeIl, not really, but 1<ö> 1 is there.
5. C: I "tr0:-kIt" l.
6. M: I "t:-r:-0:-kIgt" l, It:/.
7. C: /<t>/.
8. M: Yes, and then Ir:/.
9. C: /<r>/.
10. M: Yeah, good! And then 10:/.
11. C: /<ö>l.
(Then C. and M. go on in the same fashion through the
whole word.)
*The Sweclish word "trökigt" is a dialectal form of the
standard form "tråkigt".

In the next example the child is producing a spelling cornmentary-text
on her own, which from a grammatical point of view is not correct, but
this divergency from the norm is not commented on by the parent of the
child.
Example 56. Child: 4 - 4:4 - Girl
C's little brother (6 months old) has made a cry which sounded like "aj".
1. C: When you are going to write "aj", you write l<a>I-/å:/,
/<0, m, t,... >1
C. tells same more different letters but not 1<j> I; while C. is
telling the letters she waves with her hand in the air:
writing??

ouch

The spelling texts never occur in the data in the form of interventiontexts, but this is on the other hand the only form for the occurrence of
the texts of synthesis-in-analysis. The four texts on the topic synthesisin-analysis that are found in the data always appear in the medium of
speaking alone.
Example 57. Child: 1 . 6:10 • Girl
C. is in bed and is about to fall asleep, but plays around with
her own name, as if she was tasting it.
1. C: la-n:-a, a-n:-a, a-n:-a/

The advantage of the reading and writing texts over the biuniqueness
texts, the spelling texts and the texts of synthesis-in-analysis is that
the shape of the letters is shown and may be discussed and further, the
convention for the left-to-right direction of writing is so to speak visit
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ble. Within the material there are interestingly enough neither any
comments on this convention nor any corrections if the child breaks it
when writing.
In all these five text groups some or all of the main grammatical principles have been at work on more or less equal terms. In the groups to
be presented just one grammatical feature constitutes the main topic,
while in the case where other features can be found they are there more
or less as an extra support or in some instances as an adornment.
The principle of duality of structure has in some occurrences its own
texts in the medium of conversation. A story-text with this main topic
has been shown in Example 17. Child no 2 is in this observation giving
explicit comments both on the principle of duality of structure and the
principle of invariance concerning the sound /0: / in the word 'Renaui t'.
In the next example a commentary-text of this kind is presented.
Example'58. Child: 3 - 4:5 - Girl
1. C: Is there an / <h> I or an I <In> / in "Lilla Myl/*.
2. M: Im:/, Lilla Im~-y l.
*a character from a book

The largest of these text groups are the so-called invariance texts,
which appear most frequentIy in the acts of reading together. An instance of this text group is found in Example 28, which is a highlyelaborated invariance story where not only the letters' names are discussed but also their graphic and phonetic shapes and in what words they
constitute the first part. In Example 19 and Example 26 a commentarytext and an intervention-text, respectively, on the same main topic are
found.
The principles of alternation and contrast constitute the main topic in
some observations. The alternation texts take only the form of a commentary-text in the data. An instance of such a text is provided in
Example 24 where the father and his son discuss whether the words
'Grants' and 'Blomkrans' are the same or not. On the other hand, the
contrast texts, which occur in only three instances, take only the form of
a story-text. Example 3D, where the mother is trying to get her son to
find out what the contrast between the names Korak and Orak is,
provides an instance of this kind of text.
The principle of linearity is the main topic in a little more than half as
many instances as the principle of invariance. These texts only concern
incomplete linearizations. The complete linearizations belong with the
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reading, writing, spelling and biuniqueness texts. Thus the incomplete
linearizations have their own text group. In the data they can never be
found in the form of an intervention-text. Most of them appear in the
medium of conversatian. The following dialogue is an example of a
linearization story:
Example 59. Child: 10 - 4:1 - Girl
1. C: Bolla and Bill. It goes weIl together. Which letter does
Bill begin with?

2. M: l<b>l.
3. C: Then Bolla must also begin with l<b>l.
4. M: Yes.
C. and M. go on and talk about other names and words that
begin with l<b>l.

A commentary-text on linearization is found in Example 2, where
once again the beginning of a word is treated by the explicit comment
on the principle of linearity: "potato begins with / <p> /".
In the data some few instances of texts are found that cancern the
tooIs elision, acrophony, commutation, and intrusion. The first two
text topics usually take the form of a riddle or a game, as in the case 'of
the biuniqueness texts:
Example 60. Child: 10 .. 4:3 .. Girl
1. C: How does it sotmd if you take away I <k> I in Klara?
2. M: Lara
C. goes on and takes away one letter at a time and she wants
M. to tell how it sounds. She does the same with the
names of all members of her family.
Example 61. Child: 3 - 4:6 - Girl
1. C: Say a word that begins in I <f> l!
2. M: II If:-Isk/"
3. C: Now it's my turn!
Then M. asks the question and they continue in this manner
for several more words.

fish

The story-text concerning commutation is faund in Example 31, in
which chUd no 5 first takes away an /<s>/ from the word "buss" and
then puts in an / <1> /. The only text concerning intrusion occurring in
the data is in the form of an intervention-text and looks like this:
Example 62. Child: 2 - 5:2 - Boy
In bed: C. and M. have been discussing the meaning of the
word "nyss".
just no'w
1. C: (silent to himself) "Nyss, nyss, nystan."
just now, just now, spool
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Table 16.
Total percentages of different types of spoken texts distributed over different types
of text topics.
TEXTTVPE:

intervention commentary
TEXT TOPIC
text
text
reading
14.6
1.9
"I'm reading .."
1.3
flit says ,,"
8.9
1.9
0.6
biuniqueness
0.3
writing
10.8
5.7
"I'm writing ,."
0.6
0.3
spelIing
2.2
synthesis-in-analysis 1.3
duality of structure
1.0
invariance
4.1
9.2
alternation
1.9
contrast
Iinearization
5.1
elision
0.3
0.6
acrophony
0.6
0.6
commutation
0.6
intrusion
0.3
Total

43.8

30.5

story
text
3.5
0.6
0.3

Total
20.0
1.9
11.1
1.0

6.0
3.2
1.3
5.4
1.0
3.5

0.3

25.7

22.5
1.0
5.4
1.3
2.2
18.7
1.9
1.0
8.6
1.0
1.3
1.0
0.3
100.0

The four main principles of the writing systern and their auxiliary
principles and tools thus have their own texts, as distinct from reading,
writing, and spelling, in addition to their traditional place within these
texts. This is more so for the principles of invariance and linearization
than the others. A little more than half of the invariance-comments are
used within the invariance text, which in everyday language would be
called letter-recognition situations. Almost all the explicit comments
(880/0) on this principle can be traced in this last mentioned type of text,
while only one third of the comment performances are found here. The
letters, thus, are explicitly commented upan not only in the traditionai
type of letter-recognition situations, but aIso to same extent in the
spelling, writing or reading texts. But the comment performances involving the principle of invariance, are mainly found within these last
types of texts. The explicit comments involving the principle of duality
of structure accompany in most cases explicit comments involving the
principle of invariance, since these comments tend to be used as away
of identifying letters. They primarily occur in the letter-recognition
situations and to same extent in the duality of structure texts, the writ-
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ing texts, the spelling texts, and the linearization texts.
The last mentioned text type accounts for more than a quarter of all
the comments involving the principle of linearity, of which all take the
form of explicit comments, Le. explicit comments on incomplete linearizations. The principle of linearity has, as the principle of invariance, a
special text in which it is explicitly commented upon and another type
in which it is both expIicitly commented upon and performed, which is
the reading, writing and spelling texts.
Comments on the complete linearization are most common within the
spelling, writing and reading texts. These texts are therefore also the
predominant texts for the principle of biuniqueness, since complete linearization is a prerequisite for the use of the principle of biuniqueness.
The process of analysis-in-synthesis, Le. the blending of letters, is found
almost exclusively within the reading text, while the process of synthesis-in-analysis, Le. the sounding out of a linguistic expression, is in
most instances used within the writing texts.

The injormation-dense texts.
Thus, the writing, reading and spelling story-texts are the most information-dense texts, with regard to the amount of different grammatical features treated. The most information-dense of these is the writing
story-text, in which the principles of invariance, linearity (both complete and incomplete treatments) and graphic shape, the operation synthesis-in-analysis, and spelling rules are found. In second place come the
spelling and reading story-texts. The principles of invariance, linearity
(complete treatments) and biuniqueness, and the operations synthesisin-analysis and analysis-in-synthesis are treated at the same time in
these texts. The reading and writing intervention-texts, on the other
hand, consist either of reading and writing without any grammatical
treatment, or of the operations analysis-in-synthesis and synthesis-inanalysis, respectively. The commentary-texts are found somewhere in
between these two types with regard to information density. The other
text topics are much less information-dense, in this sense, since they are
by definition dominated by their own grammatical feature.
In Table 17, below, it can be seen that the information-dense reading
and writing story-texts deal mainly with the written unit word. This
unit and the unit letter are common within all types of text forms, al
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though the unit letter is dealt with in the invariance texts while the unit
word is treated in the reading and writing texts. In contrast to the unit
word, the overall dominating form for treatments of the units scribbles
and units larger than the word is the intervention-text.
Table 17.
Total percentages of different types of graml1laticaI units (read and
written) occurring in different types of spoken texts in the l1ledia
reading and writing together.
GRAMMATICAL
SPOKEN TEXT TVPE:
UNITS READ
ltltervetltioll C01nmetltary
AND WRITTEN:
text
tex
text
MEDIUM

scribb les
letters
words
> words
Total

read
0.8
6.4
16.6
11.1

Story

MEDIUM

write read
0.4
2.6
7.2
9.8
6.8
3.8

MEDIUM

write
0.4
4.3
6.4
1.3

34.9 16.6 14.( 12.4 13.2

Total

read
7.2
).0

write
1.6
0.4
28.1
6.4 52.(
2.1 18.2

8.9 100.0

Furthermore, if the story-text and the commentary-text are looked a t
as the texts for explicit grammatical discussions, while the intervention-text is looked at as the text for the use of acquired knowledge, it
may be concluded that when grammatieal information is discussed the
less eomplex written units are used. And when the reading and writing
consist of just reading and writing, or the treatment of all the basic
principles of the alphabetic writing system simultaneously in the operations analysis-in-synthesis and synthesis-in-analysis, more complex
units are also at stake. It may also be concluded that a simpler grammatical unit, such as the letter, is more often explicitly discussed from a
grammatieal perspective in the act of reading than in the act of writing,
while the more complex units, larger than words, are discussed in this
way exelusively in the act of writing. The intermediate unit, the word,
is treated in this way as often in reading as in writing. But the employment of acquired knowledge can be found primarily in reading. In this
way, it may be stated that the prime place for discussion of the grammatical technique in a functional setting, in languageing within the
visual medium, is the information-dense "writing story-text", and also
the "writing commentary-text", while the prime place for using this
acquired knowledge in a functional setting is the "reading interventiontext", and also within the medium of reading alone.
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SUMMARY.

In this chapter it is shown that the reading and writing acts primarily
concern very simple texts from a grammatical point of view. The
written texts used and produced consist mainly of the grammatical unit
'word'. Furthermore, these simple texts for the most part concern topies that are concrete and taken from the immediate surroundings.
That is, an extremely colloquial written language form is used in the
child's early reading and writing.
The texts produced in spoken languageing are categorized in three
groups. Theyare the intervention-text, the commentary-text, and the
story-text. The first type is the least elaborated and the last is the most
elaborated with respect to how many different metalanguage comments and grammatical metalanguage comments reside in them. These
spoken texts mainly concern how to perform the reading and writing
acts, where many of the principles of the alphabetic writing system are
discussed and/or performed. But these principles are also discussed
and/or performed in feature-specific texts. The most commonly occurring of these feature specific texts are the invariance texts and the
linearization texts. However, the most informative texts with regard
to the amount of principles discussed and performed are the reading
and the writing story-texts. The writing story-text is the absolutely
most information-dense text. It is also used as the prime learning
center for the grammatical treatments of written texts, especially when
these written texts exceed the limits of the grammatical unit 'word'.
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8. A PERSPECTIVE OF
PATTERN OF ACTIONS.
In the perspective of the language act, the activities were described as
consisting either of those calIed object language acts, which consisted
of reading and writing, or those called grammatical metalanguage
acts, which treated language as a static object and made an inquiry into
the principles of the alphabetic writing system60 • In the genre
perspective, the texts read and written and the spoken texts for the
occurrences of the principles of the alphabetic writing system were
displayed. In many of the examples presented within the description of
these perspectives it has been elucidated that the reading, writing, and
grammatical metalanguage activities are acted out in different ways
on different occasions. The main concern of the perspective of patterns
of actions is to describe the child's participation concerning type of
activity and what his contributions are. First the reading and writing
acts will be classified in different categories. Then the grammatical
comments will be analysed according to the way in which the child is
able to contribute to them.
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different children and also between different occasions. The physical
/medial criterion, thus, is a necessary condition in order to differentiate
between reading and writing, but not a sufficient condition in order to
differentiate between types of reading and writing. As a result of this
we will enter more deeply into this question by using five additionaI
criteria in order to differentiate and define different types of reading
and writing acts. The criteria are
1. type of language activity:

whether the reading or writing constitute an OLA, or a GMLA
2. grammatical correctness:

whether the reading or the text written is correct or permissible from a
grammatical point of view.
3. text-knowledge:
whether the actor has a previous experiences of the text as such, or not
4. knowledge of the setting:
whether the actor has previous experiences of the setting in which the
actual text occurs, or not
5. reading and writing actors:
whether the reading and writing acts as such are performed by one
person, or whether they are performed by two or more persons
together.

In addition, the reading and writing acts classified in accordance with
these criteria will be described with respect to what topics and grammatical units they deal with, and furthermore to what type of medium
and spaken text they occur in.

THE READING AND WRITING ACTS.

The perspective.
In chapter 5 the different activities occurring in the data were divided
according to their physical/medial outlook. In this perspective the
reading activities and the writing activities, respectively, are brought
together through the criteria of medium and type of physical instruments that are crucial for the accomplishment of the activities. This
way of looking at reading and writing has in many instances challenged our common sense conception of what reading and writing are.
Furthermore, from the different examples given above it is obvious
that what can be considered to be reading and writing differs between

6oConsidered here are not the metalanguage acts, since they are neither
involved in the reading or writing acts, nor in the discussion of the principles of
the alphabetic writing system.

The data.
In Table 18 different types of reading and writing behaviour that can
be identified with respect to the five criteria presented above can be
found. Within the data there are furthermore some instances of reading
and writing acts that it is not possible to describe according to all the
five criteria, since the description made by the parent is too brief. These
types of activities will be treated separately under the heading
unidentified reading and writing. In the presentation the reading and
writing of letters as such and the reading and writing activities
executed by the adult alone are excluded.
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Table 18.
Different types of reading and writing acts defined by nieans of the five
criteria: language activity, granlnlatical correctness, text-knowledge,
knowledge of the setting, reading and writing actors.
READING

CRITERION:
lal guage gramma- text- knowaetor
WRITIN G *:
aetivity tieal knowledge
eorreet- ledge
of the
ness
setting
A
OlA
no
no/yes
1
**
B
no
yes
yes
C
no
yes
yes
D
Gl ~LA
yes
no
yes
no
E
yes
yes
no
no
F
yes
G
no
1
yes/no no
no
1
H
yes/no no
OLA
I
yes
no/yes no
&

*

A = pre-reading and pre-writing
B = reading by the setting and copy-writing
C = whole-word reading and whole-word writing
D =reading by the setting with sounding out
E =whole-word reading with sounding out and whoIeword writing with sounding out or "Iettering"
F =reading and writing from dictation with help of the
four main principles of the alphabetic writing system
G = analysis-recoding
H =analysis-in-synthesis-reeoding, synthesis-inanalysis-recoding
I =Plain reading
• unidentified reading and writing
• adult reading and writing

1
1

1
2
1
N61

27/25
13/16
18/18
10/
2/ 3
20/27

5/ 29/16
45/
4/39
23/3

** not applicable
Pre-reading (N=27) and pre-writing (N=25).

The first category of reading and writing acts to be described, thus,
parts with all the other types because it is not possible to describe the
aets from a grammatieal perspective. The produet of the reading and
writing aets stand in a fortuitous relation to what, from a grammatieal
point of view, is written or said to be written. But from a physieal point

61 Numbers of reading and writing acts. Within one and the same language
activity one or more reading or writing acts may occur.
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of view, the acts of pre-reading and pre-writing are performed just like
ordinary reading and writing, because the actor is holding a
book/peneil, looking at the page, writing letters or letterlike figures,
turning pages, and so forth. He pretends he is reading and writing, it is
make-beIieve reading and writing. It is called pre-reading and prewriting, respeetively, since from a developmental perspeetive it is
considered to be a forerunner to the other types of reading and writing
that will be presented below62 • The acts are carried out by a single actor.
They eonstitute GLAs, in whieh the aetor has no knowledge of the text
as such, but where the setting may be known.
In same instances in the data material these GLAs are aeeompanied by
a MLA. In these instances the MLA seems to serve the funetion of the
wizard's magie wand converting the imaginary reading or writing act
into a real act. This is an interpretation which derives its inspiration
from the metalanguage comment made by the child in the following
example:
Example 63. Child: 10 - 4:3 - Girl
C. is "reading" a book of her own, after a while she says:
1. C: Do you hear that 1 m reading for real.
1

The pre-writing eonsists of either doodling or graph-writing, Le. writing letters in scrambled orders. In exeeptional cases the aetor knows
what was meant to be written (see Example 48), but for the most part he
seems to have no knowledge of what was meant to be the topic of the
text.
The pre-reading eovers nearly all different types of grammatical units,
settings, and topies. It consists of either a retelling of a text, whose setting is very weIl known to the actor, or a pure make-believe "reading".
In the first case the relationship between the text and what is "read" is
thus not totally arbitrary.
The pre-reading and pre-writing acts are thus always performed by a
single actor, but these aets can be a part of a joint activity, Le. be performed within the media of reading and writing tagether. The activities,
however, are more often shared in pre-reading (67%) than in pre-writing (280/0). When these activities are shared, they occur mainly within a
reading intervention-text (670/0) and an writing intervention-text (570/0),
respectively (see Example 63 and 6). In same instances the text takes the
62Cf. pre-phonetic reading and writing described in chapter 2.
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form of a commentary-text (see Example 48) or a story-text (see Example 34). But the comments made within these more elaborated texts
do not cancern the child's unacceptable "reading" or "writing". Thus,
even when the parent within the spaken texts has an opportunity to
correct the child's unaceeptable "reading" and "writing" he does not use
it (see Example 6).

Reading by the setting (N=13) and copy-writillK (N=16).
The next type of reading and writing behaviours to be described resemble the pre-reading and the pre-writing acts since they also constitute GLAs, in which the reading and writing acts are performed by a
single actor. These behaviours, however, are permissibJe readings and
writings or they are correet in the majority of eases.
The term reading by the setting refers to the fact that the reader is able
to read the text by means of his knowledge of the setting in which the
text occurs. Presented with the text out of this setting he is not able to
accomplish the reading. The text as sueh is thus not known by the reader. Texts that lend themselves easily to this type of reading are labels
and signs of different kinds, since these are strongly restricted to oecurring only within certain settings.
The copy-writing is also a written language behaviour where the text
as such is not known by the writer. But contrary to reading by the setting
it is sufficient for the writer to be able to identify the text setting as sueh,
Le. as something consisting of letters, in order to earry out this type of
written language behaviour. The text is in this way differentiated from
scribbles, drawings, and so forth. In an instance where only this
condition is fulfilled the language aetor is not able to make a reading by
the setting of the text or his own writing, but has to ask for reading
assistanee from somebody else (see Example 10).
These activities are only in exeeptional cases accompanied by a MLA.
They treat many different types of topics and all the different grammatieal units, except for seribbles and letters. Nevertheless, the most prevailing unit dealt with is the word. This oecurs mainly within shared
activities (reading: 790/0; writing: 620/0) in the form of an reading in tervention-text (90%) and an writing intervention-text (80%; see Example
9), respectively.
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Whole-word reading (N=18) and whole-word writing (N=18).

Whole-word reading and writing constitute GLAs carried out by a
single actor in a grammatically correct way. These behaviours are distinguished from the reading by the setting and copy-writing beeause the
text as such is recognized and no support from the setting is needed in
order to perform the acts. The terms whole-word reading and wholeword writing originate from the fact that the acts are a reading and a
writing of a word as a whole, a gestalt, without breaking it down inta
its constituent letters or letter-sounds.
In the data the whole-word reading and whole-word writing occur in
exceptionai eases together with a MLA. The texts read and written embrace the grammatical unit 'word', except in the case of some of the
writing acts, which treat either a phrase or a elause. The most prevaiIing topic is 'persons', Le. the name of a person. The topie is, thus, in
most instances well-known by the actor. An early example is the child's
ability to read and write his own name and names of members of the
family. Another example is when the child writes all the words he
knows how to read and write in "what-I-can-read-and-write lists".
Example 64. Child: 1 - 6:10 . . Girl
"DUMMAR*· STRÖ I HEJ • SOCKER I GODIS • MJAU •
JAG I NÖTTER • KAM I GOD • VOVVOV l JUL •
VETEMJÖL I KOR • TÄLT • TUPP I FLÖTÄ** • BIL. Ö I
ANNE • TUPP· I FREDRIK • ANKA I AND • TIGER •
APA

stupid you • castor I hallo • sugar I eandy • 11liaO'lV • I l nuts
• eonlb I good • bow-wow IChristnlas • wheat-flour l
eows • tent • rooster I float • ear • island I Anne • rooster
I Fredrik • duek I wi/d duek • tiger • ape
• = big dots written by the child between the words without
leaving any other space
I = end of line
*The phrase"dumma er" was treated by the child as a whole
word in this reduced form.
**Correct form is "flöte".

Thus, the words in these inventories are usually treated as whole
words or as it is called in grammar invariable words, Le. words without
any morphological change. But not all of the words listed by the child
are from a grammatical point of view genuinely invariable words. Another way of discovering invariable words is by looking for them in a
text. They are usually quite easily discovered since they never change
their shape. The word 'and' seems to be especially easy to locate this
way.
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Example 65. Child: 11 - 3:2 - Girl
C. is pointing to the word <"och"> in the text
on a milk package
1. C: There it says 'and'.
2. M: Yes, it does.
3. C: Does it say so at any other place? (pointing in a sweeping
manner over the text.)
4. M: Look down here! (pointing to the two last lines where it
says 'and' three times.)
5. C: There it is, and there.
C. finds two of the three instances.

and

Further, it is not whole-word reading but reading by the setting which
can elicit guesses about what is written, especially when the setting is
ambiguous or vague. The risk with mixing whole-word reading and
reading by the setting is indicated by the comment: "1 am not guessing!"
in the following example:
Example"66. Child: 1- 6:3 - Girl
1. C: Here it says butter! (pointing to the label on the package
with butter) I am not guessing!

In the coding of the reading acts, reading by the setting has been judged to occur in instances where the text read occurs in asetting which is
very restricted, and the child has not shown any evidence of being able
to read the text in any other setting than this restricted type. Before the
reading in Example 66 above occurred the chUd had also read the text
'butter! in other types of settings than on a package of butter, therefore
this instance is judged as a whole-word reading.
Activities with whole-word reading are, as in Example 66, mainly
performed together with somebody else (670/0) within an reading intervention-text (750/0). But in some instances it takes place within a commentary-text (170/0; see Example 65) or a story-text (80/0). Whole-word
writing is on the other hand mostly performed in the medium of writing
alone (720/0; see Example 64). The instances found within the medium of
writing together take the form of either an intervention-text (40%) or a
commentary-text (60%). The more elaborated texts consist of a
combination of an OLA and a GMLA. The word read or written within
the OLA is converted into a language object and given one or more
grammatical comments.
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Reading by the setting with sounding out (N=10), whole-'lvord reading
with sounding out (N=2), and whole-word writing with "Ieltering"
(N=3).

The fourth type of reading behaviour differs from all those presented
above, since it constitutes a GMLA. It is characterized by being a grammatically correct sounding out of a grammatical unit, which the actor is
familiar with either through the text as such or through the setting.
Unlike the first three types of reading and writing behaviours presented above, within this type, language is converted into an object, which
is broken down into its constituent letter units on the secondary level in
accordance with the four principles: duality of structure, invariance,
linearity, biuniqueness, and their auxiliary principles and toois.
The acts are performed by a single actor and within the act of reading
with sounding out the actor is given an opportunity to bring together
the two operations synthesis-in-analysis and analysis-in-synthesis. The
reading behaviour is at the same time a sounding out of the known
word and a blending together of the written units. It can be regarded as
an exercise of the more complex operation analysis-in-synthesis with
the help of the less complex operation synthesis-in-analysis.
Example 67. Child: 10 - 4:3 - Girl
C. looks at a package of frozen rhubarb, which has been left to
thaw.
1. C: What is this?
2. M: Rhubarb.
3. C: Does it say rhubarb there (pointing to the label)?
4. M: Yes.
5. C: (pointing to the word and sounding out loudly:) "/ra:bar-bre:r/"

rhubarb

The writing behaviour found in the data only takes the form of wholeword writing with IIlettering", even though it would be possible to perform copy-writing with sounding out and whole-word writing with
sounding out, respectively. Writing with IIlettering" consists of the
writing of a known word by saying each letter one at a time as they are
written.
These behaviours carry the same characteristics as the reading by the
setting, copy-writing, and the whole-word reading and writing, respectively. An exception to this pattern is that the reading acts are
primarily performed in the medium of reading alone (670/0).
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Reading (N=20) and writing (N=27) from dietatian with the help of the
four main principles of the alphabetic writing systeln.
Reading and writing from dietation eonstitute GMLAs whieh are
grammatieally eorreet treatments of the units read or written. Reading
from dietation consists of a synthesis of orally or visually given letters
in a grammatical unit, a word for instanee whose grammatical pronunciation and spoken counterpart the child is unfamiliar with. Writing
from dietation on the other hand consists of an analysis of a grammatieal unit, whose spoken eounterpart, but not necessarily its grammatieal pronunciation, the ehild is familiar with. But both types of aets
treat a written text and a setting not known by the reader or writer beforehand.
The aets are furthermore eharaeterized by being performed by two or
more persons. These roles are in the data material played by the ehild
and the parent., The reading and writing are in this analysis differentiated with respect to how elaborated the dictations are, Le. how aetive
the parent's role is in the dictation. The dietations have therefore been
differentiated by means of a three-graded scale corresponding to the
three different types of spoken texts: the intervention-text, the commentary-text, and the story-text. The most elaborated type of dictation
thus oeeur within a story-text and the least elaborated within an intervention-text. Reading and writing from dictation within a story-text
can be seen in Example 50 and 32. Beloware examples from reading
and writing from dictation within commentary-texts and within intervention-texts.
Example 68. Child: 1· 6:1- Girl
C. reads on a bag of barley fIour, where it says:
<"KORNMJÖL">.
1. C: I"k-u:-r" l, here it says "kar".
2. M: I"k-u:-rn" l, Ik-u:-G/. It says likarn" if you take all
the letters.
3. C: l" m -j-0:-I" l, it says "kornmjöl".

barley flour
CO'lVS

barley
bar/ey flour

Example 69. Child: 2 - 5:8 - Boy
Red Snake
1. C: How do you write "Röde Orm"*?
2. M: 1<r> l, a straight line down, a small belly at the top, and
then a diagonal line down. l<ö>I,.....
(Then M. goes on to spell the whole word in this manner.)
*a character from a book .
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Example 70. Child: 5 - 5:1 - Boy
Sometimes we are blending tagether and reach the word. But
it is not often that C. starts to do this spontaneously.
Example 71. Child: 6 - 4:3 - Girl

C. writes the name Maria when F. sounds out the letters.

The reading act is mainly accomplished by means of the pure use of
the operation analysis-in-synthesis, Le. the four principles and their
auxiliary principles and tooIs are operated simuJtaneously, while the
writing act is mainly accomplished by means of taking the principles
one at a time. The opposite circumstances, Le. reading by means of taking the principle one at a time (see Example 50) and writing by means of
the use of the operation synthesis-in-analysis (see Example 71), also
oecur within the data but to a much lesser degree.
This type of GMLA is the reading and writing activity that is in the
majority of cases aecompanied by a MLA. Nearly all types of topies are
treated, but persons' names are the most frequent. The word is the
grammatical unit mainly dealt with, even though other types of units
are found, especially within intervention-texts.

Five types of GML-reading and GML-writing.
The five following types of GMLAs to be presented are defined in the
same way as reading and writing from dictation with the exception
that the acts are performed by a single actor. That is, the acts are performed by the ehild alone without the parent intervening. The manipulation of the principles is instead performed by the ehild all by himself. However, in these acts the ehild nearly always uses the operations
analysis-in-synthesis and synthesis-in-analysis. That is, the manipulation of the principles one at a time, whieh can be found in the reading
from dictation and which is the most frequently used strategy in writing
from dictation, is only found in exceptional cases within these solitary
acts. Furthermore, since these exceptionai cases are always part of an
act dominated by the operations analysis-in-synthesis or synthesis-inanalysis they will not be treated separately.

Analysis-recoding (N=5).
The analysis-recoding is a type of unsuceessful reading, since the actor is not able to go from the analysis within the process of analysis-insynthesis to the grammatieaJ pronunciation of the word, Le. to eom-
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plete the process of analysis-in-synthesis. The reader does not recognize the grammatical pronunciation in the analysis, even if the analysis
is grammatically correct or acceptable (see Example 51).
This type of reading behaviour is found in only five instances in the
data. When it occurs within the medium of reading together it usually
changes into a reading-from-dictation type of reading, but not always
as can be seen in Example 51 above. In this exarnple the mother does
not join her daughter in the GMLA initiated by the daughter, but instead performs a reading act which constitutes an OLA.

Analysis-in-synthesis-recoding (N=29) and analysis-i"-sy"thesisreading.
The analysis-in-synthesis-recoding (henceforth: AI5-recoding) and
the analysis-in-synthesis-reading (henceforth: AI5-reading) are the
successful reading behaviour corresponding to the analysis-recoding.
In AIS-recoding the actor is able to complete the process of analysisin-synthesis and reach the grammatical pronunciation, while in AlSreading the actor is not only able to perform the operation analysis-insynthesis but also able to recognize the "face" of the spoken counterpart to the grammatical pronunciation. In the early stages of AlSreading the child operationalizes both the analysis-in-synthesis and the
grammatical pronunciation or the reading behaviour in an overt
manner as in the following observation:
Example 72. Child: 5 - 5:11 - Boy
C. manages to blend together the letter-sounds in words
written with small letters. He repeats all words after he has
sounded them out.

Since the notes made by the parents in this kind of observation are too
brief to judge whether the behaviour executed by the child should be
coded as AIS-recoding or AIS-reading, all these types of behaviour
have been coded as AIS-recodings.
Different topics are treated in these acts, and the grarnmatical unit
dealt with mainly is the word. However, other types of units are also
found, such as the phrase, the clause and in one instance the complex
text. Nearly two third of the acts are performed within the medium of
reading together and furthermore within intervention-texts. These
shared activities are only in exceptional cases accompanied by a MLA.
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Synthesis-in-analysis-recoding (N=16) and synthesis-in-analysiswriting.
A more advanced writing procedure than writing from dictation, from
the perspective of the child, is when the child himself uses the operation
synthesis-in-analysis. Corresponding to the distinction between AISrecoding and AIS-reading, it would be possible to draw a distinction
between a behaviour that will be caIled synthesis-in-analysis-recoding
(henceforth: SIA-recoding) and another that will be called synthesisin-analysis-writing (henceforth: SIA-writing). But as in the case with
the corresponding reading types the notes made by the parent are too
brief to make a distinction between these two writing types within the
data material. Therefore all types of writing where the child uses the
process of synthesis-in-analysis all by himself have been coded as SIArecoding.
When the child starts to use the SIA-recoding, the resulting forms are
very reduced, since the child has not yet learned to master the four
principles in full. Later on the forms get more and more grammatically
(phonologically) acceptable, as the child's capacity grows. All words in
Example 64 above are correctly spelled except for the first word
"DUMMAR", which is a reduced form of the expression "dumma er"
(stupid you). It was written by this child for the first time when she was
5:8 years old. But at that time the child wrote it by trying to find the
adequate letters for the sounds she heard in her own pronunciation of
the utterance. The result at that time was "DMAR", Le. a much more
reduced form than the one used in the example above. The more reduced form was, as noted by the parent, used as a whole word on several
later occasions but as can been seen from the example above it developed over time to become more explicit or less gramrnatically incorrect.
Same characteristic features occur in this type of writing. Firstly the
degree of reduction may vary enormously within the same period of
time. The text in Example 49 is written by child no 1 just a few hours
after she had written the text I/DMARI/, but it is in many respects a
much more reduced form than the writing I/DMARI/.
The degree of reduction may even vary within the same writing event.
In the next exarnple the chUd has written some of the expressions
several times with different resulting forms, e.g. the word
"bilderboken" (the picture-book) which in the first instance has been
written <"BIDRBI/> has in the next instance become <"BLDRBGN">.
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Example 73. Child: 4 - 5:11 - Girl
</I ÄMLGBIDRB I BLDRBGN I SIGFRTUTAF I
FUARTUTAAF I GA/I>*
/lHemliga bilderboken som ingen får ta utan att fråga."

Example 75. Child: 1- 7:4 - Girl
<"VIARÅKTIL I RULSAND I DUKANVÄR- I
MAMATÄN">*
"Vi har åkt till Rullsancl. Du kan värma maten!"

The secret picture-book which nobody is allowed to take
without asking.

We have gone to Rullsand. You can warl1l up ~he food!
"VI hAR AKt TILl I RULISAND I DU KAN VAR- I MA

"hÄ(e)MLiGa BIlDeRBoken I BiLDeRBoG(k)eN I Som InGen
FåR Ta UTan Att Fråga I Får ta Utan Att fRåga Ta UTAn
Att Frål GA"
I = end of line
*A possible relationship between the written letters and the
words in the child's "reading" of her text (see line 3) is indieated by the capital letters in the text in line 6, 7, and 8.

These examples also showa second feature encountered in the SIArecoding. That is, that the actor does not keep track of what has been
written and what has not, Le. he has problems with the principle of
linearity. Some of the words or parts of the words are thus repeated.
This behaviour stems probably from the circumstance that the child is
not able to read his own writing. He has no chance of checking his writing. In the next example the child has in the first place written the name
"Lillemor" as <"LÄM">. After that she starts over again sounding out
the word from the beginning and writing the letter for the first lettersound heard in her pronunciation of the word. This means that it is not
a transposition, as otherwise is very often stated in the literature, that is
the cause to this kind of mistakes. In order to be able to differentiate
between these two types of causes of the mistake, the chUd has to be observed during writing.
Example 74. Child: 1 - 6:1 - Girl
<"LÄML">
"Lillemor"

A third feature is that the grammatical unit 'word' has no relevance
for the writer-to-be. This is a man-made concept which can be claimed
to be, in Vygotsky's terminology, a pseudo concept, since it is only
recognized through experience of writing. In the science of linguistics no
thoroughly adequate definition has so far been given of this so frequently used concept. In passing it can be added that the spacing of
words used today is a modern invention in the evolution of writing. It
was not until the late Middle Ages that this kind of spacing was used,
earlier no such traits can be found (McLuhan, 1962, pp 111-112). This
feature is more frequent in the child's earlier writings than in the later,
but it can even be found in these as in the next example.

MATÄ(e)N"
I = end of line
*The relationship between the written letters and the words
in the child's "reading" of her text (see line 3) is indicated
by the capital letters in the text in line S and 6.

On some occasions the child marks some or all words with points put
in-between them (see Example 64). This could be compared to a similar
kind of marking made in old, e.g. Roman, inscriptions.
A fourth feature is that the most perceptually salient features in the
writer's pronunciation of the expression to be written are more readily
applied. Furthermore, in the cases where the pronunciation of an expression is reduced it is the less perceptible parts that are missing. This
feature originates from at least three different sources which on some
occasions reinforce each other but on other occasions inhibit each other.
The first source concerns the circumstance that stressed parts in the
pronunciation of the word or expression to be written are more
perceptually salient than unstressed parts. In the next example the
child has written the word "privat" which has the stress on the second
syllable. Despite the fact that the child knows the letters 'r' and 'i' and
pronounces the r- and i-sounds clearly, she does not write them down.
Instead it is only the first letter-sound and those that are parts of the
stressed syllable that are applied.
Example 76. Child: 1 - 7:3 - Girl
<"PVAT">
"privat"

private

This is also an example of the second source of this feature. It involves
the fact that the beginning and the end of the expression pronounced
and written are more perceptually salient than the part in-between.
Therefore these parts are more readily reproduced. It is a well-known
fact in the theory of visual perception that it is the contour which
carries the most information about the stimuli and which makes the
figure stand out from the background (Eriksson, 1974, pp 62-63). The
beginning and the end of the expression can be considered to be the
contour of the expression.
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The third source of this feature is that sounds which have a more dramatic and tangible acoustic and articulator course are more perceptually salient and more readily reproduced. Therefore the early SIArecodings are almost devoid of vowels and the consonant clusters are
only written with one consonant, Le. consonants are more perceptually
salient than vowels and some consonants are more perceptually salient
than other consonants63 .
Example 77. ChiJd: 1 - 6:1; 6:4; 6:10 - Girl
<f/MJLK; TMTRf/> (6:1) f/mjölk, tomater"
<f/SAD">
(6:4) lIsandII
<f/SOTII>
(6:10) II s tort ll64

milk, tOl1latoes
sand
big

Another contributing factor to lack of vowels could be that the actor in
some instances does not keep a letter's name and its sound apart65 . If in
these cases the letter name of the consonant contains a vowel sound,
which correspond to the vowel sound in the syllable to be written, the
consonant is used for representing both the vowel and the consonant
sound. In the next example it is shown how the syllables /ho:/ in the
word "hårtorkare", and /'m/ in the name "Emma" is written with the
letters 'h', which has the name /ho:/, and 'm', whieh has the name /'m/,
respectively.
Example 78. Child: 1- 6:11 - Girl and 5 - 5:11- Boy
<"HRTORGARÄf/> (Cl) IIhårtorkaref/
<"MA">
(C5) "Emma

hair-dryer

l1

A fifth feature of the SIA-recodings is that whieh in phoneties is called assimilation, Le. "the influence exercised by one sound segment
upon the articulation of another, so that the sounds become more alike,
or identical" (Crystal, 1985, p 25). An example of a partial assimilation
found in the data material is when a voiceless letter-sound placed between two voiced letter-sounds is written with the letter representing
its voieed counterpart. This is found in e.g. ehild no 4's writing of "bilderbokenl/ and in child no l's writing of "hårtorkare". In these writings
the 'k' has been replaced by a 'g': <I/BLDBGNI/> ("bilderboken"; the
63Cf. Read, 1986, pp 11-18, 80-95.
64The pronunciation of the last cluster of consonant letters in the word "stort"
based on colloquial language does not involve the sound of a consonant cluster
but instead the sound of one consonant, Le. the retroflex lP I, despite the fact that
a morphological border is situated between the 'r' and the 't'.
65Cf. Read, 1986, pp 4-5, 9, 51, 112.
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picture-book) and <"HRTORQ,ARÄ"> ("hårtor,kare"; hair-dryer).
The instances of SIA-reeodings found within the data material are
characterized by being more all-round eoncerning treated topies and
grammatical units than any of the above described reading and writing
aets. Moreover, it is only in exeeptional cases that theyare aecompanied by a MLA. Theyare mostly situated within the medium of writing
together (63%). The predominant spoken text in these situation is the
writing intervention-text (58%), even though the commentary-text
(16 and the story-text (260/0) do oeeur.
Within the more elaborated texts the adult is ealled in as a consultant
in contrast with writing from dictation acts where the adult takes part
in the writing act as such. The consulting work consists mainly of assistanee in spelling. In the next example the questions and the statements
the child produced while writing her list of things wanted as presents
for Christmas are presented.
%

)

Example 79. Child: 1 - 6:10 - Girl
1. C: Is "platta ll spelled with two 1<t> /?
2. M: Yes.
3. C: How is the I~s/-sound in "marsipan" spelled?
4. M: With /<r>/ and I<s>/.
5. C: How is 1° 1 in IIring" spelled?
6. M: With /<n>1 and /<g>/.
7. C: Is IIhus ll spelled with 1<u> /?
8. M: Yes, it is.

pIate
nlarzipan
ring
house

Plain reading (N=45) and plain lvriting.
The last type of reading and writing behaviour to be presented is called plain reading and writing. This behaviour is defined as a gram matically correct reading and writing where the reader /writer does not
have to to eonvert language into an object and break it down inta its
eonstituent letter units on the secondary level in aecordance with the
four main principles of the writing system. In many instances it carries
the same characteristics as the whole-word reading and writing behaviour. But in opposition to whole-word readingand writing it covers
larger grammatical units than the word, whieh is the usual unit dealt
with in whole-word reading and writing. It may consist of a reading or
writing of one word, but nevertheless be judged as plain reading and
writing, if it is executed in a period where plain reading and writing
have been learned.
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Within the data material no instances of plain writing are found. On
the other hand both ehild no 3 and 5 reaehed the point where they were
able to read in this manner. This is how the parents of child no 5 describe his behaviour in one of their last observations just before the boy
was going to start school:
Example 80. Child: 5 - 6:6 - Boy
In fact there is not much for us to report. C. is reading both
books and comics nearly every day. He can even read a
whole Asterix at one time.

This reading behaviour is all-round coneerning topies and grammatical units. But very often the topies are not explicitly stated in the nates
made by the parent. They are therefore classified as unspeeified. For
the most part (910/0) this behaviour appears in the medium of reading
alone. In the reading tagether aetivities it takes the form of an intervention-text.
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Anward (1983, pp 100-139). Aceording to Anward: "Every move can be
regarded as a (possibly complex) linguistie act, where a linguistic behaviour that satisfies eertain conditions is linked through an internal
(non-eontingent) relation to an intended consequence of that behaviour." (ibid. pp 104-105)66. By using these eriteria four types of utterances are described in the following way:
NON-ANSWER EVOKEROR RE ACTION EVOKER67:

behaviour:
a person says something about a topic
consequence:this can be said about this topic
example:
1. "potato begins with / <p> /."
2. "potato begins with 1<b> 1."
3. 1<b, o, t, a, t, 0>1."
II

REACTION:

behaviour:
consequence:
example:

Unidentijied reading (N=4) and unidentijied writing (N=39).

ANSWER EVOKER:

The writing aets whieh it is not possible to deseribe according to all the
eriteria set out above, ean in many cases be judged to be the result of a
SIA-recoding act, since the form of the written product is similar to
the forms of SIA-recoding. But in same instances this is not possible to
determine. In the few cases of unidentified reading aets it is never
possible to classify them.

behaviour:
consequence 1:

a person says something or does sometlung
this person accepts or rejects the consequence of
an earlier utterance
1. "yes, potato begins with l<p>I."
2. "no, potato does not begin with /<b>I."
3. "no."
a person says something about a topic
somebody else says something more specific
about this topic or somebody else does
something

consequence 2 of
consequence 1:
something more specific can be said about this topic
example:
4. "potato begins with l<b>I."
5. "what does potato begin with?"
6." 1<b, o, t, a, t, 0>//'
ANSWER:

behaviour:

THE GRAMMATICAL METALANGUAGE ACfS.

The perspective.
Within the perspective eoncerned with the spoken acts, the grammatical comments will be highlighted. They will be analysed with a conversationaI analysis teehnique. The ultimate units of such an analysis are
defined aecording to their function in the ongoing interaction. In the
analysis, it is possible to establish the function of each utterance, relative to the text in which it occurs, and thereafter to make comparisons
between the function of different utteranees. In this analysis the utteranees will be eompared regarding their ability to articulate a topie,
more speeifically the grammatieal features presented in chapter 6.
The type of analysis used here will eonform to the one developed by

a person says something more specific about a topic
or does something
consequence:something more specific can be said about this topic
and the utterance carries out the consequence of an
utterance made earlier
4. "no, potato begins with / <p>/."
example:
5. "potato begins with 1<p>I."
6.1/ I<p, o, t, a, t, 0>1."

661 wish to thank Jan Anward for help with the translation of this passage.
671n this analysis the term 'non-answer evoker' will be used exclusively for an
utterance which does not get any reaction, while the term 'reaction evoker' will
be used for a non-answer evoker wruch does get areaction. Thus, what an
utterance is coded for is dependent on the subsequent response.
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Four different criteria will be used in order to establish the ranking68
of these utterance types as regards their ability to carry information.
The first criterion has to do with whether the utterance occurs alone or
in constellation with another utterahce. The second has to do with
whether the utterance provides any new information or not. The third
has to do with whether the information provided in the utterance is
self-reliant or not. The fourth and last criterion concerns the form of
the information given, as to whether it takes the form of an explicit
comment69 or of a comment performance. This last criterion will rank
an utterance consisting of an explicit comment higher than an utterance consisting of a comment performance within each group of utterance types. The utterance ranked highest thus takes the following values: solitary, new and self-reliant information, and explicit comment.
A non-answer evoker, Le. an utterance which does not get any
answer or reac~ion, will be ranked highest concerning the first three
aspects, since what has been stated in the non-answer evoker is neither
rejected nor modified; it will be valid for the time being. The nonanswer evoker, thus, is a news bringing solitary input which contains
self-reliant news. The reaction evoker also provides new information
that will be valid for the time being and is self-reliant. But it is not a
solitary input, since it is always connected with areaction. Therefore
the reaction evoker will be ranked after the non-answer evoker. The
answer evoker and the answer, both being non-solitary inputs, provide
new information, which is the result of joint work between the two.
The information provided in the answer is thus reliant on what has
been given in the answer evoker, and vice versa. Since these two are
similar with respect to the three criteria, they will be ranked together
and placed after the reaction evoker on the ranking scale. The reaction
is placed last on this scale, since it is not a solitary input, and it does not
introduce any new or self-reliant information about the topic except
the speaker's opinion of its validity.

68This way of handling the spoken acts is inspired by the work of P. LinelI and
L. Gustavsson (for a presentation of their lnitiative/Response-analysis see e.g.
Gustavsson, 1988) and the work of R. Söderbergh and A-C. Bredvad-Jensen
(1986).

69This type will also include explicit statements, Le. explicit comments without
a comment perforrnance.
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Table 19.
The ranking of different types of utterances
RANK:

solitary
input
1 areaction consisting of I not
consisting of a comment
perfonnance
2 areaction consisting of an
explicit comment
3 an answer evoker or an answer consisting of a comment
perfonnance
4 an answer evoker or an answer consisting of an explicit
comment
5 areaction evoker consisting
of a commen t perfo:a;mance
6 areaction evoker consisting
of an explicit comment
7 a non-answer evoker consisting
of a comment perfonnance
8 a non-answer evoker consisting
of an explicit comment

CRITERIA:
self-reliant
new
explicit
nformation information comment

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Each explicit comment and comment performance is thus allotted a
score according to this scale. An index of the work carried out by the
child is furthermore calculated by subtracting the mean value of the
adult's score from the mean value of the child's score for each comment. For example, in Example 2 the child receives the value 4 for her
question IIWhat does potato begin with?II, and the mother receives the
value 3 for her answer /<p>/." The child's work index becomes 1 in
this explicit comment on the principle of linearity.
Intermediate turns70 in interactions which consist of more than two
turns, are furthermore regarded as having a relation both to the preceding and the following turn, Le. they are regarded as working both
retroactively and progressively. In the case where these two manners
of working are not distributed amongst two or more acts within the
turn, the act that carries both of these aspects has received two scores.
1/

~OBy th.e term 't';ITn' is in this analysis meant the talk produced by one speaker
wIthout Interruption by another speaker. This means that feed-back items such
as 'yes' and 'no' are counted as one turn.
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Furthermore, the mean value of the scores performed by each person
are the figures used in the calculation of the work index. For example,
in Example 81 below the calculation for each turn of the explicit comment on linearization (see underlined parts of the dialogue) is indicated
in the margin (turn 7 is areaction evoker consisting of an explicit comment; turn 8 works retroactively as areaction consisting of no comment, and progressively as an answer evoker consisting of an explicit
comment; and so forth). The sum for each person is then divided by the
amount of turns that each person has taken part in. The child receives
the score 3.5 (14/4 = 3.5), and the adult receives the score 3 (9/3 = 3). The
work index then becomes 0.5 (3.5 3 = 0.5).
Example 81. Child: 3 - 4:8 - Girl
4. M: What month is it now?
5. C: "Maj".
6. M: What letters should you write then?
7. C: lm:!. It starts with 1<m>I.
8. M: Then?
9. C: /m:-a:/. ~
10. M: Yeah, that's right. And then?
11. C: /m:-a:-j:/. 1<1>1.
12. M: Almost. ./..:5;j?:.L
13. C: .L.:5;jLL

May
6
(1+4) /2=2.5
(3+5)/2=4
(1+4)/2=2.5
(3+3)/2=3
(3+5)/2=4
1

The work index calculated this way can take values ranging from -8
to 8. The values -8 and -7 indicate that the adult performs the comment
by himself, while the values 7 and 8 indicate that the child performs the
comment by himself. The values in-between indicate that it is a joint
effort, but the Iower the value the more of the information is provided
by the adult, and vice versa.

The data.
In Table 20 different interaction types with respect to the conversation
analysis presented above can be found. The grammatical features are
in more than half of the cases (52%) treated in a one-turn move. The
collective two-turns and three-or-more-turns amount to nearly one
third (320/0) and one sixth (160/0) of the cases, respectively. The tw 0turns consist of either a combination of areaction evoker and a reaction, or an answer evoker and an answer. The three-or-more-turns are
mare irregular, and very often they consist of several different
combinations of acts. Therefore they have in Table 20 only been described by means of the score of the work index.
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Table 20.
The nunlber of different conlbinations of acts used in discussions of the
principles of the granl11latical features consisting of l, 2, and nlOre than 2
turns. In interaetions eonsisting of nlore than 2 turns only the scores for
the work index is indicated. The plus sign ('+') indieates the first turn in a
2-turn interaetion. The abbreviations 'cp' and 'ex' stand for 'conl1llent
perforlllance' and 'expl ieit cOllllllent', respect ively.
%
WORK ADULT-WORK
CHILD-WORK
N
INDEX

:::;2 TURNS:

-8
-7

_I
reaction (cp)*
reaction ex
-I.
reaction (cp)*
answer cp
answer evoker cp +
answer cp
answer evoker cp +
answer ex
answer evoker ex +
answer ex
answer evoker ex +
reaction evoker cp +
Ireaction evoker ex +
reaction evoker ex +
non-answer evoker cp
non-answer evoker ex

non-answer evoker ex7 9°0
non-answer evoker cp3 ~ 4°0
re action evoker ex + 16
2°0
-4 reaction evoker ex +
1
1°)
re ::lction evoker cp +
6
-1 answer evoker ex +
32
-1 answer ex 71
21
3°0
O answer evoker cp +
37
O answer cp
14
3
O answer evoker ex +
O answer ex
27
1 answer evoker cp +
18
1 answer cp
36
4 eaction (cp)*
2
4 reaction ex
O
5 reaction (cp)*
46
7
208
8
103
> 2 turns
-8:S;X:S;-7
-7<X:S;-4
-4<X<4
4:::;X<7
7:::;X:::;8

40/0
50/0
2%
0%
30/0
20/0
40/0
00/0
60/0
260/0
130/0
%
10/0
10/0
14%
10/0
00/0

~

ITotal
*( cp)

N**
0/ 6
0/ 5
68/46
5/ O
1/ O

00/0

= the

comment performance is optional.

** The number of child-initiated interactions are put to the left of the slash and
the number of adult-initiated interactions are put to the right of the slash.

71The combination reaction evoker cp + reaction ex is not a possible combination, since the explicit comment in the second turn says something more
about the topic than is stated in the comment performance in the first turn. That
is, it must be coded as a combination of answer evoker cp + answer ex.
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Solitary work and self-reliant work.

lnteractive uJork.

The work performed in eomments which is ealeulated to reeeive the
scores -8, -7, 7, and 8 will be called 'solitary work', since the comment is
performed by one person alone (see Example 67, line 5). Interactions
which get scores ranging from greater than -7 to -4 and from 4 to less
than 7 will be called 'self-reliant work'. The reason is that these cases
for the most part consist of a combination of areaction evoker, which is
self-reliant with respect to ability to produce information, and a reaction. This collective work usually takes the form of astatement which
is either approved (see Example 59, line 3, 4) or denied without any
further argument72 •
In the data material nearly two thirds of the total amount of work
consist of these two types of work. Most of the work is carried out by
the chHd (460/0), Le. it is chiId-dominated, whiIe only 180/0 of the total
amount of work is adult-dominated in the same manner. Table 20,
furthermore, shows that the adult's solitary work consists mainly of
treatments of explicit comments, while the child's solitary work mainly
consists of comment performances. The self-reliant work on the other
hand consists, in both the child- and the adult-initiated cases, primarily
of treatments of explicit comments. But the amount of explicit comments performed or initiated by the chUd exceeds in both the solitary
and the self-reliant work the amount of explicit comments performed
or initiated by the adult. Thus, the adult does not work on his own as
often as the child, but when he does he is explicit in his grammatical
statements.
Furthermore, self-reBant work initiated by the child differs from selfreliant work initiated by the adult. The reactions displayed by the adult
in child-initiated work serve as a sort of evaluation or feed-back to the
child indicating whether he is behavin'g correctly or not (see Example
59, line 3, 4). The child's reaetions to adult-initiated work are on the
other hand a sign that he is following the diseussion. The adult takes
the role of a teacher checking the child-initiated self-reBant work,
while the child acts as an attentive pupil in adult-initiated self-reliant
work. The first type of situation 'is furthermore much more frequent
than the second type in the data material.

The work performed in interactions with scores ranging from greater
than -4 to less than 4 consists mainly of a combination of an answer
evoker and an answer, which are dependent on each other from an informationaI aspeet. Therefore this kind of work will be called 'interactive work'. In Table 20 it is shoyvn that 370/0 of the comments are
made in this way. The explicit comments dominate. The adult usually
initiates interactive work with a wh-question (see Example 55, line 2)
or a request (see Example 32, line 12, 16, 18) which the child tries to
answer. On the other hand when the chiId initiates this type of work,
the adult either completes the act immediately with an answer, or he
gives the child prompting questions in order to get the child to complete
the act on his own. This means that most of the comments ranging over
more than two turns are found in this interactive work type. The child's
answer evoker consists mainly of a yes/no-question, a wh-question, or
a statement. The last mentioned act becomes an answer evoker when it
is an incorrect statement which is corrected, Le. it is given an answer
(see Example 55, line 3, 4).
Two-turn interaetions initiated by an answer-evoker eontaining an
explicit comment is nearly always replied to by the child with an
answer containing a comment performance (see Example 50). The
adult's answers in these cases consist on the other hand of an explicit
comment nearly as often as of a comment performanee. Thus, compared with the child, the adult often repeats or rnodifies the already given
explicit comment (see Example 23, line 1 and 2). Comment performances initiated by the child are furthermore in nearly two third of the
cases (60 0/0) turned into an explicit comment by the adult's answer containing an explicit comment. The child replies on the other hand to an
adult-initiated comment performance only in one third of the cases
with an act containing an explicit eomment. Once again it is thus found
that the adult more often than the child is explicit in his answer, Le. the
adult acts as a teacher and reinforces the child's eomment. But still it is
the case that the ehUd initiates more explicit eomments than the adult.
The different types of work which are indicated by different work index are presented in Table 21.

72Since a narrow grammatical analysis of the spoken texts in the data material
catmot be made due to the lack of information in some of the observations,
statements made concerning the nature of the syntactic form of the different
speech acts are based on tendencies found in the more extensive observations.
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Table 21.
Type of work indicated by different work indices.
WORK

TYPEOFWORK:

INDEX:

-8<X<-7
-7<X~-4

-4<X<O

o
0<X<4

7<X<8

Adult solitary work: the adult performs the act all by himself
Adult self-reHant work: the adult performs the act, while the
child listens and approves, disapproves or repeats as apupil
Interactive work: the aclult is the main actor in the interaction
being the only one who makes a contribution containing
explicit comments
Interactive work: the adult and the child work on equal terms
Interactive work: the child is the main actor in the interaction
being the only one who makes a contribution containing
explicit comments while the adult listens and approves,
disapproves or repeats as a teacher
Child self-reliant work: the child performs the act, while the
aclult listens and approves, disapproves or repeats as a teacher
Child solitary work: the chiId performs the act all by himself

Work type and the grantmatical features.
The overall pattern found in Table 20 with respect to the distribution
between the three different categories of division of labour: childdominated work (460/0), interactive work (36 % ), and adult-dominated
work (180/0), changes to some degree when the different grammatical
features are taken into consideration (see Table 22). The more prominent exceptions to this pattern are the comments on the features synthesis-in-analysis and analysis-in-synthesis, which are in nearly three
fourths of the cases performed by the child on his own or as self-reBant
work. It is much more seJdorn that it is executed by either interactive
work or adult-dominated work. The opposite case holds true for comments on the features biuniqueness and spelling rules, which is primarHy performed in interactive work. Comments on the feature duality of
structure is on the other hand primarily perforrned by the adult alone or
as adult-initiated self-reBant work. However, these exceptions are
another side of the other pattern found in Table 20 that explicit
comments are usually performed in interactive work quite closely
followed by child-dominated work, while comment performances are
mainly performed in child-dominated work.
Thus, the different main principles of the writing system are usually
discussed in interaction. But when employed or just performed the child
does this for the most part on his own. The last statement is espeeially
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true when the principles are applied simultaneously in the operations
of synthesis-in-analysis and analysis-in-synthesis.
Table 22.
Percentages of three different types of work: adult soZitary work and adult
self-reliant work (work index: :5'-4), interactive work (work index: -4<x<4),
and child solitary wotk and child self-re1iant work (work index: ~4), and
the mean value of the work index distributed over conlnlent perfornlances and explicit conlnlents made to different granlnlatical features.
GRAMMATICAL COMMENT
EXPLICITCOMMENTS
FEATURE:
PERFORMANCES
~·4 -4<;;:::4
Mean
~-4
x<4
x<4
duality of structure
37
3.54
invariance
2 10 16
13
3.2513
linearity
8
2 22
33
biuniqueness
4
1.77 4
13 11
46
synthesis-in-analysis 16
4.03
7 73
analysis-in-synthesis
3 11
72
5.51
3
spelling rules
0.0032
25
36
3.78
Total
5
13
8 26

-4< ;;:::4
30
35
22
22
3
9
7
28

Mean

33
-0.29
24
0.79
1.12
1.64
1
1.25
2 -1.35
-2.31
20
0.65

Grammatical corrections.
In the data material one hundred and fifteen instances (38 comment
performances and 77 explicit comments) of incorrect treatment of the
gramrnatical features are found 73 • In ninety-four of these eases (820/0)
the ineorrect treatment is eorrected. The incorreet comment performances are corrected as often as the incorreet explicit eomments.
Nearly half of the correetions concern explicit comments on the features invarianee and linearity. It is a result whieh is in accordance with
the dominance of these features in the total amount of comments. The
features biuniqueness and synthesis-in-analysis, on the other hand, are
not often corrected in proportion to how often they are wrongly
treated.
The correetions are always introdueed by the adult, who either makes
the correction himself or prompts the child to do it. In all these cases the
correction goes in the direction of the grarnrnatical norm (ef. Example
24). The high rate of corrections of grammatical features could be compared to the low rate of eorrections of incorrect reading and writing
behaviours in OLAs, whieh the child very often carries out while the
73Incorrect treahnents performed by the child when he is alone, Le. in the
media of speaking, writing and reading alone, are not considered here, since the
adult does not take active part in these events.
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adult takes an active part in the activity thus being able to make a correction. These performances are only corrected in 190/0 of the fort ythree cases found. The uncorrected cases mainly involve pre-reading
and pre-writing events, while the corrected cases involve reading by
the setting, and whole-word reading. In some of the cases with prewriting the parent even tries to "read" the text produced by the child
without making any comments on the lack of correctness (cf. Example
6).

Work type and text type.

In interactive work the child and the adult discuss the grammatical
features primarily by means of explicit comments. These explicit and
interactive discussions as weIl as child- and adult-dominated explicit
comments can usually be found in the invariance text and the linearization text dealing with the principles of dua1ity of structure, invariance
and linearity. Ihteractive and explicit discussions as weIl as child- and
adult-dominated explicit comments on the other principles reside in the
reading, the writing and the spelling texts. In these texts can also be
found most of the comment performances on all the different grammatical features, which are mostly performed by the child himself in
solitary work or as self-reliant work. An exception is the comment performances involving the somewhat more complex features: biuniqueness and spelling rules, which are mostly carried out as interactive
work.
The division of labour in different text types and for different text topics is shown in Table 2374 below. From this table it is possible to draw
the conclusion that on average there is a tendency that the more elaborated the spoken text the more interactive is the work, and the less
elaborated the spoken text the more of the work is child-dominated.
This is so for both explicit comments and comment performances. Thus,
the form of the story-text and the commentary-text does not only give
74 48

observations of grammatical features (5.60/0), primarily the features synthesis-in-analysis and analysis-in-synthesis, are excluded from these texts, since
these features are part of the activities of reading and writing alone. Since these
comment performances are carried out by the child himself, the distribution
between the three types of work do change in favour of the work dominated by
the adult and the interactive work in camparison to the tables above. Furthermore onl y instances of texts that include grammatical features, Le. which are
GMLAs, are included in this table. These texts amount to 217 out of the total of
315 spoken texts discussed in chapter 7. They inc1 ude all the story texts, 820/0 of
the commentary texts and 41 % of the intervention texts.
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an opportunity for interactive grammatical discussions, it is also
actually used that way. The intervention-text type, on the other hand,
is a place for solitary work or self-rel.iant work, where the child is more
or less left on his own to discover how to handle the different
grammatical features.
There are some exceptions to the rule, among the texts that on the
whole consist of less than five comments. But these texts will not be
considered here because of this lack of instances of comments and
therefore of support for drawing any conclusions. On the other hand,
the invariance, the reading and the writing texts which consist of several comments, do not follow the main stream either. The discussion of
these exceptions will be postponed to the next chapter.
Table 23.
The nlean value of the work index for comnlent perfornzances and explicit conl1nents, respectively, distributed over different text types and text
topics. Figures put in braekets are values for less than five instances of
conlnlents occurring in the text types.
TEXT TOPIC:

TEXTlYPE:
COMMENT PERFORMANCES

in terve1ltio1t

text
reading
"I'm reading.."
flit says .. fI
writing
fil' m writing.."
biuniqueness(O
spelling
synthesis-inanalysis
duaJity of
structure
invariance
aItemation
contrast
incomplete
linearization
elision
acrophony
commutation
intrusion
Total

5.8

COl1l11teU- story
tan}
text
text

6.2

-0.3

0.7
(-0.6)

-

(0.25)

2.7

-0.5

(-8.0)
0.1

2.9

-

-

(-2.33)
1.9

1.5

-

(-2.5)

-

(8.0)
-4.2)

-

7.0

3.2

(7.0)

-

-

(-7.0)
2.2

(7.0)
4.5

-

-

7.0

EXPLICIT COMMENTS

COlnmell- ston)
tary
text
text

-

2.1

(7.0)
(0.0)
(7.0)
(7.0)

-

(-7.0)
-

4.1

3.0

-

3.4
-

-1.9
-

3.1
0.0

-

(0.3)
1.1
1.2

1.2

-

-0.2

0.7

4.2

1.2
3.2

-

-

-

(0.5)
(8.0)

-

-

2.6

1.6

0.3
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SUMMARY.

In this chapter it has been shown that the children's reading and writing may take many different forms. There is firstly a propedeutic reading and writing type named pre-reading and pre-writing. It is a sort of
imaginary reading and writing, which from a physical point of view
looks alright. Secondly, there are the restricted forms of the so-called
reading by the setting, copy-writing, and whole-word reading and
writing. They are most of the time grammatically correct but are restricted in the sense that they treat very simple written texts, mainly the
grammatical unit 'word'. All these reading and writing types are coded
as object language activities, Le. they treat a topic which is found in the
object language. Thirdly, there are different types of reading and
writing within grammatical metalanguage activities. Some of them are
performed together with the parent within a so-called dictation, while
others are performed by the child alone. When the writing consists of a
dictation the principles of the alphabetic writing system are dealt with
one at a time, but in the reading from dictation and when the child is
performing the reading and writing on his own the principles are dealt
with simultaneously in the operations analysis-in-synthesis and
synthesis-in-analysis, respectively. This means that the writing from
dictation is a much simpler task to perform since the work is distributed
in such away that each principle is treated separately. These reading
and writing acts within the grammatical paradigm also deal with very
simple written texts. Fourthly, a type of reading within object language
activities is identified and named plain reading. It is an extensive type
of reading, since it covers more complex written texts.
In a conversational analysis of how much effort the child and the
parent put into the discussions and performances of the grammatical
metalanguage acts, it is, moreover, shown that nearly half of the
grammatical cornments, explicit comments and comment performances, are made by the child more or less on his own in the form of solitary
work and self-reliant work, while only eighteen percent are worked out
by the parent in this manner. The operations of analysis-in-synthesis
and synthesis-in-analysis are the treatments which are principally
dealt with by the child on his own in this way. It occurs primarily within
the intervention-text type, and also in the media of reading alone and
writing alone. The rest of the grammatical comments are made in a
more equal way with respect to the parent's and the child's contribu-
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tions, in what here has been called interactive work. The explicit comments on all the principles of the alphabetic writing system are worked
out in the most optimal interactive way. The comment performances on
the principles are on the other hand a little more child-dominated than
the explicit comments. Furthermore, the parent makes more explicit
comments in relation to the total amount of grarnrnatical comments he
makes, than the child. That is, the work of the parent may be
interpreted as a support and reinforcement of the work performed by
the chUd. The parent explicitly states what the child is performing and
makes corrections when needed. He is the guide and prompter always
ready to make a contribution when necessary.
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9. A TIME PERSPECTIVE.
Table 24.
The percentages of different types of activities in different age periods.
THE PERSPECTIVE.

Even if it is interesting to look at the material as a whole, the amount
of activities being carried out varies over different periods, for some
children to a great extent, for other much less. In this chapter the spoken texts, the reading acts, and the writing acts described in preceding
chapters will be looked at and described with regard to variation over
time. The size of the age periods to be studied after some trials has been
fixed to periods of six months. This seems to be a reasonable time span
in order to observe any variation over time. When the time span was
shortened, for example, to three months no interesting patterns could
be established, probably because the data base is too small for this kind
of narrow analysis. The first six-month period starts with the child's
fourth birthday, except for children no 2 and no 11, whose first period
starts with their third birthday.

THE DATA..

General patterns.
In Tables 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28 the aspects of the perspectives described in preceding chapters are presented in a time perspective. The activities in Table 24 are presented in terms of the solitary actions: writing
alone and reading alone, and the col1ective spoken texts. In this table
the reading and writing of letters have been separated from other types
of reading and writing in the media of reading and writing alone. The
spoken texts have furthermore been contrasted to seven types, in order
to gain clarity. The reading, the writing, the spelling, the biuniqueness
and the synthesis-in-analysis texts are in accordance with those
presented in chapter 7. The invariance, the alternation, the contrast
and the duality of structure texts have on the other hand been brought
together under the heading letter recognition activities, since all these
texts involve the recognition of letters. The linearization, the elision,
the acrophony, the commutation and the intrusion texts have
furthermore been brought together under the heading linearization
texts, since all these involve manipulation of the principle of linearity
and its auxiliary toois.

AGEPERIOD:
3:0

3:6
...

4:0

3:6

4:0

4:6

2

1
50

-

NUMBERSOF
CHILDREN STUDlED:

..

4:6

..

5:0

..

5:6

-

6:6

..

7:0

-

6:0

..

5:0

5:6

6:0

6:6

7:0

7:6

10

9

7

4

3

3

2

11

16
6
30

20

25
7

20
12

32

14

15
1
13

5

27

46

28

6

3

1

-

-

ACTIVITY:
Writing alone
fl
: letters
Writing texts*

26

-

13

Reading alone
: letters
Reading texts**

11
37

5
1

4

-

26

13

27

22

15

15

25

Letter recognition**
Linearization texts***
Spelling texts***
Biuniqueness texts***

26

27
13
4

24
7

15
11
4
1

4
8
5
2

5
2

-

10
10

6
6

-

-

-

-

2

5

-

ff

Synthesis-in-analysis
texts****
Total
N:

%

-

-

-

50
-

-

-

-

-

25

-

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
19
2 119 68 74 83 59 40 16

* performed in the medium of writing together
** performed in the medium of reading together, with same few exceptions for
the letter recognition activities
*** performed mainly in the medium of conversatian
**** performed in the medium of speaking alone

From Table 24 it can be concluded that in all the periods where more
than two children are studied, Le. from the age of four to the age of seven 75 the two media of reading alone and reading together dominate.
In the first period the reading or recogni tion of letters is the most pre

7SThe periods where one child or two are studied are excluded from this
general discussion of variation over time. The reasons for this is that most of
the data in these periods consists of data from one chiid, since child no 2, who is
one of the children or the only child studied in these periods, has a very low
degree of activity in these periods. Discussion of these periods will instead be
brought up in the next section under the heading "Individual patterns.".
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dominant activity. The treatment of letters, which is preferably performed by explicit comments on the principle of invariance, is the first
grammatical activity to dominate the scene. The first letters to be discussed are usually those that occur in the child's own name and the
initial letter in other persons' names. According to the survey questions
it was only children no 2 and 7 who had not begun with this activity before the observation period was initiated. The early encounter with this
principle is a probable cause of the fact that the work index for this
feature carries a higher value in comparison with the other features
right from the beginning of the observation period (see Table 27: invariance ex). In the same way, it is a probable cause of the fact that the
work index for the different invariance texts carries a higher value
than the average for the different text types in Table 23 (chapter 8).
Throughout the periods the explicit and interactive discussion of the
principle of invariance is continued, but in the last period the chUd
clearly dominates in these discussions. As has been noted earlier the
ability to make comments on the principle of duality of structure accompanies the ability to make comments on the principle of invariance.
But explicit comments on this principle are mainly introduced or modified by the adult (see Table 27: duality of structure ex).
A nearly identical pattern as to the letter recognition activities with
respect to change of frequency and work type is found for the linearization texts (see Table 24: linearization texts and Table 27: linearity ex).
But the linearization texts do not cecur at such an early stage as the
letter recognition activities. Furthermore no notations have been made
of them in the survey study at an age before the observation period
began. The linearization text could be said to be a more advanced way
of identifying a letter than the letter recognition activity, since the actor
of the text does not only identify a letter as such but also the position of
the letter in a word. Most often it is the first letter or the last letter in
the word that is discussed by the use of explicit comments on the
principle of linearity. The linearization text could also be said to be a
precursor of the spelling text, since most of the spelling texts are found
in the later stages (see Table 24). The spelling text is also more
advanced than the linearization text because it is the operation of
complete linearizations.
In the first period the two early types of grammatical treatments are
for the most part accompanied by reading and writing in OLAs, Le. pre-
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reading and pre-writing, whole-word reading and writing, reading by
the setting, copy-writing, and reading and writing by the adult (see
Table 25). These types of reading and writing acts, mainly performed as
an intervention-text, decrease over time leaving place for, in the first
place, writing acts performed as GMLAs and somewhat later on giving
way to reading acts performed as GMLAs.
These types of reading and writing acts are mainly performed in the
collective media, and in the opening stages by joint effort in a storytext. The divergence found in Table 23 (chapter 8) between the work
index in reading texts and the work index in writing texts is due to the
fact that the writing texts more commonly occur at an earlier point of
time than the reading texts. In the earlier periods the work consists of
more interaction than in later periods, since the child needs more
support in the beginning. In the reading texts, which more commonly
oecur at a later point of time, the child is better at handling the different
principles in the operation analysis-in-synthesis, since they have
already been discussed and performed one at a time from different
angles in the earlier letter recognition, linearization, spelling and
writing texts.
Furthermore, the earlier dominance of writing from dictation over
reading from dictation is a result of the divergence found between the
adult's way of answering the child's questions "What does it say?" and
"How do you write 'x'?" in the first periods. Both these two types of
question can be answered in two different ways. The first type of
answer is to just perform the reading and writing, respectively. The
second type is to prompt the child to get him involved in the reading act
and the writing act, respectively. In the data material the "How do you
write 'x'?"-question is always answered by the adult with prompting
questions to get the chUd involved in the writing act either in interaction with the adult or to get the child to fulfill the act on his own. The
"What does it say?"-question, on the other hand, is in the first periods
primarily answered by the adult by doing the reading on his own. The
high amount of adult reading stems thus from this circumstance. The
adult writing in the first periods found in the data material stems instead from the child's direct request to the adult to do the writing, e.g.
"Mummy, you write!". The prompting type of answer to the "What
does it say?"_question is more frequent in the later periods. Thus, the
parents seem to judge writing to be nlore workable for the child than
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reading in the early stages. In writing from dictation the principles are
also usually handled one at a time, while in reading from dictation they
are dealt with simultaneously in the operation analysis-in-synthesis.
Table 25.
The percentages of different types of writing and reading acts in different age
periods.
AGEPERIOD:
3:6 4:0

3:0

- - 3:6 4:0 4:6
NUMBERS OF
CHILDREN STUDlED:

The last two periods are dominated by the plain reading in the medium
of reading alone and SIA-recoding, which is either performed in the
medium of writing alone or in consultation with the adult in the medium
of writing together. In the case of reading it is thus possible to identifya
move from reading in OLAs through reading in GMLAs and then back
to reading in OLAs. In the case of writing the same pattern is found
except for the last stage, which is reached at a later point of time.

4:6

5:0

.

5:6

6:0

6:6

7:0

5:0

5:6

6:0

6:6

7:0

7:6
2

Table 26.
The percentages of the reading alone activities, the writing alone activities,
and the intervention, the comnlentary and the story-texts in different age
periods.
AGEPERIOD:
3:0 3:6 4:0 4:6

..

.

..

..

..

1

10

9

7

4

3

3

40
pre-writing
whole-word writing
- 100
10
copy-writing
writing by lettering
20
writing from dictation:32( - 10
2 20
-

42
10
17

11
23
12
6
8
6
6
6

12
8
12

8
4
5

5
10

-

-

14

18

-

-

-

5

4

4

-

-

4

16
40

2
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WRITING ACT:

1

SIA-recoding
unidentified
adult

-

-

-

-

14
3
10

-

-

-

6

10

6
6

-

-

-

-

7

-

-

42

5
20

28

45

25

50

50

-

-

-

18
18

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1 31 35 25 24 20 14 11
5

Total 0/0

N:
READING ACT:

pre-reading
reading by the setting
whole-word reading
reading with
sounding out
analysis - recoding
reading from dictation:3

56
11
22

2
1

-

AI5-recoding
plain reading
unidentified
adult
Total
N:

%

-

-

-

36
8
14

33
13

-

3

7

-

-

-

3

13

-

-

-

-

-

-

6
3

-

-

7

-

4

-

-

-

7

11

-

28

20

100
9

O

-

-

-

7

4

14
18

13
11

5
5

-

18

-

4
11
4
4
18
11
21

11
2
4

7

4

17

4

17

-

2

-

6

-

-

-

11
63

2
36

14

50

4
21

-

13

2
2

9
9

-

-

17

100 100 100 100 100 100 100
6
36 15 28 47 41 22

..

3:6
NUMBERSOF
CHILDREN STUDlED:

Story-text
Commentary-text
Intervention-text
Writing alone
Reading alone
Total
N:

%

2
42
16
32
10

4:0

.-

4:6

-

5:0

50

10
22
30
31
11

9
24
18
32
22

-

6

4

1

50

-

5:0

5:6

6:0

6:6

7:0

5:6

6:0

6:6

7:0

7:6

-

7
11
18
43
20
8

..

4
12
15.5
29
15.5
28

-

3
3
10
15
26
46

-

3
12
28
12
20
28

..

2
38
6
19
31
6

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
19
2 119 68 74 83 59 40 16

Looking at the distribution of spoken text types (the intervention-text,
the comrnentary-text, and the story-text) and the reading and writing
alone over different age periods (see Table 26) it is found that in the
opening stages it is as much interactive work within the story-texts and
the comrnentary-texts as there is self-reliant and solitary work within
the intervention-texts and the reading and writing alone activities. In
the later periods the interactive work fades away to leave place for the
solitary work. In the survey observations it is furthermore possible to
find that the observation period is preceded with primarily self-reliant
or solitary work in activities such as pre-reading and pre-writing. This
irnplies that it is possible to find a wave-like developrnental curve or a
U-curve where the self-reliant and solitary work constitute the terminal
points of this curve and the interactive work constitute the part in between these points. Nevertheless, there is an active interplay between
interactive work and self-reliant and solitary work during the whole
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development. This means that there is another more small wavy developmental curve that is superposed on the first main curve. Thus, the
two main types of work interact during the whole development but they
dominate the scene at different points of time. This developmental trend
may be regarded as a dialectaI relation between practice and theory.
The children on one hand practise reading and writing by themself in
self-reliant and soIitary work, and on the other hand they discuss the
theory of writing in the interactive work.
Grammatical features, mainly introduced by the writing from dictation, are in the early stages dealt with in interactive work, which is
more or less child- or adult-dominated (see Table 27). In the case of
comment performances concerning the features of invariance, linearity
biuniqueness, synthesis-in-analysis and analysis-in-synthesis the child
over time becomes more and more independent. Explicit comments on
the features biuniqueness, synthesis-in-analysis, analysis-in-synthesis,
and spelling rules, and comment performances concerning the feature
spelling rules are, on the other hand, with few exceptions dominated in
all the periods by interactive work. These last mentioned features are
more complex than the other features, because they presume the other
features; therefore the children need more help with these even at a
later stage.
In Table 27 it is possible to identify a small wavy developmental curve
that is superposed on the main developmental curve. This wave-like
movement over time found in the figures for the mean value of the
work index for the different grammatical features are a result of alternatian between the operation of topics already known by the child and
topics which are new or not very well-known by the child, e.g. a new
letter, the linearization of a word not linearized before, and so forth.
But on the whole it is an upward movement, which could be said to represent the bottom line and the right stem of the U-curve. The high
value in the early stages in the case of explicit comments on the feature
biuniqueness and comment performances relating to the feature synthesis-in-analysis, though, is in many instances the resuIt of not correeting the child's ungrammatical way of treating these grammatical
features, Le. the adult does not seem to correct the child when he is
considered to be too young to be able to perform the act in the grammatically correct way.
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Table 27.
Mean values in different age periods of the work index for explicit COlunlents (ex)
and conlnlent performances (cp) relating to different granlnlatical features.
AGEPERIOD:
3:0

3:6

4:0

4:6

5:0

5:6

6:0

6:6

7:0

3:6

4:0

4:6

5:0

5:6

6:0

6:6

7:0

7:6

9

7

4

3

3

2

0.9
9
1.7
53
4.8
17
0.4
21
2.6
7
-3.5
5

0.5
2
0.3
22
4.0
19
4.1
21
3.5
8
3.0
4
5.8
1

NUMBERSOF
CHILDREN STUDlED:

2
GRAMMATICAL FEATUI E:
duality of structure ex*
-0.5
N:
~3
invariance ex"
0.7
N:
32
invariance cp**
2.6
N:
8
linearity ex***
-1.9

N:

~2

linearity cp**
-4
N:
biuniqueness ex**
3.0 N:
4
biuniqueness cp**
N:
synthesis-in-analysis ex*** + -

N:
synthesis-in-analysis cp*** ~

N:

-

analysis-in-synthesis ex**)f ~*-

N:
analysis-in-synthesis cp**)f ~*-

N:
spelling rules ex****
N:
speIling rules cp****
N:

1

10

-0.2
16
5
0.4
1 103
3.1
27
1.0
33
0.9 5.4
19
3.0 -0.6
6
0.0 -3.5
5
-1.0
2
7
3.3
1 17
-4.5
2
1.8
4
-8

O
2

1.8
8
-0.8

2

1
O

-4.0
2
0.0

1

2

-3.6 -6.5 5.3
4
2
3
-1.4 -0.3 4.0
3 10
21
0.9 7.0 17
4
0.2 3.7 2.7
24
3
3
7.0 7.0 6.0
12
2
3
8
2.6 0.6
6
1
5
7
4
8
1
3.9 3.6 7.0 6.0
8 34
8 10
-8
-0.3
8
1
1
1
5.0 6.1 6.0 7.0
12 16
7
4
-8.0
-4.7 0.3
2
3
6
0.0
4

-1.5

2
3.4
7
7.0
5
2.0

4
7
2

1
-1
1
3.9
9
O

1
5.8
6
-0.6
7

* can mainly be found in letter recognition activities
** can mainly be found in reading, writing and spelling texts
*** can mainly be found in linearization texts
**** can mainly be found in writing and spelling texts
***** can mainly be found in reading texts

In Table 28 it is furthermore shown that over time the use of scribbles
and letters in the reading and writing acts disappear at the expense of
the reading and writing of more complex written texts. Furthermore it
is even here possible to find the U-curve trend in the case of the gram
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matical unit 'complex text'. The children use the more advanced texts
already at an early point of time in their pre-reading acts, and then
they return to this kind of text after they have learned how to deal with
written texts in a grammatically coriect way. The prime grammatical
unit used in these learning acts is the 'word'. For this unit it is possible
to identify an upside-down U-curve, which has its peak when the children are most interacting with their parents.
Table 28.
The percentage of different granlnlat ical units read and written in different
age periods.
AGEPERIOD:
3:0

3:6

4:0

4:6

5:0

5:6

6:0

6:6

7:0

3:6

4:0

4:6

5:0

5:6

6:0

6:6

7:0

7:6

2

1

9

7

4

3

3

2

-

-

38
46
5

2
9
60

- - - - - - - - -

NUMBERSOF
CHILDREN STUDlED:

GRAMMATICAL UNIT:
sc ribb les
- - 8
letters
42
words
32 100
16
phrases
clauses
sentences
simple texts
complex texts
10
- 6
Total 0/0
N:

10
5
41
41
1
2
1
5

-

22
66
7
2
-

1

-

3

2

-

-

-

3
57

5

2
47
14
12

6
9
19

-

-

-

4
19

7
14

22

9

-

35

7

7

7

22

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
19
1 91 63 58 66 57 31 14

Even though the general patterns presented hold quite weIl for all the
children some individual differences are found, which will be looked a t
next.
Individual patterns.
Differences among the children do not in the first place concern how
they and their parents perform the acts. The way of performing the acts
accords very much with each other. The differences found are instead
much more due to what kind of activities different children put most
effort into at different periods. With respect to this activity aspect the
children can be categorized in three main groups. They are the writers,
the readers, and the talkers76 .
76Cf. chapter 4.
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The writers.
As was stated above writing occurs at an early point for most of the
children, but same show more predilection for this activity than others.
Children no 1, 3,4, and 7 are judged to belong to this category. Child no
1 is the prime lonely writer77 . In the beginning pre-writing dominates
the scene, but when SIA-recoding has once appeared it nearly totally
takes over 78 • In contrast, children no 3,4, and, 7 showamore all-round
picture with respect to types of writing employed, and furthermore
they participate in more shared writing activities than child no l, before
they move on to the SIA-recoding type.
The first type of text written in a grammatically correct or permissible
way cover the grammatical unit word, as is the case for all children in
the study. But children no 1 and 3 very soon change inta writing both
simple and camplex texts. Child no 1 does this most of the time by herself, while child no 3 does this with the help of her parents' dictations.
The more extended texts written already at an early point of time by
these two children cover a variety of topics. However, the more commonly occurring topics are 'personal feelings' and 'social relations'.
The word-texts cancern primarily the topic 'persons', the name of the
child himself or the name of near related persons. During almost the
whole period child no 7 is observed, he is occupied with trying to write
his own name by the help of his parents' dietatian and his own "lettering". Gradually he succeeds in writing his name all on his own (see
Example 12). Child no 4, on the other hand, writes the names of all her
relatives and friends (see Example 9) in an extensive manner. In the
beginning she uses whole-word writing and copy-writing but later on
she gets help from her parents in writing from dietatian.
Furthermore, these children differ to same degree with respect to
reading behaviours. Child no 7 does not participate in any reading act
except for reading letters within same letter recognition texts. But in
the survey observation the parents have noted that he uses pre-reading
and reading by the setting just after the observation period ended, and
77This is due partly to the fact that the chiId, in the early stages, was not observed when she was interacting with her parents, partly to the fact that when this
type of observation was begun she already knew the basics of most principles of
the writing system, and did not ask for much help in order to write.
78The unidentified writing is here judgecl to sort under synthesis-in-anal ysis
recoding.
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that he starts to use the analysis - recoding half a year after that. At the
end of his fifth year he also starts to use AIS-recoding.
In addition to letter recognition texts, children no 3 and 4 participate
in reading through pre-reading, whole-word reading, and reading by
the setting in the first six-month-period of observation. Reading performed by the child does not appear again before writing from dictatian and SIA-recoding have been in use for same time. At this point,
child no 3 moves very rapidlyan to plain reading, while child no 4
searches out the operation of analysis-in-synthesis in reading by the
setting with sounding out, and in analysis-recoding. According to the
survey observations, child no 4 started to use the AI5-recoding just
one month after the observation period was ended. A development
similar to child no 4 is found in child no l's data. But, although the observation period continues until the day child no 1 starts school no
move to plain r,eading is found. Her devotion lies instead in the act of
writing. In parenthesis it may be noted that it was not until child no 1
left her third year in school that she read in a fluent way. This was
commented on by her in the following way: "Mummy, now I don't read
any longer, now the words just come.".

The readers.
The readers are the children who put most of their effort inta different types of reading activities. In this group are to be found children no
S, 6, 8, 9, lO, and 11. In the first period of observation these children
read either letters or texts, or both. Text reading eonsists of pre-reading, whole-word reading, and reading by the setting. As was the case
with all other children these types of early reading involve for the most
part a variety of topies, but most of all the name of persons.
In the observations of children no 8, 9, lO, and 11, who during the observation period do not reach any further than this type of reading,
very extensive nates on the parents' aecepting attitude towards the
children's non-grammatieal pre-reading is found. But, on the other
hand, the parents take good eare that the letters they discuss with their
children within letter recognition texts are narned in the right way. No
further types of behaviour are found in the survey observation for child
no 9, than those noted within the observation period. In contrast, children no 10 and 11 show same instances of analysis - recoding already
same months after the observation period is ended, at the age of 4:6
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and 3:6, respectively. Moreover, at the san1e age for child no 10 and a t
the age of 4:0 for child no 11, they both employ the SIA-recoding and
AIS-recoding. Within the writing from dictation (and in the case of
child no lO, within the linearization texts) these children also come
more in contact with the more complex principles of linearity and biuniqueness at an earlier point of time than children no 8 and 9.
Child no S, on whom the most extensive nates are found in the whole
data material, comes, like most of the writers and children no lO, and
no 11, already from the beginning of the observation period in cantact
with all the main principles of the writing system. In the case of child no
5 this occurs within the letter recognition, the linearization, the spelling
and the writing texts. These activities dominate the first year, but after
that year the reading activities increase and gradually take over the
whole scene. In the next year child no 5 moves from reading from
dictation to AI5-recoding, and in the end reaches plain reading. In
contrast to the other children, child no 5's reading and writing do not in
the first place cancern names of person, but mainly all the other types of
topics presented in chapter 6.
In contrast to all the other children, reading from dictation is already
predominant during the first observation period in the data from child
no 6. This is due to the fact that the father of this child most of the time
prompts his daughter to try to read, instead of doing the reading himsel( as is found in the other pairs of children and parents. Many times
these reading activities end up in omnium gatherurn as the father once
expresses it, but on same occasions the girl succeeds in her reading. But
within these activities and some writing from dictation acts the child
comes in contact with all the main principles of the writing system.
After a rest from this type of reading adventures, filled with some letter
recognition activities, the girl returns to reading. At this point she
shows much more success in her reacling. She manages e.g. the AISrecoding all on her own. The dominant topic in her readings is the
name of persons.

The talkers.
The group of talkers consists more exactly of just one talker, which is
child no 2. This child differs from all the other children because he could
be called a very talkative boy with really no big interest in using the
writing system. Sixty per cent of the activities he takes part in are conversations or speaking alone, while his feIIows in the investigation
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show another pattern. They are talkative too, but most of the talking is
done while reading or writing is being done. Furthermore, more than
half of the total amount of work for .this chiId is concentrated into one
period. This period, when the child is between the age of five and a half
and six years old, coincides with his oIder sister's first term in school,
which could be a factor of importance in the explanation of the great
concentration of work in that period of time.
Although this child does not participate in any reading and writing
activities where the different main principles of the writing system are
discussed, he gets acquainted with them in a variety of texts in the
media of conversatian and speaking alone. Off record it may be noted
that this boy could already read fluently after his first year in school.
This should be compared to his older sister's (child no 1) much more
laborious way of reaching the stage of fluent reading. But on the other
hand, the writiJ;1g of child no 1 has always eclipsed the writing of chUd
no 2 at the same age level.

SUMMARY.

In this study it is found that reading and writing means different
things in different age periods to the child. However, the child's perspective on reading and writing changes over time in the direction of
the reading and writing behaviour displayed by developed readers and
writers. Furthermore it is found that the different children's developmental profiles are very much in accordance with each other. This development could be described as a U-curve trend, where the left stem,
the bottom line, and the right stem with respect to different aspects
consist primariIy of the following:
•
•
•
•

practice
OLAs
complex texts
solitary and
self-reliant
work

*GMLAs:
• one grammatical principle at
a time

>
>
>
>

theory
GMLAs*
simple texts
interactive
work

>
>
>
>

practice
OLAs
complex texts
solitaryand
self-reliant
work

>

synthesis-inanalysis

>

analysis-insynthesis

The differences found between the children concern in the first place
the duration of the different phases in the development. The extremes,
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with respect to this aspect, are the fast child no 3 and the more slowly
developing child no 1. In the second place the children differ regarding
what medium they prefer to language in. Some prefer to read, others
to write, and stillothers to just talk about reading and writing and
grammatical features.
The general patterns concerning developmental characteristics, thus,
are very much in accordance with other studies of early literacy. The
most conspicuous similarity is the description of the "code-breaking"phase as a "pivot" factor in learning more developed reading and
writing. This result gives rise to two very challenging questions, because they challenge my claims put forward in chapter 3. They concern
whether the grammatical way is the only gateway to more developed
reading and writing, and, in that case, whether the metalinguistic research has really pointed to a "pivot" factor in predicting the child's
emerging reading and writing ability. However, since the pictures presented in this study have been taken from different perspectives they
give rise to the possibility to discuss the "code-breaking" phase in a
more nuanced way than is usualIy done. This and some closely related
aspects will be discussed in the next section.
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SECTION THREE
CONSEQUENCES.

10. TWO DISPARATE TYPES
OF READING AND WRITING.

In this section the results from Section Two will be discussed in the
light of what was concluded in Section Gne. In the first place it will be
argued that reading and writing based on both the static linguistic sign
and the dynamic linguistic sign filI important functions, but that they
are quite different in character. Furthermore it will be argued that
reading and writing difficulties may be a consequence of the use of
traditional reading and writing programs, and that some children, like
the children described in Section Two, are favoured by these programs.
Patterns similar to spoken language learning and written language
learning will be examined. Lastly, pedagogical implications will be discussed. Thus, the topics of the following chapters will be:

THE LANGUAGE ACfIVITIES.

• Two disparate types of reading and writing. (chapter 10)
• Reading and writing difficulties as a consequence of traditionai
reading and writing programs. (chapter 11)
• Children favoured by traditional reading and writing programs. (chapter 12)
• The similarity of spoken language learning and written language learning. (chapter 13)
• Summary and pedagogical implications. (chapter 14)

The activities that occur in the data material have been described as
language activities. They have been defined as languageing about different topics. In this languageing the actor's "world of meaning" is
created, negotiated about, struggled for, maintained, or changed. All
the activities are language activities in this sense, but they differ with
regard to the topic dealt with. In the object language activities the topic
is the "object world", which concerns different aspects of the actor's
"life". The metalanguage activity and grammatical metalanguage activity have on the other side "language as an object" as their topic.
The reading and writing acts found in the object language activities
and the grammatical metalanguage activities, respectively, can be said
to be characterized by creating two logically disparate aspects of meaning, since they manipulate two logically disparate topics fron1 a
languageing point of view. Reading and writing acts within grammatical metalanguage activities create "grammatical meaning", Le.
meaning that is stipulated by grammatical considerations.
Table 29.
World of nieaning, language activity, and topic based on the dynanlic
linguistic sign, and the static linguistic sign, respectively.
LANGUAGE SIGN: WORLD OF MEANING: LANGUAGE ACTIVI1Y:

TOPIC:

dynamie
language sign

object language
activity

"life"

grammatical
metalanguage
activity

language
as an
object

static language
sign

world of meaning
the actor is
living in
grammatical
meaning

Reading and writing acts within object language activities are part of
"the world of meaning the actor is living in". These are two logicaIly
disparate meaning concepts, by the same token as object language activities and grammatical metalanguage activities are two logically disparate activities. The concept 'grammatical meaning ' rests on the static
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language sign, while the concept 'world of meaning the aetor is living
in' rests on the dynamie language sign.
EFFECTIVE READING AND WRITING.

The reading and writing aets within the objeet language aetivities are
the use of the writing system where the text operates effeetively within
the world of meaning the actor is living in. Therefore this type of
reading and writing acts will be ealled effeetive reClding and writing.
The effeetive reading and writing aets are languilgeing where this
world of meaning is eontinously created and maintained. The aetor is
in his reading and writing situated within a language space which is
inseparable from the text. There is no difference between effeetive
reading and effective writing with regard to this language perspective.
They are both languageing within written language, where the writing
system is used in many different situations for many different purposes.
Behaviours elassified as effective reading and writing are reading
and writing of letters as such, pre-reading and pre-writing, reading by
the setting, copy-writing, whole-word reading and writing, and plain
reading and writing. The pre-reading and pre-writing differs from the
other types of effective reading and writing by standing in an arbitrary
relation to what, from a grammatical point of view, is written or said
to be written. It is a non-grammatical effeetive reading and writing.
But from a languageing point of viewas weIl as from a physieal point
of view, pre-reading and pre-writing are like the other types of effective reading and writing. They can be regarded as a way of praetising
the use of the reader's and writer's tools and at the same time stating
what is written and what is going to be written, respeetively, Le. the
actor is in the language. The reading and writing of letters as such, the
whole-word reading and writing, copy-writing, reading by the setting,
and plain reading and writing are further all different kinds of what
can be called grammatically correct effective reading and writing, the
differenee being the size of text that they cover. Plain reading and
writing is the most extensive and productive one. Thus all acts are effective in the world of meaning the aetor is living in but the earlier ones
are more restrieted than the last with respeet to what grammatical unit
they operate with. Reading and writing of letters cover the unit letter.
Whole-word reading and writing, reading by the setting, and copywriting cover with few exceptions the unit word. Hence, the different
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types of effective reading and writing behaviours can be classified in
three different groups: non-grammatical effective reading and writing,
restricted effective reading and writing, and developed effective
reading and writing.
What in this thesis has been called developed effective reading and
writing are usually in other works terrned functional reading and
writing. But the reasans for the departure from this practice are the
following two. First, the term funetional reading and writing would
not be allowed to cover other behaviours than developed effeetive
reading and writing. But in order to point out the equivalenee in nature
between different reading and writing behaviours constituting object
language activities, they have in this thesis been given the same class
name, Le. effective reading and writing. Second, the reading and
writing acts performed within the grammatical metalanguage activities are also functional. They fulfil an important function, as will be
shown below, but they do not operate effectively in the world of meaning the actor is living in.

GRAMMATICAL READING AND WRITING.

In glaring contrast to the effective reading and writing acts stand
those that oceur within the grammatical metalanguage activities, Le.
reading by the setting and copy-writing with sounding out or with
"lettering", whole-word reading and writing with sounding out or
with "lettering", reading and writing from dictation, analysis-recoding, AIS-recoding, and SIA-reeoding. They are ealled grammatical
reading and writing, since they are the operation of a language object
within the grammatical perspeetive, Le. the operation or manipulation
of a language object in accordance with the prineiples of the alphabetic
writing system.
They are the creation of grammatical language objects and are restricted within the grammatical paradigm, since in accordance with
the prineiples of the alphabetic writing system they go to and fra
between the two abstract levels within the principle of duality of structure. The primary level consists of meaningful units, Le. grammatically
meaningful units, since the operation is a grammatical operation. The
secondary level consists of units that lack meaning but which combine
to form units of such grammatical meaning. The grammatical reading
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act differs from the grammatical writing act with respect to the direction of the operation within the principle of duality of structure. The
grammatical reading act is the merging of elements on the secondary
level to form elements on the primary level. The grammatical writing
act on the other hand is a dismantling of elements on the primary level,
Le. the grammatical pronunciation of a language object, to elements on
the secondary level.
The different reading and writing behaviours described in chapter 8
can thus be classified as either effective reading and writing or grammatical reading and writing, except in the case of the AI5-reading
and the SIA-writing. These constitute on the other hand acts that
consist of both grammatical reading and effective reading, and grammatical writing and effective writing, respectively.
Research workers that propose a mentalistic explanation of reading
acts (see chapter 2) would perhaps hold that what in this thesis has
been called effe'ctive reading and grammatical reading is the same as
what by them have been called a top-down reading process and a bottorn-up reading process, respectively. In accordance with this, the
strategies used by the reader would in this type of scientific frame be
characterized as direct access and phonological recoded access to the
internallexicon, respectively. However, what is overIooked in this kind
of argument is that these models by definition operate within a grammatical meaning paradigm. Even a pragmatic component attached to
the other components in the description would not change the circumstance that such a modeloperates within the grammatical meaning
concept. A pragmatic component is like the other components of
grammar. It is founded on the static language sign79 .
Thus, the reader will never reach further than grammatical meaning
in his reading, neither in the bottom-up nor in the top-down reading
model. This implies that, if the mentalistic explanation was accepted,
the bottom-up reading process could only be compared with the reading behaviour AIS-recoding. But it could not be compared with the
reading behaviour AIS-reading, since this involves both grammatical
meaning and the world of meaning the actor is living in. The top-down
reading process could not be equalized to any of the effective reading
types, since none of these are executed within the grammatical
perspective, but within the world of meaning the actor is living in.
79For discussion of problems with traditional pragmatics see Segerclahl, 1988.
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THE FUNCTIONS OF THE TWO TVPES OF READING AND WRITING.

The function of effective reading and writing is to create, recreate, or
maintain individuaJ and cultural meaning in the world of meaning the
actor is living in. But as has been seen in chapter 8, when this type of
reading and writing goes wrong or the actor is unable to execute it, effective reading and writing are often replaced with grammatical reading and writing, respectively. The only way that reading and writing
acts are discussed in other terms than those allowed by metalanguage
comments is by means of grammatical metalanguage explicit cornments. That is, when discussed in a reading and writing setting, language is objectified and analysed in accordance with the principles of the
writing system.
The gramrnatical perspective is the traditionaI and most used way to
analyse and reflect upon language. As was stated in chapter 3 the historical origin of grammatical studies is the investigation inta the logic
of the use of letters. It is a way to understand language from the perspective of writing. In this way· effective reading and writing are reflected upon. Thus, grammar is primarily a metalanguage for languageing in the written medium. As such it may be used as an assistance
when we encounter problems in our effective reading and writing that
when reflected upon seem to be like something reflected upon at an
earlier point.
Text types allowing such discussions are, according to the definitions
given in chapter 8, the commentary-text and the story-text. Spaken
texts corresponding to discussions of grammatical reading and writing
acts as such are mainly the reading, writing, and spelling texts.
Furthermore spaken texts with other topics, presented in the genre
perspective, are discussions of specific principJes of the alphabetic
writing systern. These are the spaken texts where the principles of the
alphabetic writing system are not only discussed, but where the knowledge of these principles are transmitted from one generation to the
next. In the early stages there is an asymmetric division amongst the
participant with respect to ability to read, write, and manipulate the
alphabetic writing system but as was displayed in chapter 9, the child's
ability to perform these acts increases over time.
The situations could be regarded as learning centers for the manipulation of the alphabetic writing system, Le. theyare grammatical reading and writing lessons. They are, in accordance with the terminology
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of Bernstein (1974, pp 181-187), critical socializing contexts for learning
the manipulation of the alphabetic writing system. The adult, the
already educated reader and writer, shares his knowledge of how to
perform grammatical reading and writing with the child. Grammatical
reading and writing are in this data material transmitted from one generation to the next through "informal" conversations between parents and their pre-school children. The grammatical perspective, thus,
is used not onlyas an aid to effective reading and writing or a way of
discussing reading and writing, but also as a mediator and a support in
teaching and learning to read and write. The instruments created by
grammatical reflection are used in order to reach a more developed
effective reading and writing.
Other types of reading and writing acts, found in the data material,
that have such an auxiliary funetion, are whole-word reading and
writing, reading by the setting, copy-writing, and adult reading and
writing. The assistance, thus, may also consist of other persons that
either carry through the reading or writing acts, or suggest or initiate
an assistance.
All these types of assistances are, as stated previously, not bound up
with learning to read and write, but are also practicable when developed effective reading and writing go wrong or are experienced as void
of sense. Theyare all different types of support when problems oeeur,
irrespective of where on the developmental ladder the reader and
writer are situated. Development may therefore be regarded as a successive decrease of the need to use different types of assistance. In this
perspective the starting-point of development, thus, is like one big
problematic behaviour (cf. pre-reading and pre-writing), Le. a lack of
understanding of how to read and write in a grammatically correct
manner. The terminal point is a problem-free and meaningful reading
and writing. But since life is open and infinite, there is always a possibility that new and unknown problems may occur. They may either be
left unsolved or be solved with new kinds of techniques. That is, new
types of solution may be searched for. These often have a more individual character than those presented above. Thus, there is no absolute
terminal point which it is possible to reach.
A developed reader and writer is characterized by being flexible in his
way of dealing with the writing system in that he is able to change
reading and writing type if necessary, Le. if he has a problem in the de-
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veloped effective reading of an expression he can use the AIS-recoding behaviour or he can ask someone to tell how to read the word, and
if he has a problem in developed effective writing of an expression he
can use SIA-recoding, or he can ask someone to tell him how to write
it, or he can look it up in a dictionary and copy it.
But still, the grammatical support is one of the more prominent ways
treating a problematic situation such as this. In opposition to other investigations presented in chapter 2 it is thus found that the grammatical treatment does not constitute a pivot factor in learning to read and
write but a reliable and functional support in learning to read and
write. This is so because the writing system and the pronunciation are
the foundations of grammatical treatments. Furthermore the parents
transmits this grammatical perspective to their children.
However, when a grammatical treatment is used as a support in
languageing within written language, there is a shift of activity type,
e.g. a shift from reading to blending tagether, or from writing to
sounding out, Le. a shift from the use of the dynamic linguistic sign to
the use of the statie linguistic sign. Nevertheless, the shift is not of the
kind implied in interactive reading modeis. In them, the shift is from
one type of unit to another type of unit within the static linguistic sign.
In the view of this thesis, grammatical treatment, the use of the static
linguistic sign, does not belong within effective reading and writing. It
is another type of activity called for when needed as a help. The activities belong to different conceptual frames of reference. Furthermore, in
order for grammatical reading and writing to be an aid to effective
reading and writing, the reader and writer must be able to recognize a
grammatical meaning as something in the world of meaning that he is
living in, Le. he must be able to use the means of expressian in actual
language use. The ability to recognize a grammatical meaning as
something in the world of meaning the actor is living in, thus, is a necessary condition if grammatical reading and writing are to be useful in
effective reading and writing. If this condition is not fullfilled the act
will only become a grammatical pronunciation of a means of expressian and not an aid to effective reading and writing. An instance of this
predicament is the difference between AIS-recoding and SIA-recoding on the one hand, and AI5-reading and SIA-writing on the other.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS.

Grammatical reading and writing, thus, is of good assistance when
written languageing goes wrong, but it is not the only one. Moreover,
it is not grammatical reading and writing that advances us in the
written world of meaning, but the effective reading and writing. An
analogous case to this would be when dancing goes wrong. Then you
break off and take one step at a time in accordance with the analysis of
the dance your teacher has taught you. This technical treatment would
not be called dancing, not even by an amateur. Just like dancing, reading and writing do not consist of the steps that are part of the analysis
made, but are the movement; the dancing, the reading, the writing. A
pure technical treatment of these and other types of human expressions
is in daily life usually considered as something else, a fatigued behaviour, and not as the actual behaviour.
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11. READING AND

WRITING DIFFICULTIES
AS A CONSEQUENCE
OF TRADITIONAL
READING AND WRITING
PROGRAMS.
THE TRADITIONAL READING AND WRITING PROGRAMS.

Two of the main characteristics of what will here be called a traditional reading and writing program, have already been presented and
discussed in chapter 3. The first one is the dominance of an individualpsychological perspective , in which it is assumed that a phenomenon is
reducible to its component parts and that these components parts may
be studied separately.
The second characteristic presented earlier is the dominance of reading over writing. Thus, even though they are called reading and writing programs, they deal for the most part with how reading should be
taught.
The third main characteristic to be identified here will be sought
among the pedagogical questions that are central in many of the reading and writing programs for the early stages. The questions are the
following:
1. How many sounds are there in 'sun'? or What sounds are there
in 'sun'?
2. How does the letter /<s>/ sound?, or What does the letter
/ <5> / look like?
3. What sound/letter cornes first/second/ .. in 'sun'?
4. What does / <s, u, n> / become?
5. How do you sound out 'sun'?
6. How do you blend together Is, O, ni?
7. How do you spell /1/ in 'shop'?
The topics of the guestions are recognized as the same as those of the
grammatical metalanguage activities presented in chapter 6. The
guestions cancern the principles of duality of structure (1), invariance
(2), linearity (3) and biuniqueness (4), the processes synthesis-in-ana-
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lysis (5) and analysis-in-synthesis (6), and lastly the exceptions to these,
Le. the spelling rules (7). Programs that treat such questions are usually
grouped under the name phonics. As is seen by the questions and heard
by the name, the content in these kinds of programs is the phonological
part of grammar. Learning to read and write by these programs, thus,
is the same as learning the most fundamental features of grammar. In
other words, it is not effective reading and writing that is taught, but
grammatical reading and writing, Le. the commenting on and
manipulation of the alphabetic writing system. A main feature of the
reading and writing programs, which consist of such questions, thus, is
that they are based on the static linguistic sign. Reading and writing
are executed within a grammatical frame of reference.
The fourth and last characteristic of a traditionai reading and writing
program to be discussed is the use of a ready-made text book in which
the grammatical training in phonology is succeeded by grammatical
training within other parts of grammar. The implementation of this
grammatical training is achieved by the use of closed text-questions of
the following kind:
1.VVhathappened?
2. Who did this?
3. What did he/she/it/.. do?
4. To whom did he/she/it/.. do this?
5. When/Where/How/ .. did it happen?
6. What does he/she/it/.. look like?
7. What does the word 'x' mean? /What does he mean when he
says 'x'?
8. Why do you say that in a situation like this?
By closed text-questions is meant questions that require an answer
that is indicated in the text. That is, there is one and only one right answer to each question, and the answer may be found in the text. In this
way the questions are grammatica180 and they concern the syntax, Le.
different parts of the sentence (the predicate (1), the subject (2), the
direct object (3), the indirect object (4), the adverbial (5), the attributive
(6», normative semantics found in a dictionary (7), and normative
pragmatics (8».
Thus, there is not only one right way to pronounce the text that is

80Cf.

the original meaning of the term 'grammar' presented in chapter 3.
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taught within early reading and writing, but also one right way to understand the text. It is the literai meaning, meaning to the letter, that is
of main concern. The grammatical training, thus, has a much greater
scope than normally has been recognized. In the kind of program that
has been presented above the grammatical perspective permeates most
parts of the reading and writing exercises that are used.
Table 30
The c01nponents of granlmar and their closest equivalents in reading and
writing education.

Grammar:
Phonology
Motphology
Syntax
Semantics
Pragmatics

Reading and writing:
sounding out, blending together, the pronunciation of
words, spelling
word-division, word-formation, infiection, spelling
sentence-division, sentence-formation, text-questions
concerning the parts of a sentenee (closed text-questions)
choice of words, text-questions concerning the
knowledge in a dictionary (closed text-questions)
choice of words, text-questions concerning stereotypes of
behaviour (closed text-questions)

In opposition to what was stated in previous chapter, that reading
and writing are open activities and that there is no absolute terminal
point which it is possible to reach, these programs stipulate a terminal
point, a normative pattern, for what will be regarded as correct reading and writing. Furtherrnore, with this normative pattern, it is possible to grade behaviours. This is the situation to a large degree in traditionai teaching of reading and writing, and in traditionai tests of reading and writing ability. The object of this tradition has been to teach a
reading and writing ability based on the static linguistic sign.

THE PHONIC METHOD VS THE WHOLE-WORD METHOD.

In the debate concerning what method to use in order to reach the
best result in the teaching of reading and writing, different types of
phonic methods have been put in opposition to different types of
whole-word methods. From a grammatical point of view the whoIeword method operates with a unit (the word) on the primary level of
the principle of duality of structure. The phonic method operates on the
other hand with a unit (the letter-sound) on the secondary level. The
phonic method, thus, is by necessity connected with the grammatical
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frame of reference as is not the case for the whole-word method. The
unit word is by definition a grammatical unit with a grammatical
meaning, but it may be used within the world of meaning the actor is
living in. That is, there are texts in the world of meaning the actor is
living in, that consist of only one word, e.g. signs of different kinds.
Therefore there may be ambiguities with respect to what conceptual
frame of reference the word is used, whether it is used in a grammatical frame of reference, or whether it is used within the world of meaning the actor is living in8t . Thus, the whole-word method may be used
within a grammatical frame of reference but not by necessity as is the
case with the phonic method. Therefore the dichotomy between the
phonie method and the whole-word method is in parts ilJusory.
If the whole-word method is used as a grammatical method, as the
phonie method, or not depends on how it is implemented. It depends on
whether the words used are part of the world the child is living in, or
not. Analogous to the difference between AI5-recoding and AISreading, and so forth, a distinction between whole-word recoding on
the one hand, and whole-word reading and whole-word writing on
the other hand may therefore be introduced.

TECHNIQUE VS PROGRAM.

In numerous descriptions the whole-word method has been associated with communicative or language programs, while the phonic
method has been linked with programs which consist of exercises of
isolated skins. However, the combination of a program and a method
is in parts illusory. This may be taken care of by a more strict use of the
terms 'program' and 'method'. The first type of progr~m will here be
understood as programs primarily based on the dynamic language
sign, while the second type will be understood as programs primarily
based on the static language sign. That is, by the concept 'program' is
henceforth meant the kind of language view inherent in education. By
the term 'method' in the phrases "whole-word method" and "phonic
method" is meant a grammatical metalanguage activity based on the
use of one type of grammatical unit. In this sense a whole-word method uses the unit word, while a phonic method uses the unit letter8tCf. the difference between AIS-recoding and SIA-recoding on the one hand
and AIS-reading and SIA-writing on the other.
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sound. The term 'method' in this sense will henceforth be exchanged
for the term 'technique' in order to avoid the above described association between program and " method".
In a language program, the techniques are just a part of the program,
more precisely a grammatical support when languageing goes wrong.
In a program that consists of exercises of isolated skilIs, on the other
hand, the techniques are identical with the total program. Both the
program and the techniques are in this case based on the static language sign. Thus, different techniques may be used in both types of programs. In other words, the difference between programs is not the type
of technique used in them, but the status of the techniques in relation to
the whole program.
In accordance with the distinction between different types of pedagogical uses of the 'word', a tripartite distinction between a whole-word
technique, which is grammatically based, and two types of whole-word
programs, which are based on either the dynamic language sign, or the
static language sign, must be introduced. In a whole-word program
based on the dynamic language sign, reading and writing are introduced by making the chUd read and write whole-words that are parts
of the world the chUd is living in 82 . The whole-word technique as weIl
as the phonic technique may be parts of this type of whole-word
program. A whole-word program based on the static language sign, on
the other hand, consists of merely the whole-word technique. An
example of this could be isolated vocabulary training.
Thus, with the term traditionai reading and writing programs will
henceforth be meant a program conceived within an individualpsychological perspective, that is primarily based on the static language sign, that primarily makes use of the phonic technique, and that is
dominated by the treatment of reading.

AN EXAMPLE OF AN EVALUATlON OF DIFFERENT PROGRAMS.

In a recent Swedish study (Lindgren, 1990) carried out within a
nation-wide evaluation program of Swedish school children's reading
and writing ability83, the main conclusion reached is that there is no
82Cf. Doman's (1986, pp 109-140) description of such a whole-word program.
83The evaluation program concerned with reading and writing was initiated
by the Swedish Board of Education.
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difference in the effect between the use of a traditional reading and
writing program and the use of a language experience program. The
children's reading and writing ability is shown to reach the same level
within both these programs.
But the problem with this and other similar studies is that it is not
possible, or unfair, to compare these both so-called " methods" by using
the same test instruments. The traditional reading and writing program is comparable to a phonological technique, while the language
experience approach works primarily with languageing, and secondly
with not just one, but with several techniques. They imply two totally
different views of what reading and writing are and how reading and
writing should be taught.
Furthermore, within Lindgren's study no distinction is made between
what the teacher says he is doing and what he actually does do. That is,
in the study the~teachers are asked to report what kind of " me thod/, Le.
program, they use. But the research worker does not check how the
teachers actually work. There are several causes of the fact that there
may be a difference between what somebody says he does and what he
actually does. For example, the teacher may have misinterpreted, misunderstood, or in some way or other just partly understood the program. As he has kept on working with the program, he may also have
changed it according to his own preferences.
However, Lindgren makes a detailed investigation of the teachers'
way of judging the importance of the sub-operations described in the
curriculum for reading and writing. Interestingly enough it is found
that the teachers, no matter what " method" they use, have the same
attitude towards these sub-operations. This implies that the teachers
work very much in the same manner, even if they state that they work
according to two different " methods/. Despite this very clear-cut fact,
Lindgren trusts the teachers' statements about what " method" they use
and draws the conclusion that it does not matter which "method" that
is in use. The children willlearn to read and write whatever " method/.
Lindgren claims that it all depends on the teacher (sic!).
The inadequate attitude towards the data together with the low
number of subjects investigated (N = lO), and that the teachers have
not been investigated with respect to how they actually work in the
classroom make Lindgren's conclusion stand on a very shaky basis.
Furthern10re, Lindgren's concluding remarks that it is time to stop the
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quarrel over " methods" and instead discuss the question concerning
how to help each child in the best way, shows that it is questionable if
Lindgren herself understands what the " method" -discussion cancerns.

HINDRANCES TO LEARNING TO READ AND WRITE.

The four characteristes of the traditionai reading and writing program discussed above, the individual-psychological perspective, the
over-emphasis on reading, the use of the static language sign as such,
and the use of "grammatical texts", will in the following be claimed to
be conceivable hindrances to learning to read and write, because of the
narrow perspective of reading and writing they adopt.
Individual-psychological perspective.
Two totally different types of negative outcome of the use of individual-psychological pedagogy will here be identified. The first is caused
by the lack of a social situation in which reading and writing are
taught. As was argued above it is as a member of a society in which
written language is one way of creating and maintaining meaning that
the child will come to a point where he wants to be part of this type of
meaning-creation and meaning-maintaining. That is, the motor in all
type of written languageing is the desire to be a meaning-creating and
meaning-maintaining member of a written society. Within a program
based on individual-psychological pedagogy the child will not necessarily come to experience this source of inspiration because within such
a program it is the individual's internai schemas that are modified and
increased in number. The child is therefore supposed to be able to learn
reading and writing in the absence of written languageing, Le. to learn
reading and writing as isolated skills. Achild who is not able to understand the reasons for this kind of pure exercises, who is not able to see
the forest for the trees, can therefore be supposed to run a high risk of
becoming a disabled reader.
The second effect of the individual-psychological perspective cancerns the fact that disabled readers and writers do not by necessity receive an adequate remediai program. Within such a perspective the
inability lies in the child. It is the child who is considered to not be able
to learn to read and write. He is not able to "build the right interna}
schen1as". The reasans suggested are e.g. that the child is in1mature,
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does not understand the technique, is devoid of ability The solutions are
e.g. to wait with the start of the program until the child becomes
mature, to change the technique, to use compensatory programs in
order to fill in the supposed lacks. My claim is that these solutions may
be misdirected since they rest on too narrow a perspective of where the
cause of the problems may lie. In this way a pedagogy based on the
individual-psychological perspective may prevent a more adequate
solution to a problematic situation being chosen, and disabled children
will not be given a fair chance to learn to read and write.
Over-emphasis on reading.
The next factor to be considered is the fact that the traditional reading and writing programs teach only reading in the early stages.
Writing is postponed untillater. The reading act, thus, is not put inta a
written language situation, it is supposed to be learnt in the absence of
writing. The possibilty of learning reading through writing, which is
otherwise a successful technique designed especially for disabled readers 84 , is disregarded. Furthermore, the fact that the writing act can be
said to be a source of more personal engagement than the reading act
is overlooked. Therefore a chUd who is not able to learn reading merely
through reading will not be given an alternative, as for example the
strategy of "learning reading through writing" would be able to provide. The effect of this "pure use" of reading is parallei to the effect of
the "pure use" of individual-psychological pedagogy, i.e the child may
encounter difficulties in learning to read and write.
The slanc linguistic sign.
Within the field of research concerned with children's metalinguistic
ability, research workers have shown that a pre-school child who is not
able to answer the following questions runs a high risk of encountering
reading and writing difficulties.
Which/How many sounds are there in the word 'sun,?
Which sound comes after /before /i:/ in 'police'?
What does /s-O-n/ become?
The questions concern the principle of duality of structure, the principle

84S ee

e.g. Bryant and Bradley, 1985; Clay, 1975, 1980, and 1983; Fernauid, 1943.
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of linearity, and the principle of biuniqueness, respectively. They coincide, thus, with some of the questions identified as central questions in
a traditional reading and writing program.
The relationship between the tests and the child's ability to learn to
read and write has been discuss~d in metalinguistic research 85 . The
discussion has dealt with the question of whether metalinguistic
awareness, Le. the ability to answer the kind of questions used in the
tests, is a prerequisite for, or a result of learning to read and write. My
claim is that as long as the child is asked to learn to read and write
within a program based on the static language sign, Le. to learn
grammatical reading and writing, there is no such relationship. The
metalinguistic tests and this type of reading program deal with the
same type of task. They are the same thing. They are only performed in
different media. However, as has been shown in the presentation of
the data material it is possible to learn all the principles of the alphabetic writing systern in either the spoken medium (cf. child no 2), or the
written medium, or in both. The kind of medium is not the troublesome
part, the grammatical perspective is.
Within the paradigm of a traditional reading and writing program
the metalinguistic factor, thus, has a much greater predictive power
than just being a pivot factor or a good predictor of reading and
writing success. The research within the field of metalinguistics has in
other words shown that in order to have success in a traditionai reading and writing program, the child must know the program from the
very start. If he is not acquainted with the questions and answers concerned with the static language sign before he starts he will have no
success in the program. This paradoxical situation is caused by the
program-users' unawareness of what their program presupposes, and
in consequence of this, their inability to adjust to the child's level.
In opposition to my claim presented above, the claim made by most of
the research workers within the field of metalinguistics has been that
they have indicated a good and reliable predictor of failure/success in
the acquisition of reading and writing. The proposed explanation of
the results has been that children who are not able to objectify language and examine it in accordance with the phonological component of
their internai grammar, Le. children who are unaware of their internai

85Cf. e.g. Downing & Valtin, 1984.
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grammar, will encounter problems. The suggested solution for these
children is that before school starts they shall take part in games and
exercises in which language is objectified, so they will get an opportunity to Iearn how "to shift attention from content to form". In this
way they are supposed to become aware of their internai grammar.
This explanation is based on a false understanding of language and of
grammar, Le. the understanding that language as such has an inherent
form, and that this form is mentally represented. Instead I claim that a
traditionai reading and writing program presupposes not only that the
child is able to objectify language, Le. the first basic principle of a
grammatical treatment, but also that he understands and is able to
operate the second basic principles of a grammatical treatment, Le. the
principle of duality of structure. This means that in order to see the
"sounds" (letter-sounds or phonemes) of language, it is not enough to
be able to objectify language as supposed by the metalinguistic research
workers, because there are no such units either in language as such or
in the language object as such. Their existence is only relevant in the
grammatical perspective, within the grammatical frame of reference,
in which all three basic principles of a grammatical treatment is at
work. This means that the problem is not with the child, or his being
unable to become aware of an internal grammar. The problem is with
the users of the traditional reading and writing program and their
unawareness of what it means to take part in a grammatical frame of
reference.
The negative outcome of such a situation is a child who remains a
non-reader, or becomes a guesser. Since some of the fundamental
principles of the grammaticaI perspective is concealed from the child
and since it is the only gateway into reading within a traditional reading and writing program, the child will not be able to learn either
grammatical reading or effective reading. In the group with guessers
may be found children who make guesses that are so wild that the
words "read" are nonsensical; e.g. instead of reading "tjugosju"
(twenty-seven) and "multiplicera" (multiply) the child reads "tjyvost"
(thiej-cheese) and "mullpipa" (a non-word) (Lundberg, 1983, p 31).
Lundberg comments on this observation with the statement that these
children have experienced so many failures for such a long time that
they have become blind to what will make sense and what will not
make sense.
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The 11 grammatical text".
The research workers within the field metacognitive investigations
have shown that children who are not aware of the reading task as
such before school starts, Le. the "How?" and "Why?" of reading, are
liable to end up in the group with children who have reading and wri ting difficulties. The same kind of frustrating and paradoxical situation,
that the traditionai reading and writing program is not able to take
care of children who are not already acquainted with some of the fundaments for learning written language hefore they start schoot is
found once again. A solution to this problem, suggested bye.g. Dahlgren & Olsson (1985, pp 230-231, 250-251), is that the teacher should
start the reading program by among other things discussing and showing different functions of effective reading.
This strategy is prohably very helpfuI and effective in a language program based on the dynamic language sign, but it is more doubtful if it
will have the expected force in a traditional reading and writing program, since the activities in this type of program consist of grammatical reading and writing. They are practised without any contact with
actual reading and writing situations. In order to be an effective strategy within a traditionai reading and writing program it demands of
the chUd that he is able to relate the grammatical reading that is taught
to the effective reading that the teacher is talking about and giving examples of. That is, the child must, on his own, take a step between the
two distinct conceptual frames of reference: the grammatical reading
on the one hand, and the effective reading on the other hand, without
any concrete support from the teacher.
Nevertheless, a feasihle way would be if the language objects used in
the traditional reading and writing program were such that the child
without any problems could recognize them as something that could be
a part of the world of meaning that he lives in. However, my claim is
that this is seldom the actual case. On the contrary, the ready-rnade
texts in the text-books are based on the authors' apprehension of what
could be suitable for children. The choice is usually made from some
sort of neutral norm, in order to suit as many children as possible. These "grammatical texts" may be in accordance with the language of the
child, but not necessarily so. For example, the "Witting-rnethod"
(Witting, 1985) goes so far as to use texts consisting of so-called
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"content neutral" syllables and " words", Le. in many cases nonsense
words. Furthermore, the neutral texts are treated in a grammatical
way, by grammatical text questions. This means that it is enough if
their grammatical meaning is understood.
The use of "grammaticaI texts" may be the cause of at least three
possible types of reading difficulties. The first type coincides with the
type of reading behaviours discussed above, Le. non-reading and
guessing. In the case where the texts have no connection at all with the
world of meaning the child lives in, Le. if the texts used make no sense
to the child, he is not able to learn either grammatical reading or effective reading.
The second negative outcome is areading behaviour that consists of
pure grammatical reading. This means that the child is able to make a
grammaticaI reading of a text without being able to use the reading as
a language act, Le. he is not able to take the step to effective reading.
He is not able to relate the grammatical meaning that he finds in the
texts to the world of meaning he is living in. This is a type of areading
disability, which is so sophisticated that it is neglected frequently by
both the child himself and his observers. Children performing this kind
of reading behaviour may go through the whole school system without
being discovered. The neglect of this type of problem is more prominent
in circumstances where the child just has to prove his grammatical
understanding of the text and never has to prove that he can use his
reading for different types of purposes, Le. to use it in the world of
meaning he is living in. The neglect is caused by the fact that the AISrecoding is treacherous in that it is very easily confused with the AISreading. That is the chUd is making an AI5-recoding, which may be
interpreted by an observer as an AlS-reading. The reading behaviour
is thus overestimated.
The phenomenon may be compared to what Goodman (1982b, p 83) in
his perspective calls "recoding", which implies that you go from the
written code to the spaken code without extracting meaning. This form
of reading is set by Goodman in opposition to "decoding", which he
holds to be the true form of reading. It implies that you extract meaning out of the written code. The phenomenon mayaIso be compared
to the much more general phenomenon of "surface-directed learning"
or "atomistic learning", which is contrasted with "holistic learning"
(Marton et al, 1977). In its more extreme forms it is a learning by heart
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of details found e.g. in a text. Furthermore, Marton et al claim that the
curriculum and the form of evaluation mainly used in educational
systems in our culture favour such a surface-directed method of both
teaching and learning, and that this is a consequence of the political
and cuIturai frames in which the educational system works (ibid. p 118).
The third negative outcome of the use of "grammatical texts" is a
reading behaviour that consists of effective reading, Le. the child is able
to perform grammatical reading and also able to take the step from the
grammatical reading to effective reading, but the language in the
"grammatical texts" is so remote from the care of the world of
meaning he lives in, that it does not affect him in any discernible way.
In this way the child is not given any reasons for utilizing and developing his effective reading. The main care of children in this group cornes
from social and culture groups that do not share the culturaI features
that the traditional school adheres to. Theyare capable of both grammatical reading and effective reading, but they refuse to use them,
mainly out of same kind of opposition to school and/or the establishment.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

The traditionaI reading and writing programs are thus claimed to be
the cause of three different main types of difficulties. The first type
consists of children who do not understand the use of the static linguistic sign, the use of the "grammatical texts", the social vacuum in which
the education take place, and/or the written language vacuum, and
who because of this will drop out at an early point of time and encounter serious problems. The second type cornprises those children that are
able to grammatical reading and writing, but no more. The third and
last group consists of the children who learn effective reading and
writing, but are not given tasks that have any connection with the
world of meaning they are living in. It is usually only children in the
first of these groups that are identified as having difficulties, since the
traditional tests used only measure grammatical reading and writing.
The other two groups will in all probability pass through school without getting any help.
In chapter 10 it was stated that a developed reader and writer was
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characterized as being flexible and able to change strategy if needed.
The traditionai programs, however, work in the opposite direction to
this fact, by dealing with only one strategy, the phonological technique.
They therefore reinforce a tendency to become a non-flexible reader
and writer, which is a salient characteristic of disabled readers and
writers. Thus, as long as the goal is to teach reading and writing by
means of traditional reading and writing programs, we will find children with reading and writing difficulties. These are children who perhaps will never understand, discover, or experience the marvels of
being within written languageing.
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12. CHILDREN FAVOURED
BY TRADITIONAL READING
AND WRITING PROGRAMS.
THE PREREQUISITES OF A TRADITIONAL READING AND WRITING
PROGRAM.

As may be concluded from chapter 11, already before he starts a traditionai reading and writing program the chUd must know what is presupposed by the program, in order to be sure of being able to learn to
read and write. However, all types of educational programs have prerequisites that the learner must know in order to be able to participate
in the program. The problem with traditional reading and writing programs is that required pre-knowledge concerns aspects that the program is supposed to teach. The prerequisites concern:
• the ability to understand the function of effective reading and
writing as acts of sharing meaning;
• the abiIity to understand that texts are usually written by
someone else, who wants to share some experiences, knowledge, and so forth, with other persons;
• the ability to understand that the writer some day can be me;
• the ability to understand that the texts in the text-books used in
traditionai reading and writing programs are written by
someone who in the first place does not want to share something, but wants to teach grammatical reading and writing;
• the ability to understand the function of grammatical reading
and writing as an efficient aid to effective reading and writing,
Le. the ability to understand the connection between the exercise of isolated grammatical skills and the social situation in
which reading and writing occur;
• the abiIity to handle the two basic principles of a grammatical
treatment, Le. the creation of a static Iinguistic sign and the
principle of duality of structure, in order to understand the
grammatical questions that are put forward.
Thus, if a child is to have success in learning to read and write within
a traditional reading and writing progranl he must be very competent
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and tolerant, in order to understand the use of a pedagogy based on the
individual-psychological perspective, the use of mere reading, the use
of the static language sign as such, and the use of "grammatical texts".

CHILDREN ACQUAINTED WITH THESE PREREQUISITES.

Children like those described in Section Two are acquainted with the
prerequisites described above when they start school, since they have
grown up in a milieu where such abilities are fostered in daily life activities. Furthermore the child's part in developing these abilities has
been extended in a successive manner and the repertoire of written
language situations in which the child participates also increased in the
same manner.
Meaningful situations.
The first characteristic of the growth of these children as literate persons is that they deal with reading, writing, and grammatical treatments within meaningful situations. In the first place the situations are
meaningful in the sense that they mainly concern the world of meaning
the actor is living in. Grammar is hardly ever treated separately, but
within areading, writing, spelling, or game setting. If it is treated
separately, as in the letter recognition events and in most of the linearization texts, it is almost always on the child's initiative. In the linearization texts the Ianguage object used is in addition well-known to the
child, usually the name of a near and dear person. Settings not examined in detail in this study include the reading of children's books to the
child. But within the survey questionnaire the parents have noted that
they read to the child at least once a day. These situations may also be
recognized as meaningful situations where developed effective reading
are shown and talked about86 .

The situations are also meaningful for the children in the sense that
they are always provided opportunity and encouraged to activate
themselves or take an active part in the interactions. It is within the
commentary-text and the story-text that the interactions occur. In
contrast to these stands the intervention-text, which consists of no dis
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cussion except for a plausible metalanguage comment. In the intervention-text and the media of reading alone and writing alone the
child acts all by himself without any kind of support. The difference
between these four types of situations with respect to the part played
by the child and the parent, respectively, is in most cases obvious.
Within the story-texts, which are very often initiated by the child's
questions e.g. "What does it say?/I, or /lHow do you write ..?/I, the adult
is often the initiator of the grammatical perspective. He is furthermore
the leading guide and prompter, who gives most of the information
needed in order to fullfil the acts. In the commentary-text, however,
the child is the initiator and leading actor. The adult is "degraded" to
answering questions or to taking the role as supervisor, who gives
corrections or supporting suggestions when needed. In the intervention-text the child and the adult are on the other hand companions
sharing experiences that stem from their reading or writing. But if
anything goes wrong the adult has the possibility to make a correction
or some other type of supporting move. That is, if necessary the
intervention-text expands into a commentary-text or a story-text. The
intervention-text and instances of reading and writing alone are the
places for actual use of already acquired knowledge.
In the collective acting the persons can be regarded as holding different roles. Possible roles can be distinguished according to whether,
firstly, the person is mentally present or not, secondly whether he is a
participant in the languageing act or not, thirdly whether he can take
the role as an actor, and fourthly whether he is acting or not. In this
way it is possible to identify five types of roles: the actor, 2nd person,
3rd person, observer, and the possessor of no role (see Table 31).
Furthermore, the actor may have one or more of the following roles:
the initiator, the accomplisher, and the evaluator.
Table 31
Types of roles according to different characteristics.
Presence:
Pa rtici pant:
Can act:
Is acting:

Actor
+
+
+
+

2nd person 3rd person
+
+
+
+
+

Observer
+

No role

The children in this study have not only been provided the opportunity
to take an active part, but they have a]so done so most of the time,
86Cf.

e.g. Snow & Ninio, 1986, pp 121-137.
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being the initiator and/or a~complisher of many of the acts. Such a
"training" guarantees that the children are also able to use these
abilities in other situations, such as the school situation. These children
may be contrasted with a child who has problems with understanding
the school situation, the traditional reading and writing program, and
because of this will take the role as feeble second person, third person,
observer, or as in the worst case as having no role at all in school.

From simple effective reading and writing to more complex.
The second characteristic of these children's gro\'\'th as literate
persons is that they go from simple reading and writing tasks to more
complex ones and at the same time have the possibility of sharing
developed effective reading and writing performed by their parents
and other developed readers and writers. The goal of the child's
attempts at reading and writing is visible for him all the time. The first
type of effective reading and writing to appear is a simple use of the
writing system, in the sense of being non-grammatical or restricted,
while the later effective reading and writing is a more complex use of
the writing system, in the sense of being more extensive. The first type
is a rudimentary form of the latter type, and only a few features of
developed effective reading and writing can be identified. But still they
are the most essential features of written languageing. In the nongrammatical and restricted reading and writing the child is in the
world of meaning he is living in. These forms of early reading and
writing can be regarded as a sort of role-play, and can be compared to
role-plays found within other domains of the child's world of plays.
Jacob (1984, pp 79-80) has also shown how different playing activities
give opportunities to practise and elaborate literacy skilIs. It is the
overall structure, such as the external features and the purpose or
intention of the "real" activity that is dealt with in the role-play.
Furthermore, effective reading and writing precede, accompany, and
follow grammatical reading and writing. The use of the writing system
precedes, accompanies, and follows the analysis of the writing system.
The more rudimentary use precedes the analysis, which in turn precedes the more developed use. The grammatical analysis is a technique
which supports the growth of written languageing, but still it is the
languageing which generates the growth.
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Object language aetivities in which effeetive reading and writing take
place and grammatieal metalanguage activities in which grammatical
reading and writing take place are two logically disparate activities.
Therefore situations where these activities are mingIed, Le. situations
where two different topies are at work ("life" and the grammatical expression), can be said to put a double burden on the child's capacity, but
here the parent is acting as mediator. The child is learning the acts of
grammatical reading and writing within the realm of effective reading
and writing in a stepwise fashion in interaction with his parents and in
some cases with his oIder siblings.
Moreover the "life"-topics chosen in the non-grammatical effective
reading and writing, in the restricted effective reading and writing,
and in the early grammatical reading and writing are concrete and
semantically very elose or immediate to the chUd. Later on they become
more abstract and remote from the child's immediate surroundings.
The genres used are aIso more simple in the early stages than later in
the development. With the exception of the texts used in nongrammatical effective reading and writing, the written texts are
extended from the grammatical unit 'word' to the unit 'complex text'.
The child's manner of performing the reading and writing acts in different age periods may be seen as indications of how his understanding
of the concepts reading and writing changes over time. Of interest here
is that some similarities between this wayof looking at the child's reading and writing development and Vygotsky's (1974 and 1976) description of a child's conceptual development can be established on a more
general leve!.
Firstly it is possible to trace the three logically distinct developmental
stages described by Vygotsky (1976, pp 140-156) in the chiId's way of
performing his reading and writing. The pre-reading and pre-writing
are here seen as indications of "syncretic thinking"/ Le. the first stage in
Vygotsky's description. In this terminology pre-reading and pre-writing are understood as the result of an unsettled syneretic mixture of the
child's own subjective understanding of what reading and writing are.
The next stage is the "complex thinking", which corresponds to reading
by the setting, whole-word reading and whole-word writing. In this
kind of thinking the chUd starts to bring together phenomena that are
related in an objective manner and as such are supposed to have a
common nature. It is a unification of phenomena based on concrete and
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actual similarities between different items. In this stage expressions
are read and written in the same way when they have a similar
structure or when they occur in similar situations, Le. whole-word
reading and writing and reading by the setting, respectively. The last
stage is the development of "genuine concepts", which in the development of reading and writing should be compared to developed effective
reading and writing.
Secondly, Vygotsky (1976, pp 170-171) emphasizes analysis, which
presupposes, and is presupposed by, synthesis, as a most important
technique for reaching the stage of thinking in genuine concepts. Genuine concepts are founded on an understanding of the world as capable
of being systematized in certain ways. The systems are created by the
analysis. The paraBel case to this trait in the development of developed
effective reading and writing is grammatical reading and writing.
Grammatical a:na1ysis is a way to systematize reading and writing in
the Iiterate culture.
Thirdly, Vygotsky (1976, pp 56-59; 154-155) points to the social interaction in which thinking develops. It is in the confrontatian with others
that the child's way of thinking and behaving changes over time. This is
also an important characteristic of the children's way of learning to
read and write in this study.
Fourthly, the developrnental stages are considered by Vygotsky (1976,
P 176) to coexist to a certain degree at different points of time, which is
also a feature found in the study presented in this thesis. Thus, the
child's way of developing his reading and writing can be understood as
a successive development of more and more sophisticated acts, which
have their origin in earIier more rudimentary forms.
From simple grammatical tasks to more complex.
The third characteristic of the children's growth as literate persons is
that the grammatical treatments fullfil a support in learning to read
and write and that the development of the ability to handle the principles of the alphabetic writing system grammatically is ordered in the
same way as the principles are ordered logically, Le. the correct use of
the principle of invariance precedes the correct use of the principle of
linearity, and so forth. However, an instance of a more complex principle may appear at an earlier point of time in the developrnent than an
instance of a less complex principle. But in this case it is initiated and
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carried out by the adult or it is carried out in an ungrammatical way by
the child. Thus, the appearance of the principles is not ordered in the
same way as these are ordered logically, but the ability to handle them
in a correct way is.
The physical shape of a text is likely to be one of the most important
factors with respect to facilitating the learning of the two basic principles of a grammatical treatment, Le. the creation of astatic linguistic
sign and the principle of duality of structure. The children in this study
were surrounded by written texts and persons who read and wrote the
texts. The children themselves also had several opportunities to use
and create texts in their own fashion. Furthermore, they got answers
to their questions and comments on their statements concerning the
physical organization form, Le. the grammatical structure, of the texts.
In this way the principles of the alphabetic writing system were treated
one at a time first in principle-specific texts, such as the invariance
texts and the linearization texts, then in reading, writing, and spelling
texts, primarily in the form of story-texts. The principles were also
treated all at once in the operations of synthesis-in-analysis and
analysis-in-synthesis, primarily within the setting of reading and
writing, in the form of commentary-texts and intervention-texts and in
reading and writing alone. For most of the children this occurred at a
later point of time than the treatment of each individual principle. The
grammatical features were treated by explicit comments in the wellknown medium of speaking together, either in combination with reading or writing, or as such in pure conversations before they were treated by comment performances within the lesser-known media of reading and writing alone. For example, letters were in the first place
named in object language activities, like other objects of the world the
child is living in. Later on they were discussed as grammatical objects in
the medium of reading and writing together. Lastly the child was able
to use the letters in grammatical reading and writing in the media of
reading and writing alone.
In the data material presented here the letter has been the nearly allpervading basic unit in the grammatical analysis and synthesis. But
other grammatical units such as the morph, the word, the phrase, and
the sentenee can be used as this basic unit and some of these units have
been used as such in different types of reading programs. But children
who learn developed effective reading and writing by the exclusive use
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of e.g. a whole-word program, Le. by a grammatical unit on the
primary level, also seem to discover the secondary level and start to
analyse the words into smaller units87 . This means that it is possible to
take different routes to the goal, but the grammatical unit letter seems
to have a central function in these routes.
An issue under debate within the research fields of metalinguistic and
of early literacy is the order in which reading and writing occur in the
development of literacy. Some research workers claim that reading
precedes writing, others claim that writing precedes reading. A solution to this controversy is to distinguish between effective reading and
writing on the one hand, and grammatical reading and writing on the
other hand. If this is done, it is possible from the data of the present
study to state that in the case of effective reading and writing it is a
matter of personal taste if reading is preferred to writing or vice versa.
Some of the children in the study favour reading, others writing.
But when it comes to grammatical reading and writing, which is also
the type of reading and writing mainly referred to in the debate,
writing in the form of writing from dictation, SIA-recoding, and
SIA-writing precede reading in the corresponding forms. This is so
both on logical grounds and for practical reasans. As has been stated
above the synthesis-in-analysis operation is less complex than the
analysis-in-synthesis operation. In a grammatical writing exercise of
an unknown text, the actor is operating with more known units than in
a grammatical reading of such a text. In grammatical writing, the utterance itself and perhaps even the pronunciation of the utterance is
known beforehand. Furthermore all or some of the letter-sounds or
letters in the written shape of the utterance are known. In grammaticaI
reading, all or perhaps just some of the letter-sounds or letters are
known, but not the utterance itself, nor the pronunciation of the utterance. Furthermore it is easier to interfere and to guide the grammatical
writing of an utterance. Grammatical writing leaves more space for
interaction than grammatical reading. In grammatical writing it is
possible to guide the actor to take one principle at a time or to manipulate the synthesis-in-analysis operation in a stepwise fashion. This is
also the manner in which most of the writing from dictation is done in
the data material. Grammatical reading is on the other hand very dif87Cf. e.g. R. Söderbergh's (1971, pp 32-106) description of her daughter's way of
reading in the early stages.
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ficult to operate in this way. In the data material only a few instances
of this kind of guiding are found. In most cases they result in an unsuccessfuJ reading or an incorrect reading (a guess) on the part of the
child. However, in these cases the adult most often does the actua]
reading by himself. The analysis-in-synthesis operation, which is the
operation of all the four main principles of the writing system at once,
is an essential element in the reading of an unfamiliar text in an unfamiliar setting. This type of reading situation presupposes that the
chUd has some knowledge of the quite complex operation analysis-insynthesis. A more advanced stage is when the chUd is able not only to
operate the analysis-in-synthesis operation, but also to find out the
actual utterance, Le. he is able to make an AI5-reading. This type of
reading act also comes into more extensive use in the later periods.
Furthermore, writing story-texts exceed reading story-texts with respect to the amount of grammatical features treated. In addition to the
treatment of the principles of invariance, linearity, and biuniqueness
found most often in both these types of text, the principle of graphic
shape and spelling rules is very often found in the writing story-texts,
Le. they are the most information-dense texts. Grammatical writing is
the forerunner of grammatical reading. Paul, a little boy at the age of
5:1, expresses this fact in the following way "Once you know how to
spell something, you know how to read it." (Bissex, 1980, p 122).
In interaction with the parents the children have several opportunities of getting acquainted with the circumstance that language can be
objectified, that it is an object that can be regarded as consisting of different types of parts, that the parts are arranged in a certain order and
are replaceable, that the parts have a sound shape and a written shape,
that one shape can be the same as or different from another shape, and
so forth. Furthermore it must be noted that these kinds of discussion
are not restricted only to reading and writing, but may very weIl be
carried on within so-called grammatical conversations.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

The children that participated in this study were acquainted with or
were on their way of becoming acquainted with the prerequisites of the
traditional reading and writing program. When they start school they
will be acquainted with different types of reading and writing activi-
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ties. Furthermore, they will be aware of that grammatical reading and
writing are only techniques that may be used as auxiliary means in developed effective reading and writing. Therefore they are favoured
compared to children who 'have not had this kind of early sociaIization
into the use and the manipulation of the principles of the alphabetic
writing system. Moreover, theyare not only familiar with taking part
in different types of reading and writing activities and answering
grammatical questions, but theyare also used to initiating them themselves. They have had the privilege of receiving private and individualized education on equal terms, where the parents' actor role decreases
as the child's development approaches its goal.
It was not the purpose of this study to establish a correlation between
reading and writing ability and social class, but from other studies of
Swedish children it may be derived that some variation does occur with
respect to these" aspects. The ability to take part in and to perform the
metalinguistic tests, Le. what here has been made equivalent to
grammatical conversation and grammatical reading and writing, does
not vary with respect to social class (Lundberg, 1983, pp 7-8). On the
other hand social class status stratifies with very high reliability the
children into those that will have problems of advancing in their effective reading and writing and those that will not88 . The latter group
consists of children from higher social groups. My claim is that these
circumstances show that it is very important that children within
school, especially children from lower social groups but by no means
not only those, get the same opportunities as the children in this study.
That is, that they have the opportunity to get acquainted with effective
reading and writing, both on their own and by means of the reading
and writing of others who already know effective reading and writing,
at the same time as they learn the techniques by which they can handle
problematic situations themselves.

881n the case of writing see Larsson, 1984, pp 171-182.
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13. THE SIMILARITY OF
SPOKEN LANGUAGE
LEARNING AND WRITTEN
LANGUAGE LEARNING.
THE STATE OF THE ART TODAY.

Some research workers, especially those found within the field of
early literacy89 point to similarities between the learning of spaken
language and the learning of written language. However, the majority
of research workers investigating reading and writing, both early and
later developmental phases90 , as weIl as research workers within
linguistics interested in these matters, describe spoken language learning and written language learning as two quite disparate processes.
They base their argument on the view that spoken language and wri tten language have totally opposite characteristics. The characteristics,
usually referred to, can be seen in Table 3291 . In what follows these
characteristics of written language and written language learning will
be examined.
Table 32
Corresponding and apposite characteristics of written language and spaken
language.
Written language:
explicit
standardized
sender and receiver separated
monologic
"context-free" or "decontextualized"
product in focus
permanent
static
discrete
learned in secondary socialization

Spoken language:
implicit
varied
sender and receiver together
dialogic
"context-dependent"
process in focus
ephemeral
dynamic
continuous movements
learned in primary socialization

89See e.g. Goodman, Y., 1983, pp 68-71; Liberg, 1983, pp 90-95; Söderbergh, 1986,
pp 645-658.
90See e.g. Goes & Martlew, 1983, p 217; Lundberg, 1984a, pp 12-21; 1984b, P 52.
91See e.g. Linell, 1982, pp 5-11.
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THE CHARACfERISTICS OF WRITIEN LANGUAGE.

In his argument that written language differs from spoken language,
LinelI (ibid.) admits that there is some overlapping. For example he
states that

There are spoken genres, in which language is used very much
as in certain written styles, and, conversely, writing can sometimes be deliberately used for mirroring certain speech styles.
(ibid. p 10)
This implies, among other things, that a more implicit language is
more often connected with spoken language than with written language, but may in principle occur in both media. I will go one step further
and state that implicit language occurs to a much higher degree in
written languageing than has been noted in the normative linguistic
research that has dominated this field. As evidence for this claim I
would like to refer firstly to the readings and writings of the children in
the present study, and secondly to a non-systematic investigation ca rried out on two different occasions by my students in a university
course concerning the learning of reading and writing. From these investigations of both young, inexperienced, and old, experienced, readers and writers it is obvious that the daily written language activities
primarily consist of the reading and writing of very "simple" texts,
"simple" in the sense that it is implicit language, e.g. the reading
and/or writing of signs, lists, check lists, short messages, telegrams,
calendars, notes, rough copies, headlines, advertisements, TV- and
radio program, and so forth. Since these investigations were not carried out in a systematic way, I call for such a systematic investigation,
one that not only looks at the reading and writing of officially published texts, but at texts actually read and written in daily life by different
groups of people. However, awaiting the results of such an investigation, I dare to forecast that it will be found that there are many more
"simple" texts in the above sense that are used than has been indicated
by traditionai research within this field.
Furthermore, the "simple" texts do not always follow the standardized norm as described in the grammar of aparticular language. They
are ungrammatical with respect to orthographic, morphological, syntactic, and semantic aspects. Idiosyncratic spellings and choices of expressions, abbreviations, incomplete sentences, and so forth, will be
found in this kind of texts. This is probably more so in texts produced in
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the early stages and in texts of a more private character. But, today it
also seems to be a not uncommon trait of the language of advertising.
In other words, as in spaken language, it is possible to find variation in
written language. Deviations from the norm are sometimes deIiberate,
and other times non-deliberate.
One reason why this type of texts can occur in written languageing is
that the reader and writer know one another in some way or other. In
a physical sense they are often separated, but not always, e.g. sending
notes to one another during class, or taking notes for oneself. However, this trait of written language that sender and receiver are physically separated has been given too much emphasis. In communication
the physical distance between sender and receiver is not of any main
concern, but the psychological distance. In order to have successful
communication92 , the reader and writer must know one another or get
to know one another, Le. to create intersubjectivity. This is the rase not
only for the reading and writing of "simple" texts, but for the reading
and writing of all types of texts. A good writer knows his reader / -s,
and the reader / -s know the writer either personally, or through his and
his fellow writers' earlier writings. This is, I claim, the normal and
unproblematic case for written languageing as weIl as for the talker
and listener within spoken language. The atypical and problematic case
in written language activities as weIl as in spoken language activities is
when the writer/talker and the reader /listener are both physically and
psychologically separated. This situation dernands a very explicit
language use. Examples of such problematic cases are lecturing, and
the writing and reading of laws (see Gunnarsson, 1988, pp 97-104). A
law takes many people to write in order to get it to function properly
within society.
This discussion points, furthermore, to the next trait supposed to be a
characteristic of written language. That is, that written language is
monologic. By this is usually meant that the reader and writer work
alone. But as in the case with the reading and writing of laws it is not
unusual that readers and writers cooperate, or get help from other
persons in their reading and writing 93 . This kind of dialogue in written
language activities is also a technique recommended in same reading

92Cf. Lat. commwlicare = to make common.
93Cf. the reading and writing of the children in the present study.
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and writing programs, e.g. 1/ directed reading-thinking activities l / 94 ,
and I/the writing process" 9S • The concept 'dialogic' may be extended to
also cover written correspondences. Furthermore, in such an extended
fashion it may cover the case when areader /writer reads/writes a text
on several different occasions, since the reader/ writer can be regarded
as reading and writing the text in dialogue with himself. Another type
of extension of the concept 'dialogic' is the circumstances when a
reader /writer knows his counterpart/-s so weil that he is able to take
part of a thought dialogue with his counterpart/ -s. Thus, many types
of written language activities may be considered to have a dialogic
character.
The characteristics discussed above are sometimes summarized under
the heading "decontextualized language" or "context-free language/l,
where the third of these characteristics usually is regarded aS the cause
of the other three. According to Smith (1984) this is an infelicitious
term. He states that /I •• it is not strictly correct to suggest that any
language, written or spoken, could ever be entirely decontextualized./I
(p 146). However, I would claim, that it is a misuse of or in stronger
words a misconception of the term 'context'96. A context is the whole
situation that is relevant to an event97 . Thus, all events, including
written language events, have a context. Alllanguage events are by
definition contextualized. Halliday (1978) states that

In general, the ability to use language in abstract and indirect
contexts of situation is what distinguishes the speech of adults
from that of children. Learning language consists in part
learning to free it from the constraints of the immediate
environment. ( ibid. P 29)
Thus, it is not the context that abstract and explicit language is liberated from, but the constraints of the immediate physical environment.
A better term for the phenomenon called "decontextualized" language
would be 'formallanguage' in contrast to 'colloquiallanguage'.
However, the most problematic part of this kind of description of
94See e.g. Stauffer, 1969.
9SSee e.g. Björk et al, 1988.
96Because of this misuse of the term 'context', I have avoided to use i t in this
thesis, except for the cases when references are made to the work of others
where it is used.
97Cf. Lat. contexere = to weave together.
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written language is that it is not written language that is described, but
the writing system. It is not the use of the writing system, Le. the dynamic linguistic sign, that is described but the writing system itself, Le.
the static linguistic sign. This becomes even more obvious in the description of written language as having its product in focus, where this
product is permanent, static, and discrete. According to the discussion
in chapter 3, this way of describing written Ianguage is a result of a
grammatical view. In this section it was also concluded that written
language is ephemeral and dynamic. It consists in a continuous movement, where the process is in facus.
The characteristics supposed to be a description of just spoken language are also characteristics of written language. In chapter 3 it was
stated that the distinction between spaken and written acts may not be
made within a linguistic conceptual frame of reference. Thus, from a
linguistic point of view, the distinction between written, spaken and
sign Ianguage has no meaning. But, in a physical/medial perspective
language may be divided into spoken language, written language, sign
language.

WRITTEN LANGUAGE LEARNING.

The comparison between the learning of spoken language and the
learning of written language based on the characteristics set out in
Table 32 is not only a very unfair camparison but also a false comparison, since it is not written language that is described, but the writing
system, while the spaken language is to a large degree described a s
spoken language. As has been shown and discussed in previous chapters, there is a fundamental distinction between the learning of written
language and the learning of the writing system. They cancern two
disparate frames of reference. Furthermore, it has been shown that the
children in this study primarily learned written language, in contrast to
children who as a first meeting with the learning of reading and writing are put before a traditionai reading and writing program. For the
children in this study the learning of written language preceded, accompanied, and folIowed the learning of the writing system. The object
language activities in the visual medium generate the development,
while the grammatical metalanguage activities are just one type of
assistance, but a good and functional one. Thus, since spoken language
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and written language are considered to coincide from a linguistic point
of view, it is possible to flnd characteristics common to the learning of
these two languages. These common characteristics will be found by
comparing the language activities that occur in different developmental phases of spoken language learning and written language learning.
The first developmental phase of eomparison is the propaedeutie
phase. In spoken language aetivities the child performs cries, screams,
eoos, and gradually also babbling. These expressions should be eompared to pre-reading and pre-writing in written language aetivities98 .
The eries, screams, and eoos may be compared to the imaginary readings and the writing of seribbles, while the babble may be eompared to
the retelling of e.g. children's books and the graph-writing. In the last
type of act, the first steps towards the correet use of the instruments
from a grammatical point of vieware made. However, it is in the interaction with aJ;1other person, who most of the time accepts and answers these expressions as attempts to eommunieate, that they beeome
language aets. The interactions function as preparatory courses of
communieation, as proto-conversations and proto-activities within
written language, respectively.
The second developmental phase is the verbal phase, which will be
divided into two steps. The first of these succeed the propaedeutic
phase. In this phase the child performs one-word utterances in spoken
language activities, which will be compared to restricted effective
reading and writing, Le. whole-word reading and writing, reading by
the setting, and copy-writing. From a grammatical point of view, with
respect to the size of the grammatical unit used, there is a perfect
match between the language activities. They consider one word at a
time. The expression is furthermore made up of a non-analysed whole,
which may have a more extended meaning than is usually connected
with the word as such, a so-called holophrase. In this development,
reading by the setting, and copy-writing may be compared to underextensions occurring in children's talk. That is, thesimilarity consists in
the fact that the use of the expressions is restricted to certain settings.
The expressions in both spoken language activities and written language activities are learned in point-and-name routines in interaction
with others. The child learns to label the world within spoken language

98See also Söderbergh, 1986 (pp 645-658) for such a camparison.
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and written language. Within the data presented here the written
labeling is much more restricted than the spaken. It mainly cancerns the
act of putting name-Iabels on persons. But in other investigations of
early literacy99, there is a much greater variation of expressions used.
The next step in the development is the ability to use complex utterances, which from a grammatical point of view consist of two or more
words in eombination. The child is on his way to becoming a developed
talker /listener /writer /reader.
Another similarity between the developments of spoken and written
language is the successive move from eonerete and immediate topies to
abstract and mediated topies. This is so in written language learning
even though this development is displaced in relation to spaken language learning by several years.
However, it is in the move from one-word utterance to complex utterance that a difference between spoken language learning and
written language learning is found. It consists of the extensive use of
grammatical metalanguage activities within written language learning. Nevertheless, as has been stated previously, the grammaticaI
metalanguage activities are not the learning of written language but a
support in the learning of written language. Furthermore, there is
nothing peeuliar in the fact that grammatical metalanguage activities
playa much more extensive role in the learning of written language
than in the learning of spoken language, since the writing system is the
base for and the example of a grammatieal deseription. In the present
study the parents playan important role in bringing it about that the
grammatical metalanguage activities come inta use as often as they do.
But even if the child is on his own he discovers the correspondences
that are possible to establish between the writing system and the pronunciation of the writing system 100 .
Thus, it is only in this case that the camparison made in Table 32 is
relevant in some parts. However, it is possible to flnd grammatical
metalanguage aetivities in spoken language learning too, e.g. in the
form of speech play. Aceording to Sanches & Kirshenblatt-Gimblett
(1976, p 102-106) different types of speech play may be considered. The

99See e.g. Söderbergh, 1986, pp 648-651.
lOOSee e.g. Söderbergh's (1971, pp 32-106; 1986, pp 651-654) description of her
daughter's reading in the earl ystages, which changes from whole-word to
morphematic to syllabic to graphematic reading.
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earliest form is spontaneous and improvised speech play, e.g. babbling.
The next form is disciplined speech play, e.g. rhymes, taunts, songs,
and verses. Coming later is the speech play verbal art, e.g. prose narrative. In their data (age: 5 - 14), which cancerns the intermediate stage
with rhymes, Sanches & Kirshenblatt-Gimblett found a shift in the
child's cancerns from phonological to grammatical to semantic, and
finally to sociolinguistic levels of language. However, the question of
to what extent and in what way these kind of activities contribute to
the development of spaken language, and whether this contributian
has a similar structure to grammatical metalanguage activities have in
the learning of written language will be left for future research to
discuss.
Another difference between the ways of learning spoken and written
language is the time for the entrance of metalanguage activities. In the
present study these acts come inta use already in the propaedeutic
phase, which it is not possible to find in the development of spaken
language. An explanation is that the chUd is not able to perform them
in spaken language at such an early stage. On the other hand an explanatian of the early use of them in written language is that written
languageing is the marked case, while spaken languageing is the unmarked case and therefore needs no extra comments.
Since the development of the languages have so much in common
from a linguistic point of view, it should also be possible to learn them
simultaneously. However, so far there are not many children that have
been given this kind of opportunity, even if some are found. Whether
this is an effect of nature or nurture, is here left until further investigations have been made. But still, it is possible to state that written
language may be learned in the so-called primary socialization.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

Most of the differences claimed to exist between spaken and written
language learning are a result of the fact that the two processes have
been looked at from two different perspectives. If they are looked a t
from the same perspective, e.g. a linguistic perspective, many similarities are found. The possibility of finding similarities and differences is
not primarily a product of the behaviour as such, but a product of the
way of looking at the behaviour. Furthermore, if the perspective cho-
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sen is of a kind that isolates the differences, these will in all probability
dominate the comparison. For example, if spaken and written language learning are looked at from a physical/medial perspective man y
differences and few similarities will be found. For these reasans it is
necessary to ask what perspective serves your interests best. My claim
is that both spoken and written language learning are language learning and should therefore be looked at from the same perspective. Fur.thermore, the perspective chosen should be a perspective that is able to
catch the languageing aspects. In this thesis this perspective has been
called the linguistic perspective.
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14. SUMMARY AND PEDA-

GOGICAL IMPLICATIONS.
THESTUDY.

The present study originated in an ambition to flnd out the character
of the reading and writing programs used during the early stages of
learning. It has been discovered that what here has been called a traditional reading and writing program consists primarily of a technique
based on the static linguistic sign. Furthermore, it has been found that
the children in the present study have participated in reading and
writing activities primarily based on the dynamic linguistic sign, but in
which the static linguistic sign is used as a support when needed. One
of the best known programs sharing this trait is the so-called Language
experience approach 101 • Allen (1976) states e.g.

To separate language from what it stands for, to puH symbols
away from their meanings, and to teach about the symbols
'lvithout teaching about the experience would be an empty sort
of task. (ibid. P 37)
Thus, it is not anything new that has been found out, with respect to
the program as such. On the contrary, this type of language education
has been discussed for quite a long time. For example, Petrus Ramus
(1515-1572) is an early spokesman for such a language program. One of
his most important contributions to the pedagogical discussion
concerned with language learning/teaching was the suggestion that
the traditional grammatical cramming should be exchanged for practical language exercises. However, what is new in this study is the
attempt to elucidate the ·characteristics of the static linguistic sign and
the dynamic linguistic sign, and the difference between them, moreover
the reasons why languageing is the prime object in learning to read and
write, and why grammatical treatment is just a support in this learning
act. The practical consequences of these insights will be spelled out in
the following.

lOlSee e.g. Allen, 1976; Hall, 1976; Leimar, 1979; Stauffer, 1970.
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To CREATE A LANGUAGE SPACE: LANGUAGEING, THE PRIME MOVER,
IN HARMONY WITH THE USE OF TECHNIQUES.

The first pedagogical implication of the present study is that reading
and writing develop in what here will be called a language space which
is characterized by the fact that the child is given many opportunities to
experience languageing within both the spoken medium and the written medium, and to make explorations of different reading and writing
behaviours, both on their own, and together with others. In the early
stages therefore many different types of reading and writing behaviours occur. They are accepted and tolerated, but successively their
effectiveness is put into question. Furthermore, reading and writing
are already from the beginning given equal status. They interact with
one another and in this way reinforce one another. The child gets to
learn that what he writes can be read, and what he reads is written by
somebody who wants to share something with him. He gets to know
what it means to share meaning within written language. Nevertheless, some children favour reading over writing, while others favour
writing over reading.
Texts to be read and written by the child are in the early stages taken
from the child's immediate surroundings. It is colloquiallanguage that
is used. They consists of "simple" texts, that concern topics well-known
to the child. One of the most prominent topics in the beginning is the
name of near and dear persons. However, as the child experiences the
reading and writing of other people, when they read and write more
advanced texts, concerned with topics that are of interest to him and
engage him, his desire to do the same seems to increase. This desire is
also strengthened when the chiId participates in situations where a
more advanced language is needed. In this way he is given reasons for
the use of different types of language. The chUd is led into the use of
formal language by a successive expansion of his written world of
meaning.
Furthermore, the discussion of language plays an important roie in
this development. The discussions cancern both the content and functian of the texts, how they are related to the reader and the listener.
They also concern the handling of the language object in the reading
and writing acts. This means that grammatical treatments are eneiosed
in languageing. In this way the place where they fil l an important
function in practice is demonstrated.
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However, voiees may be raised against the idea that grammatical
treatment should belong within the language space. A reason for this
argument would be that the rules of grammar are not always eorrect,
since they do not eover all types of language use. But this argument is
based on a faIse nation, namely the nation that grammar could make
claims to uncover language usel Contrariwise, grammar is a
description of the static linguistic sign. Within a grammatical treatment
it is not language use that is treated, but a language object. The
teaching of languageing and the teaching of grammar deal with
different topics. They do not compete over the same type of activities.
The teaching of grammar is one important complement to the teaching
of language. The language space holds both the teaching of language
and the teaching of different techniques as e.g. grammatical treatment.
It is only within the realm of languageing that the techniques ean be
understood and make sense as supports when languageing goes
wrong.

To USE A VARIETY OF TECHNIQUES: GRAMMATICAL TREATMENT, AND
SO FORTH.

The second pedagogical implication of the study is that different types
of techniques are used and that they complement each other. Same
techniques are favoured at certain periods, or by certain children, other
techniques are favoured at other periods, or by other children. The
techniques found in the present data are:
• let others do it for you,
• draw inferences from the setting in order to read an
unreadable expression,
• use models (e.g. in a dictionary) and copy them,
• let another person lead you in a grammatical dietatian,
• use different types of grammatical treatment all by yourself
In the early stages the child just performs the reading and writing
himself; he is in no need of a technique, or others do it for him. But later
on the grammatieal treatment becomes the most commonly used
technique, and the most prominent one. Other situations within whieh
the grammatical treatment occurs are e.g. a game or a riddie. The
principles of the alphabetic writing system are often treated in such
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functional situations and not as isolated skills.
Exeeptions to this are primarily the principle of invariance and the
prineiple of linearity, whieh are discussed in separate situations. However, theyare used in the form of comment performances in reading
and writing. The treatment of these principles is a good example of the
interplay which prevails on one hand between the media of conversation, reading and writing, and on the other hand between theory
(grammatical discussion) and practice. The letters are discussed in the
medium of reading together, but used in the form of comment performances in the medium of writing together. The incomplete linearizations are on the other hand both discussed and performed in the meditun of conversatian, while the more complex complete linearizations
are discussed in the media of conversation and writing tagether, but
used in the form of comment performances in the medium of reading
together.
Since the ability to perform grammatical treatment is neither innate
nor mentally stored but part of our culture, it is transmitted within the
realm of social interaction. Dialogue is the prime form for this type of
educational setting. This implies that the most prominent technique in
reading and writing can be learned orally, without the use of the instruments of the written medium. To begin with, some children are also
allowed to work only orally.
The child's first and in most cases incorrect attempts to handle the
language object from a grammatical perspective are more often overlooked than modified. Later on it is the other way around. In the early
stages the grammatical principles are also treated one at a time, but
later on theyare treated all together in the first place in the operation
synthesis-in-analysis, and in the second place in the operation analysisin-synthesis. This may be interpreted as an adjustment of the chUd and
the adult to the facts
• that the principles of the alphabetic writing system are ordered
in relation to each other,
• that it is not possible to treat a grammatical principle correctly,
if the prerequisites are not known,
• that the operation of synthesis-in-analysis connected with
grammatical writing is less complex than the operations
analysis-in-synthesis connected with grammatical reading,
and therefore grammatical writing precedes grammatical
reading.
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Other reasans for the fact that grammatical writing precedes grammatical reading are firstly that it seems easier to take the principles one
at a time within grammatical writing, and secondly that the grammatical writing situations are more information-dense.
In order to be able to help the child with grammatical treatments, and
to know whether and how a certain treatment is applicable and appropriate, the teacher must be very weIl acquainted with the grammar of
the language in question.
Another technical aspect of the way reading and writing acts are performed, is the types of writing instruments that are used. In writing
paper and pencil is the most common, however the pencil is sometimes
exchanged for crayons, a paint-brush, and water-colour, or a typewriter 102 • There are also instances when a child forms things, e.g.
branches, into letters and texts. The texts that are read stem from all
types of text setting found in the child's immediate surroundings, e.g.
signs, lists, headinges, advertisements, and so forth. This implies that
the classroom may with advantage be filled with the kind of text wellknown to the child.
However, even though it is possible to treat grammatical aspects
both without the use of writing instruments and outside the setting of
reading and writing, I do not claim that it should be taught in "preparatory courses" within the pre-school as suggested by research workers
within the field of metalinguistics 103, in order to adjust the children to a
traditionaI reading and writing program used in school. If it is to be
taught within pre-school, this ought to be because the pre-school
teacher is asked to take part in the reading and writing program, since
these activities are part of the reading and writing program. Furthermore, in this case the grammatical activities should not only take place
within the situation of a game or ariddle, but also within the realm of
reading and writing, in order for the child to see the area of application
of the activities.
My claim is, however, that the prime didactic question does not concern how the static language sign is to be taught, but whether it is to
have any prominent place at all in the reading and writing program.
This means that reading and writing should be taught as languageing,
where the manipulation of different grammatical units is an aid among
l02Within this study no PC's were used. But this circumstance will probably
change as PC's occur more frequentIy in the homes.
l03See e.g. Olofsson, 1985, pp 13, 16-17.
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other ways to solving arising problems in the languageing. The question of what grammatical unit (sentence, phrase, word or lettersound), of what grammatical technique, to use is secondary. It has to
find its answer in each separate case. The reliability of the type of analysis/technique used can only be shown in practice. There are no criteria
outside practice that can judge the excellence of a technique.

To GET TO KNOW THE WORLD OF MEANING THE CHILD IS LIVING IN.
The third pedagogical implication of the study is that in order to adjust to the child, his interlocutors must be very well acquainted with the
world of meaning he is living in. In this study this is no problem, since
the activities occur within the family. But within school a teacher meets
twenty to thirty children, whose backgrounds he is more or less acquainted with. In order to get to know the children, the teacher therefore must make an inventory of each child's social background, his
languageing, and his grammatical metalanguage ability, Le. what
language activities he is used to participating in, what language contribution he is able to make, and how he performs these contributions.
The teacher also has to get to know his own world of meaning, in order
to find out how he can interact with each individual child in the best
way.
That education should take place within functional situations is a
principal conclusion. But in that form the thesis may be misinterpreted
in such away that what is a functionat situation for some is thought to
also be a functional situation for others. This is not always true. For
example, to go on a field trip and write about it afterwards may be a
functional situation for the writing act for same children, but need not
be for all of the children. Therefore the thesis must be modified and
state that education should take place within functional situations
based on each child's world of meaning. Therefore the children in the
classroom will be working every now and then with different tasks.

To PREVENT THE OCCURRENCE OF READING AND WRITING
DIFFICULTIES CAUSED BY THE READING AND WRITING PROGRAM.

The fourth pedagogical implication of the study is that in order to
avoid the occurrence of reading and writing difficulties because of the
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program used, the traditional reading and writing program is advised
against. It has too narrow a perspective of what reading and writing
are. Within this type of program it is grammatical reading and writing
that are emphasized. Moreover, it requires previous knowledge of
firstly two of the basic principles of a grammatical treament, and
secondly of the function of a grammatical treament within effective
reading and writing.
Within the traditional reading and writing program, il is just one
technique that is taught. This implies that children \,vho have problems
with breaking free from taught patterns and/or children who have
problem with creating techniques on their own are exposed to just the
phonological technique. Not to be flexible and not to be able to change
technique when necessary is a prominent characteristic of a child who
has reading and writing difficulties. This means that a traditional
reading and writing program strengthens this tendency. Instead the
program should give the child an opportunity to learn a whole repertoire of techniques, techniques that are taught within the realm of effective reading and writing, that are taught in a successive manner,
and that are adjusted to the individual child.
Furthermore, the narrow view of how reading and writing are learned, Le. the individual-psychological view of learning, gives rise to the
fact that all problems that occur are unjustly attributed to the child.
This view also implies that the chUd with difficulties, like alaboratory
animal, may be put in one variant of the traditionai reading and writing program after another. Asocio-interactionistic perspective, on the
other hand, makes it possible to look at the whole situation, the interaction, in which the world of meaning we live in is created and maintained. It is also within our world of meaning that problems are created, maintained, and solved.
However, even with the help of this sort of advice it is not possible to
eliminate all types of reading and writing difficulty. But in order to give
the child a fair chance, he must be given the opportunity to take part in
a learning situation void of hindrances inherent in the reading and
writing program. This is a step that must be taken care of before
remediai education is considered for the child. Thus, in the first place
the traditional reading and writing program should be remedied by
being exchanged for a program based on the dynamic linguistic sign.
Furthermore, the prerequisite inherent in the program used must be
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elucidated, in order to avoid the situation that same children will not
understand the reason for participating in an activity, or do not know
the prerequisites of the activity.

A DILEMMA FOR THE TEACHERS.

It is not possible to manipulate or to talk about the acts of effective
reading and writing. When we want to discuss the reading and writing
acts we are confined to a metalanguage treatment or a grammatical
metalanguage treatment. Effective reading and writing can only be
shown, not talked about. The dilemma for the teacher consists in the
fact that a program primarily based on the dynamic linguistic sign
requires that reading and writing are shown in the form of effective
reading and writing in many instances, but that 'to show' in this sense
is not in agreement with the traditional interpretation of the concept
'to teach'. This is so even though the concept 'teach' has a basic sense of
'to show' or 'to demonstrate' (Webster's, 1978). Traditionally 'to teach'
has the sense lita tell somebody how to do something in the right way".
This implies that the tradition demands the use of grammatical reading
and writing in the teaching of reading and writing.
Thus, working with a program based on the dynamic linguistic sign,
such as in the language experience approach, does not only require the
teacher to attain a new perspective of reading and writing and of the
teaching of reading and writing. It also requires the teacher to break
away from traditional "methods" and to create a new, flexible approach that so far does not have many adherents. The suggested
course is therefore not an easy one to taket But what should not be forgotten is that this is the easiest way for the child. To those who hesitate
I would like to put forward the following two questions as a conclusion
to this thesis:
For whom does the school exist?
and
Why cannot the school consist of a language stimulating milieu?
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APPENDIX A.
ORIGINAL EXAMPLES IN
SWEDISH
Exempel 1. Barn: 11 - 3:1 - Flicka
B. leker med små plastbrickor med bokstäver
(versaler) på. B:s namn är Majsan.
1. B: Jag vin lägga Majsan. Först en Majsan bokstav
(tar <M», sen en Albin (tar <A> (morfar heter
Albin». Vad kommer sen?
2. M: Ij:1 som i Jan (M. och B. letar tillsammans
(morbror heter Jan».
3. B: Sen en Albin bokstav (lägger <A». Nu står
det Majsan.
Exempel 2. Barn: 10 - 4:2 - Flicka
I affären:
B: Vad börjar potatis på?
M: l<p>l.
Exempel 3. Barn: 5 - 6:2 - Pojke
B. läser väldigt mycket. I stort sett ant som
kommer framför ögonen går B. igenom, allt från
skyltar, tidningrubriker och titlar till små
pekböcker.
Exempel 4. Barn: 6 - 4:6 - G
B. gör ibland bokstäver med grenar. (Iden kommer
nog från åsnan lor i Nalle Puh, lor kan
bokstaven <A>.)
Exempel 5. Barn: 7 - 4:3 - Pojke
M. läser en saga, B. tittar samtidigt på bilderna i
boken.
1. B: Titta mamma, min bokstav (pekar på <H»
och det här är Martins bokstav (pekar på <M».
Exempel 6. Barn: 3 - 4:5 - Flicka
B. har skrivit <O GDCA I EFHI I LTO> på sin
svarta tavla.
1. B: Titta, vad jag har skrivit på tavlanf Vad står
det?
2. M: Ogdacaefhilto
3. B: Finns det nå't som heter så?
4. M: Inte vad jag vet.
5. B: Men jag vet vad det betyder på
pannkaksspråket.
Exempel 7. Barn: 8 - 4:5 - Flicka
När B. "läser" t ex rubriker i tidningar blir det
ibland meningar, som hon hittar på själv, och
andra gånger säger hon bara namnen på olika
bokstäver som inte stämmer överens med dem
som hon ser i texten. Bokstavsnamnen är
antagligen uppsnappade på dagis.

Exempel 8. Barn: 8 - 4:3 - Flicka
B. tittar på en tidningssida med bara text.
1. B: Titta, här står det Ann om tar bort de här
(pekar på bokstäverna <ÄNN> i ordet
<SPÄNNANDE> och täcker över prickarna på
bokstaven I <ä> l).
2. M: Ja, det gör detf
B. och M. klipper ut och klistrar upp <ANN>.
Exempel 9. Barn: 4 - 4:6 - Flicka
På dagis: B. och en kamrat är sysselsatta med att
skriva upp barnens namn. De skriver av de
namnlappar som sitter vid barnens fack.
Exempel 10. Barn: 3 - 5:0 - Flicka
B. ägnar sig åt att skriva av saker och frågar sedan
vad orden står för. B. har skrivit: <"BRIO i
LEGa i DE LUXE i AEG j INPUTS">.
(DE LUXE och AEG står på spisen; INPUTS står på
förstärkaren.)
Exempel 11. Barn 5 - 6:8 - Pojke
B. läser en bok. Det är en för honom känd text, som
vi läst med honom flera gånger. Men vi är
förvånade över flytet och snabbheten, ca 120
ord/minut.
Exempel 12. Barn: 7 - 4:11 - Pojke
B. skriver sitt namn på små inbjudningskort till
födelsedagskalaset.
1. B: Vilken tur att jag har lärt mig att skriva mitt
namn själv, annars kan dom ju inte veta vem det
är i(rånff
Exempel 13. Barn: 9 - 4:4 - Pojke
B:s namn är Erik.
t. F: Vilken bokstav börja r Erik på?
2. B: Det vet jag inte!
3. F: Hur låter det när man börjar säga Erik då?
4. B: Det vet jag ju inte. Jag kan inte läsa fattar du
väll
5. F: Men du kan skriva Erik fint i alla fall.
Exempel 14. Barn: 9 - 4:3 - Pojke
B. sorterar vår post.
l. B: Det här är John's tidning.
2. M: Hur vet du det?
3. B: Jag läser ju! Till dig mamma.
4. M: Står det mamma?
5. B: Ja ...... Nej, Åsa (B. flinar.)
B. går ofta och parar ihop våra märkta grejor med
varann, Lex käder och post med
handduksskyltarna. Det syns som om han ser
ordet i sin helhetsform.
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Exempel 15. Barn: 9 - 4:3 - Pojke
l. B: (pekar på ett paket till morfar Gustav.) Står
det morfar där?
2. M: Det står Gustav, som morfar heter.
3. B: Rita det mamma här i mitt block! (M. skriver
<GUSTAV» Står det Gustav där?
4. M:Jaf
B. går nöjd in i sitt rum och stoppar blocket i sin
låda.
Exempel 16. Barn: 2 - 5:7 - Pojke
l. B: Jag-har-Ie-go-sa-ker. Om jag säger "jag-harle-go-sa-ker", så slutar det på leer:/
2. M: Ja, vad duktig du är.
Exempel 17. Barn: 2 - 4:9 - Pojke
B. och M. är ute och går.
1. B: Vad är det för en bil? (B. pekar på en Renault)
2. M: Det är en Renault.
3. B: Renault, i det finns ett /0:/.
4. M: Ja, det finns det.
5. B: Ett l<a>I*.

* troligtvis en kommentar om att bokstaven <Å>
liknar bokstaven <A>.
Exempel 18. Barn: 1 - 7:1 - G
l. B: Larsson och Andersson börjar, nej, slutar lika,
'son'. Johansson, Svensson också. Libson (av
Liberg) (B. skrattar), Wiklandson (av
Wiklander) kan man också säga. Blomberg,
Blomson.

3. B: (pekar på <Ö» Den är nästan som den där
Oskar bokstaven (pekar på <O».
4. M: Den med prickar låter le:/.
Exempel 23. Barn: 5 - 4:10 - Pojke
B. tittar på en handduksskylt där <Elisabeth>
står textat.
1. B: Det är två I <e> I i Elisabeth. Det är det i
Emma också.
2. M: I Elisabeth är det två I <e> I men i Emma är
det bara ett. Däremot är det två I <rn> I i Emma.
3. B: Men det hörs som det var bara ett.
Exempel 24. Barn: 5 - 4:1- Pojke
F. läser ett märke på B:s tröja, <Grants>.
1. B: Det är detsamma som Penes efternamn
(Blomkrans).
2. F: Det stämmer nästan. Det ena är l<g>I, det
andra I <k> l. Det låter nästan likadant.
Exempel 25. Barn: 10 - 4:2 - Flicka

B. sysselsätter sig ofta med att skriva
"bokstavspapper" som hon kallar det. Hon
skriver de bokstäver hon kan på små lappar,
som blir helt täckta av bokstäver.
Exempel 26. Barn: 6 - 5:5 - Flicka
B. tjoar och sjunger i sitt rum. Hon håller på och
"läser" bokstavsplanchen för full hals. Kan
nästan allt.
Exempel 27. Barn: 4 - 5:0 - Flicka

B. och M. löser ett barnkorsord tillsammans.
Exempel 19. Barn: 11 - 3:2 - Flicka
M. och B. läser annonser. B. tittar på ordet
<ANANAS>.
1. B: Titta, en Albin (pekar på det första <A», och
där är en till (pekar på det sista <A». Vad
heter den? (pekar på <N»
2. M: Den låter In:/.
3. B: Som i Nils ... och där är en Nils till ... och där
är en Albin till (pekar på <A> i mitten).
Exempel 20. Barn: 9 - 4:3 - Pojke
På tåget. B. tittar på en skylt där det finns ett
<A>.
l. B: Upp och ned streck emellan, mamma.
2. M: Jaa, vad heter den bokstaven då?
3. B: I <a> l. Det är ingen siffra.
Exempel 21. Barn: 6 - 4:3 - Flicka
Vi äter smörgås med messmör. B. tittar på etiketten
på kartongen: <MESSMÖR>.
1. B: I <ID, e, s, s, m, ö, r> /.
Exempel 22. Barn: 11 - 3:1 - Flicka
B. och M. tittar på en affisch med texten:
<SJÖHISTORISKA MUSEET>.
1. B: Den där med prickar är nästan som pappas.
2. M: Kan du peka på den du menar.

I <a> l, sen I <n> I (B. skriver
bokstäverna)
2. M: And, vad ska stå sen?
1. B: And, först

3. B:

l<e>l?

4. M: Nej, lyssna la-n-d/!
5. B: I<t>/.
6. M: Nej, /<d>/.
Exempel 28. Barn: 11 - 3:2 - Flicka
B. och !Yl. läser tidningen och B. tittar på ordet
<HARLIG>.
1. B: (pekar på <R» Vad heter den?
2. M: Ir:/.
3. B: Som i Rickardf (pekar på <H» Vad heter
den?
4. M: Den låter /h:/, som i hej ...
5. B: och som i Hans! (pekar på <Ä» Är det en
Albin?
6. M. Nej, den låter lce:/.
7. B: (pekar på <L» Vad heter den?
8. M:

11:/

9. B: Som i Louise! (pekar på <I» Den finns i
finger.
1O. M: Ja, det gör den.
11. B: (pekar på <G» Finns den i och? ... Nej inte
det!
12. M: Den låter Ig:/.
13. B: Som i glass
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Exempel 29. Barn: 1 - 6:7 - Flicka
B. skriver <5 LS> (= "5-års lekis")
1. B: Jag förkortar.
Exempel30. Barn 2 - 5:9 - Pojke

1. B: Korak och Orak är nästan samma ord.
2. M: Ja, vad är det Korak börjar på som inte finns i
Orak?
3. B: Korak, Korak, ko, ko, är det, nästan som koger.
Koger, ko, Ik/.
4. M: Ja, vilken bokstav är det?
5. B: Korak, ko, ko. Nej, jag vet inte. Du får säga.
6. M: 1<k> 1 heter den.

Exempel 34. Barn: 1 - 6:6 - Flicka; Barn: 2 - 4:4 Pojke
B2 låtsas-läser på verktygslåda där det står:
<LUNA>
1. B2: Där står det verkstad.
2. Bl: Nej, det står II-):-n-a/. I Iv-re-r-k-s-t-å:-dl
finns det ju ett Ir:I, så det kan inte stå verkstad.
Olle vet du hur man läser om det står 1<a, b> l?
3. B2: Nej.
4. Bl: Jo, man måste läsa deras ljud lå:, b™I och
ljuda ihop dom lå:-b™I abu.
Exempel 35. Barn: 1 - 6:7 - Flicka
1. B: i stavas bara 1<i> I. Precis som ö och å.
2. M: Ja.
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Exempel 43. Barn: 1 - 6:2 - Flicka
1. M: Vad tycker du mest om i smörgåsväg?
2. B: (tystnad, tänker?) Chokladkakor.
3. M: Men det är ju ingen sorts smörgås!
4. B: Jamen, dom är ju släkt i alla fall.
Exempel 44. Barn: 1 - 6:7 - Flicka; Barn: 2 - 4:5Pojke
1. B2: Om en (A) känner en (B) och han (B) inte
känner den (A).
2. Bl: Så kan det inte vara, en (A) kan inte känna en
(B) och han (B) inte känner den (A).
3. M: Hur är det då?
4. Bl: Om den (A) känner en (B) så måste den (B)
känna den (A).

Exempel 31. Barn: 5 - 6:3 - Pojke

B. läser ordet <buss>.
1. B: Tar man bort ett 1<s> 1 blir det bus och sätter
man till ett

1<1>1 blir det blus.

Exempel 32. Barn: 5 - 4:3 • Pojke
1. B: Hur skriver man Jesus?
2. F: Först ett 1<j> I.
3. B: Kan du visa mig!
4. F: (ritar ett <J» Så här, som en krok.
5. B: Och sen?
6. F: Vad tror du?
7. B: l<e>l.
8. F: Rätt! Det kan du själv rita! (B. ritar ett <E»
Vad kommer sen?
9. B: (B. ljuder, får hjälp av F. till ett Is/.) Hur ser
det ut?
10. F: Så här. (F. håner B:s hand och de ritar
tillsammans.) Först uppåt, bakåt, sen neråt och
framåt, och sist bak.
11. B: Sen då?
12. F: Vad tror du? Pröva och ljud! (B. ljuder och
hamnar på det sista 1<s> 1-et.) Innan 1<s> 1 är
det en bokstav, ett l<u>l.
13. B: Hur ser det ut?
14. F: Så härI (F. ritar ett 1<u> I.) Nu kan du rita
ett likadant själv där!
15. B: Och sen?
16. F: Försök att ljuda igen!
17. B: (ljuder) Ett l<s>l. Kan du hjälpa mig att
skriva I
18. F: Försök själv först!
20. B: Det går inte. (F och B. hjälps åt.)
21. B: Vad kommer sen?
22. F: Inget mer! Nu är det slut. Nu står det Jesus på
pappret. Fint va!
Exempel 33. Barn: 2 - 3:5 -- 3:8 - Pojke
B. tar böcker som vi har läst för honom många
gånger och sätter sig ner och läser (återberättar)
dem. När han gör detta säger han ut orden
mycket tydligt, ibland med klar uppdelning i
stavelser.

Exempel 36. Barn: 1 - 6:7 - Flicka
1. M: Jag blir gansinnig.
2. B: Det heter vansinnig.
3. M: Jasså.
4. B: Ja. Gansinnig säger ju bara små barn och kanske
mammor och pappor som har små barn som säger
så.
Exempel 37. Barn: 1 - 6:7 - Flicka
1. B: Han kanske heter. Ingenting precis som Hai
Shangs pojke. Ingenting som ord inte som mening.
Exempel 38. Barn: 1 - 7:1 - Flicka
1. B: Vet du vad ett ord är.
2. M: Nej.
3. B: Det är en mening.
4. M: Jaha.
5. B: Vet du vad mening är.
6. M: Nej.
7. B: Det är i huvudet.
Exempel 39. Barn: 2 - 5:2 - Pojke
1. B: Rörmokare, mokare vad betyder det?
Exempel 40. Barn: 1 - 6:7 - Flicka

Exempel 45. Barn: 1 - 7:6 - Flicka; Barn: 2 - 5:4 Pojke
1. M: Nu härmas du. (vänder sig till Bl)
2. Bl: Olle härmas också.
3. B2: Jag härmas och du härmas. Vi härmas
allihop. Vi härmar varandras ord för dom har
Gud gett oss.
4. Bl: Nehej (skratt), dom har vi gjort själva.
5. B2: Ja, men vi härmar varandra.
Exempel 46. Barn 6 - 5:1 - G
På morgonen innan någon annan än B. vaknat (och
då också F).
1. B: Eva börjar på l<e>l.
2. F: Ja!

Exempel 41. Barn: 1 - 6:2 - Flicka
1. Vuxen: Har du slutat suga på tummen än?
2. B: Nej .... Jag har aldrig börjat.
Exempel 42. Barn: 1 - 7:3 - Flicka; Barn: 2 - 5:1 Pojke
1. B2: Vattnet försöker lura mej.
2. Bl: Vattnet är väl ingen människa. Det kan väl
inte luras.

Exempel 51. Barn: l - 6:7 - Flicka
B. tittar på en skylt på taket på en taxi där det
står: "<TAXI>"
1. B: Mamma vad står det? För mej blir det bara

Itå:-ks-i:/.
2. M: 'Taxi".
Exempel 52. Barn: 5 • 5:9 - Pojke
B. sitter och tittar på en världskarta. Att ljuda
ihop går bra men betoningen blir oftast fel. Han
läser:
<SOVJET-UNIONEN i SIBIRIEN i KINA;
ISHAVET ; Europa; ATLANTEN; OCEANEN ;
INDISKA>
Exempel 53. Barn: 3 - 4:7 - Flicka

B. skrev: <GRATTIS ANNA OCH HANS-OLOV
Exempel 47. Barn: 1 • 7:5 - Flicka
B. har skrivit ett vykort till en vän och har fått
lite hjälp av sin mamma med detta.
<HEJ EVA. JAG HAR; DET BRA. HUR MA- iRDU
(l)? IGÅR KÖPTEi JAG EN KANIN GLASS.
MEN DEN VAR FÖR VATTNIG I GÅR
REGNADE DE (2) JAG GLÖMD (3) MIT (4)
KAR- OLA BAND. HEJDA (5) EVA HLSNING
(6) ANNA>

I bilen:
1. B: Vem var det?
2. M: Det var Jan Deborg.
3. B: Varför heter han inte Borgde?
4. M: Ja ...
5. B: Det är väl för att han heter Deborg. Heter
man Deborg kan man ju inte heta Borgde.
Deborg, Borgde.

Exempel 50. Barn: 3 - 4:8 - Flicka
B. har upptäckt bokstäver på mammas tröja där det
står <SALASKOLAN>
1. B: Vad står det där?
2. M: (visar bara de två första bokstäverna <SA»
Vilka bokstäver ser du?
3. B: l<s>1 och l<a>l.
4. M: Hur låter bokstäverna?
5. B: Is:,å:1
6. M: Ljuda ihop då!
7. B: Is:-å:1 (B. viskar flera gånger)
8. M: Bra! Det är rätt! Vad blev det?
9. B: Sa
10. M: Bra! Nu kan du ju! Se'n då?

Exempel 48. Barn: 4 - 4:2 - Flicka
1. B: Kan du "Jätteroligt varje dag" (påhittad
sång).
2. M: Nej.
3. B: Ska jag skriva den åt dej? (B. skriver på en
pytteliten lapp)
4. M: Men jag kan inte läsa vad du skrivit.
5. B: Vänta ska jag läsa (B. "läser" en jättelång
bit).

FRÅN VERONIKA>

M. ljudade alla bokstäverna och B. kunde höra
vilka de skulle vara, t.o.m. I <h> 1 i Hans. B.
vet också att lal skall skrivas <A>.
Exempel 54. Barn: 2·5:8 - Pojke
1. M: Vad blir Ig-å:-t-a/?
2. B: Gata.
Exempel 55. Barn: 2 - 5:9 - Pojke
1. B: Trökigt, trökigt. Mamma trökigt börjar det på
något?
2. M: Ja, det gör det. Vad tror du det börjar på?
3. B: Itn~:-kIt/, 10:1 börjar det med.
4. M: Nja, inte riktigt men 1<ö> 1 finns med.
5. B: Itr0:-kIt/.
6. M: 1t:-r:-0:-klgt/, /t:/.
7. B:
9. B:

Exempel 49. Barn: 1 - 5:8 - Flicka
<J M ERRFR I RMM D RMMÅ>
(Jag tycker om er därför att ni är min mamma och
pappa)

I<t>/.

8. M: Ja, och sen Ir:!.

I<r>/.

10. M: Ja, bra! Och sen
11. B: l<ö>l.

10:/.

Exempel 56. Barn: 4 - 4:4 - Flicka
B:s lillebror {6 månader gammal} har sagt ajliknande ljud.
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1. B: När man ska skriva aj så skriver man / <a> //å:/, /<n, m, t, .. >/
B. säger olika bokstäver, dock ej / <j> /, medan B.
säger bokstäverna viftar hon med handen i
luften: skriver??)
Exempel 57. Barn: 1 .. 6:10 .. Flicka
B. ligger i sin säng och är på väg att somna, men
innan dess leker hon med sitt namn ungefär som
hon skulle smaka på det.
1. B: la-n:-a, a-n:-a, a-n:-al
Exempel 58. Barn: 3 .. 4:5 .. Flicka
1. B: Finns det / <h> 1 eller 1 <m> 1 i Lilla My.
2. M: Im:/, Lilla /m:-y/.
Exempel 59. Barn: 10 .. 4:1 .. Flicka
1. B: Bolla och Bill. Det passar ju ihop. Vilken
bokstav börjar Bill på?

2. M: l<b>l.
3. B: Då börjar ju Bolla också på /<b>l.
4. M: Ja.
B. och M. samtalar om andra namn och ord som
börjar på / <b> I.
Exempel 60. Barn: 10 .. 4:3 .. Flicka
1. B: Hur låter det om man tar bort I<k>/ i Klara?
2. M: Lara
B. "tar bort" en bokstav i taget och vill att M. talar
om hur det låter. Går också igenom övriga
familjemedlemmars namn.
Exempel 61. Barn: 3 .. 4:6 .. Flicka
1. B: Säg ett ord som börja r på 1<f> If
2. M: If: -Iskl
3. B: Nu är det min tur.
Exempel 62. Barn: 2 .. 5:2 .. Pojke
I sängen: B. and M. har just diskuterat vad ordet
'nyss' betyder.
1. B: (tyst för sig själv) Nyss, nyss, nystan.
Exempel 63. Barn: 10 .. 4:3 .. Flicka
B. sitter och "läser" ur en av sina böcker och säger
efter en stund:
1. B: Hör ni att jag läser på riktigt.
Exempel 64. Barn: 1 .. 6:10 .. Flicka
DUMNfAR • STRÖ I HEJ • SOCKER I GODIS •
MJAU • JAG I NÖTTER • KAM I GOD •
VOVVOV I JUL • VETEMJÖL I KOR. TÄLT·
TIJPP I FLÖTÄ - Bil- Ö I ANNE - TUPP-'
FREDRIK • ANKA I AND • TIGER • APA
Exempel 65. Barn: 11 .. 3:2 .. Flicka
B. pekar på ordet 'och' i en text på ett mjölkpaket.
1. B: Där står det och.
2. M: Ja, det gör det.
3. B: Står det nån mer stans? (pekar svepande över
texten)
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4. M: Titta här nere! (pekar på de två nedersta
raderna där 'och' står tre gånger)
5. B: Där står det och där. (B. hitter två av de tre)

Exempel 76. Barn: 1 .. 7:3 .. Flicka
<PVAT>
(privat)

Exempel 66. Barn: 1 - 6:3 .. Flicka
1. B: Här står det smör. (B. pekar på smörpaketet)
Jag gissar inte.

Exempel 77. Barn: 1 ... 6:1; 6:4; 6:10 .. Flicka
(6:1)
<MJLKi TMTR> (mjölk, tomater)
(6:4)
<SAD>
(sand)
(6:10)
<SOT>
(stort)

Exempel67. Barn: 10 .. 4:3 .. Flicka
B. tittar på ett paket djupfryst rabarber som står
för att tina.
1. B: Vad är det här?
2. M: Rabarber.
3. B: Står det rabarber här? (pekar på den skrivna
etiketten)
4. M: Ja.
5. B: (pekar på ordet och ljudar högt:) Ira:-bar-

Exempel 78. Barn: 1 .. 6:11 ... Flicka and 5 - 5:11 ..
Pojke
(Bl)
<HRTORGARÄ> (hårtorkare)
(B5)
<MA>
(Emma)
Exempel 79. Barn: 1 - 6:10 .. Flicka
1. B: Stavas platta med två I <t> l?
2. M: Ja.

bre:r/"
3. B: Hur stavas Iysl ljudet i marsipan?
Exempel 68. Barn: 1 - 6:1 .. Flicka
B. läser på en kornmjölspåse där det står:
<KORNMJÖL>.
1. B: Ik-u:-r/, här står det kor.
2. M: Ik-u:-rn/, Ik-u:-G/, det står korn om du tar
med alla bokstäverna.
3. B: Im+'0:-I/, det står kornmjöl.

4. M: Med I<r>/ och 1<8>/.
5. B: Hur stavas I-I i ring?
6. M: Med 1<n>1 och l<g>l.
7. B: Stavas hus med 1<u> l?
8. M: Ja, det gör det.

9. B: Nu kan jag stava en utan att ljuda, 1<e, n> /.
Exempel 69. Barn: 2 .. 5:8 .. Pojke
1. B: Hur skriver man Röde Orm?
2. M: / <r> l, ett rakt streck ner, en liten mage
upptill och sen ett snett streck neri / <ö> /,.....
(osv)
Exempel 70. Barn: 5 - 5:1 - Pojke
Ibland ljudar vi och får ihop ord. Men det är inte
ofta B. sätter igång spontant.
Exempel 71. Barn: 6 .. 4:3 .. Flicka
B. skriver själv namnet 'Maria' när F. ljudar före.
Exempel 72. Barn: 5 - 5:11 .. Pojke
B. klarar av att ljuda ihop ord med små bokstäver.
Han upprepar alla orden efter det att han ljudit
dem klart.
Exempel 73. Barn: 4 .. 5:11 .. Flicka
<ÄMLGBIDRB I BLDRBGN I SIGFRTUTAF I
FUARTUTAAF f GA>
(Hemliga bilderboken som ingen får ta utan att
fråga)
Exempel 74. Barn: 1 .. 6:1 .. Flicka
<LÄM L>
(Lillemor)
Exempel 75. Barn: 1 .. 7:4 .. Flicka
<VIARÅKTIL I RULSAND I DUKANVÄRIMAMATÄN>
(Vi har åkt till I Rullsand I Du kan vär-I ma
maten!)

Exempel 80. Barn: 5 '" 6:6 .. Pojke
Egentligen inte så mycket att rapportera. B. läser
både böcker och serietidningar i stort sett varje
dag. Han läser till och med en hel Asterix på en
gång.
Exempel 81. Barn: 3 ... 4:8 - Flicka

4. M: Vad är det för månad nu?
5. B: Maj.
6. M: Vilka bokstäver skall du då skriva?
7. B: Im:/. Det börjar på / <m> /.
8. M: Se'n då?
9. B: Im:-a:/. l<a>l.
10. M: Ja, det är rätt. Och se'n?
11. B: Im:-a:-j:/. l<i>l.
12. M: Nästan. I<j> I.
13 B: I<j>/.

